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TO THE READER

A special chapter is assigned to the collapse of the theory of evolution

because this theory constitutes the basis of all anti-spiritual philosophies.

Since Darwinism rejects the fact of creation – and therefore, God's existence –

over the last 140 years it has caused many people to abandon their faith or fall

into doubt. It is therefore an imperative service, a very important duty to

show everyone that this theory is a deception. Since some readers may find

the chance to read only one of our books, we think it appropriate to devote a

chapter to summarize this subject. 

All the author's books explain faith-related issues in light of Qur'anic

verses, and invite readers to learn God's words and to live by them. All the

subjects concerning God's verses are explained so as to leave no doubt or

room for questions in the reader's mind. The books' sincere, plain, and fluent

style ensures that everyone of every age and from every social group can eas-

ily understand them. Thanks to their effective, lucid narrative, they can be

read at one sitting. Even those who rigorously reject spirituality are influ-

enced by the facts these books document and cannot refute the truthfulness of

their contents. 

This and all the other books by the author can be read individually, or

discussed in a group. Readers eager to profit from the books will find discus-

sion very useful, letting them relate their reflections and experiences to one

another. 

In addition, it will be a great service to Islam to contribute to the publi-

cation and reading of these books, written solely for the pleasure of God. The

author's books are all extremely convincing. For this reason, to communicate

true religion to others, one of the most effective methods is encouraging them

to read these books.

We hope the reader will look through the reviews of his other books at

the back of this book. His rich source material on faith-related issues is very

useful, and a pleasure to read. 

In these books, unlike some other books, you will not find the author's

personal views, explanations based on dubious sources, styles that are unob-

servant of the respect and reverence due to sacred subjects, nor hopeless, pes-

simistic arguments that create doubts in the mind and deviations in the heart. 
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id you know that 700,000 years ago, people were

sailing the oceans in very well-constructed ships? 

Or have you ever heard that the people de-

scribed as "primitive cavemen" possessed an

artistic ability and understanding just as refined

as those of modern artists? 

Did you know that the Neanderthals, who lived 80,000 years ago

and whom evolutionists portrayed as "ape-men," made musical in-

struments, took pleasure from clothing and accessories, and walked

over painfully hot sands with molded sandals?

In all probability you may never have heard any of these facts.
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On the contrary, you may have been handed the mistaken impression

that these people were half-ape and half-human, unable to stand fully

upright, lacking the ability to speak words and producing only strange

grunting noises. That is because this entire falsehood has been imposed

on people like yourself for the last 150 years.

The motive behind it is to keep alive materialist philosophy, which

denies the existence of a Creator. According to this view, which distorts

any fact that stands in its way, the universe and matter are eternal. In

other words they had no beginning, and thus have no Creator. The sup-

posedly scientific basis for this superstitious belief is the theory of evo-

lution. 

Since materialists claim that the universe has no Creator, they must

provide their own explanation for how the life and myriad species on

Earth came into being. The theory of evolution is the scenario they em-

ployed for that purpose. According to this theory, all the order and life

in the universe came about spontaneously and by chance. Certain inan-

imate substances in the primeval world combined by accident to give

rise to the first living cell. As a result of millions of years of similar coin-

cidences, organisms came into existence. And finally came human be-

ings, as the final stage of this evolutionary chain. 

The early history of mankind—which is alleged to have come into

being as the result of millions of accidental mutations, each more im-

possible than the last—has been distorted to fit in with this scenario.

According to the evolutionists' account, which is totally lacking in any

proof, the history of mankind is as follows: In the same way that life

forms progressed from a primitive organism up to man, the most highly

developed of all, so mankind's history must have advanced from the

most primitive community to the most advanced urban society. But this

assumption is completely devoid of any supporting evidence. It also

represents the history of mankind prepared in line with the claims of

materialist philosophy and the theory of evolution.



Evolutionist scientists—in order to account for the supposed evolu-

tionary process that they claim extends from a single cell to multi-celled

organisms, and then from apes to man—have rewritten the history of

mankind. To that end they have invented imaginary eras such as "The

Cave-Man Age" and "The Stone Age" to describe the lifestyle of "primi-

tive Man." Evolutionists, supporting the falsehood that human beings

and apes are descended from a common ancestor, have embarked on a

new search in order to prove their claims. They now interpret every

stone, or arrowhead or bowl unearthed during archaeological excava-

tions in that light. Yet the pictures and dioramas of half-ape, half-man

creatures sitting in a dark cave, dressed in furs, and lacking the facility of

speech are all fictitious. Primitive man never existed, and there never

was a Stone Age. They are nothing more than deceptive scenarios pro-

duced by evolutionists with the help of one section of the media.

These concepts are all deceptions because recent advances in sci-

ence—particularly in the fields of biology, paleontology, microbiology

and genetics—have totally demolished the claims of evolution. The idea

that species evolved and transformed into "later" versions of each other

has been deemed invalid. 

In the same way, human beings did not evolve from ape-like crea-

tures. Human beings have been human since the day they came into

existence, and have possessed a sophisticated culture from that day to

this. Therefore, "the evolution of history" never happened, either.

This book reveals scientific proofs that the "evolution of human his-

tory" concept is a falsehood, and we shall show how the fact of creation

is now supported by the latest scientific findings. Mankind came into the

world not through evolution, but by the flawless creation of God, the

Almighty and Omniscient.

In the following pages, you can read for yourself about the scientific

and historical proofs of this.

A HISTORICAL LIE: THE STONE AGE

12
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he evolutionist historical perspective studies

the history of mankind by dividing it up into

several periods, just as it does with the sup-

posed course of human evolution itself. Such

fictitious concepts as the Stone Age, Bronze

Age and Iron Age are an important part of the evolutionist chronol-

ogy. Since this imaginary picture is presented in schools and in tele-

vision and newspaper stories, most people accept this imaginary

picture without question and imagine that human beings once lived

in an era when only primitive stone tools were used and technology

was unknown. 



THE STONE AGE
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A HISTORICAL LIE:

In the period denigrated by evolutionists as

the "Stone Age," people worshipped, lis-

tened to the message preached by the

messengers sent to them, constructed

buildings, cooked food in their kitchens,

chatted with their families, visited their

neighbors, had tailors sew clothes for

them, were treated by doctors, took an in-

terest in music, painted, made statues—

and, in short, lived perfectly normal lives.

As archaeological findings show, there have

been changes in technology and accumu-

lated knowledge over the course of his-

tory. But humans have always lived as

human beings. 

This Late Neolithic necklace of stones and
shells reveals not only the artistry and
tastes of the people of the time, but also that
they possessed the necessary technology
to produce such decorative objects. 

Pots, a model table, and a spoon dat-

ing to between 7,000 and 11,000

BCE provide important information

about the living standards of people

of the time. According to evolution-

ists, people of that age had only re-

cently adopted a settled lifestyle and

were only just becoming civilized.

Yet these materials show that there

was nothing lacking from these peo-

ple's culture, and that they lived a

fully civilized existence. Just as we do

today, they sat at tables, ate using

plates, knives, spoons and forks,

played host to their guests, offered

them refreshments—and in short, lived regular lives. When the find-

ings are examined as a whole, we see that with their artistic understanding, medical knowl-

edge, technical means and daily lives, Neolithic people lived fully human lives just like those

before and after them.
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Below: According to archaeologists, these stones, dat-

ing back to around 10,000 BCE, were used as beads.

The perfectly regular holes in such hard stones are par-

ticularly noteworthy, since tools made out of steel or

iron must have been used to drill them. 

Above: This copper awl, dating back

to around 10,000 BCE, is evidence

that metals were known about and

mined, and shaped during the period

in question. Copper ore, typically

found in crystal or powder form, ap-

pears in the form of seams in old,

hard rocks. Any society that made a

copper awl must have recognized

copper ore, managed to extract it

from inside the rock and have had

the technological means with which

to work it. This shows that they had

not just recently been primitive, as

evolutionists maintain. 

Above: These needles and awl,

which date back to around 7,000

to 8,000 BCE, offer important evi-

dence of the cultural lives of the

people of the time. People who

use awls and needles clearly led

fully human lives, and not an ani-

malistic existence, as evolution-

ists maintain.

Left: These bone buttons, used around

10,000 BCE, show that the people of the

time had clothing with fasteners. A soci-

ety that uses buttons must also be famil-

iar with sewing, cloth making, and

weaving.

The flutes in the picture are an average of 95,000 years

old. People who lived tens of thousands of years ago

possessed a taste for musical culture. 

A 12,000-year-old 

copper awl

A 12,000-year-old button

9,000 to 10,000-year-old

needles and awl

12,000-year-old beads

HARUN YAHYA
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Yet when archaeological findings and scientific facts

are examined, a very different picture emerges. The

traces and remains that have come down to the pre-

sent—the tools, needles, flute fragments, personal

adornments and decorations—show that in cul-

tural and social terms, humans have always

lived civilized lives in all

periods of history. 

Hundreds of

thousands of years ago,

people lived in houses,

engaged in agriculture, ex-

changed goods, produced textiles, ate, visited rela-

tives, took an interest in music, made paintings,

treated the sick, performed their acts of worship

and, in short, lived normal lives just as they do

today. People who heeded the prophets sent by

God came to have faith in Him, the One and Only,

while others worshipped idols. Believers with faith

in God abided by the moral values commanded by

Him, while others engaged in superstitious prac-

tices and deviant rites. At all times in history, just as

today, there have been people who believed in the existence of God,

as well as pagans and atheists.

Of course, throughout history, there have always

been those living under simpler, more primitive con-

One of the proofs that primitive-minded ape-men never existed

is this 40,000-year-old flute. Scientific research shows that flutes

like this one, based on the present-day seven-note Western scale,

were used tens of thousands of years ago. 

Spoons show that the

people of the time had

table manners. This is

further evidence that

they did not lead primi-

tive lives, as evolution-

ists claim.

A HISTORICAL LIE:

This tool,

made out of

o b s i d i a n — a

dark, glass-like

rock—dates back

to 10,000 BCE. It is

impossible to shape ob-

sidian just by hitting it

with a stone.



ditions as well as societies living civilized lives. But this by no means

constitutes evidence for the so-called evolution of history, because

while one part of the world is launching shuttles into space, people

in other lands are still unacquainted with electricity. Yet this does not

mean that those who build spacecraft are mentally or physically

more advanced—and have progressed further down the supposed

evolutionary road and become more culturally evolved—nor that

the others are closer to the fictional ape-men. These merely indicate

differences in cultures and civilizations.

Evolutionists Cannot Account for 

Archaeological Discoveries

When you examine an evolutionist's history of mankind, you'll

notice the detailed depictions of how man's allegedly primitive an-

cestors went about their daily lives. Anyone impressed by the confi-

dent, authoritative style, but without much knowledge of the

subject, may well assume that all these "artistic reconstructions" are

based on scientific evidence. Evolutionist scientists arrive at detailed

descriptions as if they had been around thousands of years ago and

had the opportunity to carry out observations. They say that when

our supposed ancestors—who had now learned to stand on two legs

and had nothing else to do with their hands—began making stone

tools, and for a very long period used no other implements other

than ones made of stone and wood. Only at a much later date did

they start to use iron, copper and brass. Yet these accounts are based

on misinterpretation of findings in the light of evolutionist precon-

ceptions, rather than on scientific proof. 

In his book Archaeology: A Very Short Introduction, archaeologist

Paul Bahn says that the scenario of mankind's evolution is nothing

HARUN YAHYA
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The most striking stonework has survived down to the present day in ar-

chaeological remains. In order to be able to give stone such a detailed and regular

shape, powerful steel tools generally need to be employed. One cannot make fine

shapes and designs by abrading or rubbing one stone together with another.

Technical infrastructure is essential to accurately cut stones as hard as granite and

make patterns on their surface. 

Many stone implements remain sharp and bright, reflecting from accurate

cutting and shaping. The way evolutionist scientists describe the era they came

from as the "Polished Stone Age" is completely unscientific. It is impossible for pol-

ish to be preserved over thousands of years. The stones in question shine because

they were accurately cut, not because, as is claimed, they were polished. This

brightness stems from inside the stone itself. 

Of the bracelets in the above picture, the one on the left is made of marble, and the right one from

basalt. They date back to between 8,500 and 9,000 BCE. Evolutionists claim that in that period,

only tools made out of stone were used. But basalt and marble are exceptionally hard substances.

In order for them to be turned and rounded links, steel blades and equipment must be used. It is

impossible for them to have been cut and shaped without the use of steel tools. If you give anyone

a piece of stone and ask him to use it to turn a piece of basalt into a bracelet like that in the picture,

what degree of success will they have? Rubbing one stone against another or striking them

against one another cannot, of course, produce a bracelet. Moreover, these artifacts show that the

people who made them were civilized individuals with aesthetic tastes and an understanding of

beauty. 

18
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The illustrations show hand-made tools of obsidian and bone, hooks and various ob-

jects made out of stone. Obviously, one cannot obtain such regular shapes by striking

raw material with a stone. Crude blows will merely break the bone and prevent the

desired shape from taking form. In the same way, it is clear that sharp lines and pointed

tips cannot be possible, even with tools of the very hardest stone, such as granite and

basalt. These stones are cut regularly, just like slicing fruit. Their brightness stems not

from their being polished, as evolutionists maintain, but from the shaping itself. Those

who made these items

must have had devices of

iron or steel to let them

shape these materials in

the manner they wished.

Slabs of hard stone can

be cut so accurately only

by using a material even

harder, such as steel.

19



but a fairy tale, adding that so

much of science is based on such

tales. He stresses that he uses the

word "tale" in a positive sense, but

that still, this is exactly what they

are. He then invites his readers to

consider the traditional attributes

of the so-called human evolution:

cooking and campfires, dark

caves, rites, tool-making, aging,

struggle and death. How much of

these conjectures, he wonders,

are based on bones and actual re-

mains, and how much on literary

criteria? 

Bahn is reluctant to openly

answer the question he poses:

namely, that man's alleged evolu-

tion is based on "literary" criteria

rather than scientific ones. 

In fact, there are a great many

unanswered questions and logical

inconsistencies in these accounts,

which someone thinking along

the lines of evolutionist dogma

will fail to detect. Evolutionists

refer to a Stone Age, for example,

but are at a loss to explain how implements or remains from the time

could have been carved and shaped. In the same way, they can never

explain how winged insects first came to fly, though they maintain
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This stone carving is 11,000 years old—

when, according to evolutionists, only

crude, stone tools were in use. However,

such a work cannot be produced by rub-

bing one stone against another.

Evolutionists can offer no rational, logi-

cal explanation of such reliefs formed so

accurately. Intelligent humans using

tools of iron or steel must have produced

this and other similar works. 



that dinosaurs grew wings and thus

started to fly by trying to catch them.

They prefer to forget the whole question,

and to have others do the same.

Yet shaping and carving stone is no

easy task. It is impossible to produce per-

fectly regular and razor-sharp tools, as in

the remains that have come down to us,

by scraping one stone against another. It

is possible to shape hard stones such as

granite, basalt or dolerite without them

crumbling apart only by using steel files,

lathes and planes. It is equally obvious

that bracelets, earrings and necklaces dat-

ing back tens of thousands of years could

not have been crafted using stone tools. The tiny holes in such ob-

jects cannot be made with stones. The decoration on them cannot be

produced by scraping. The perfection in the objects in question

shows that other tools made of hard metals must have been em-

ployed.

Many archaeologists and scientists have performed tests to see

whether such ancient artifacts could have been manufactured under

the conditions that evolutionists conjecture. For example, Professor

Klaus Schmidt carried out one such experiment on the carvings on

the stone blocks at Göbekli Tepe in Turkey, estimated to date back

some 11,000 years. He gave workmen stone tools, of the kind evolu-

tionists claim were employed at the time, and asked them to produce

similar carvings on similar rocks. After two hours of non-stop work,

all that the workmen managed to complete was a vague line. 

You can carry out a similar experiment at home. Take a piece of
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For this 550,000-year-old stone

hand-axe to have been cut and

shaped so accurately other

tools made out of even harder

metals such as iron or steel

must have been employed.
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These stone tools date back on average to between 10,000 and 11,000 BCE.

Imagine that you wanted to make any one of the objects here by hitting or rubbing

one stone with another, in the way evolutionists maintain was done at the time. Try

to make regular holes such as those in figure 3. No matter how many times you

strike the piece of rock in your hand, you will never be able to make such a perfect

hole. To do so, you will need to use a drill made of some harder substance like steel.

Stone inlays dating back to

around 10,000 BCE

Pestles dating back to

11,000 BCE

Stone objects dating

back to 11,000 BCE

Stonework dating

back to between

9,000 and 10,000

BCE, with traces

of malachite inlay

A socketed stone

inlay resembling a

nail, dating back to

around 10,000 BCE

A hammer

dating back

to 10,000

BCE
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hard stone such as granite and try to turn it into a spearhead of the

kind used by people living 100,000 years ago. But you are not al-

lowed to use anything else than that piece of granite and a stone.

How successful do you think you might be? Can you produce a

piece with the same narrow point, symmetry, smoothness and polish

as those found in the historical strata? Let us go even further; take a

piece of granite one meter square and on it, try and carve a picture of

an animal, imparting a sense of depth. What kind of result could you

produce by grinding that rock with another piece of hard stone?

Clearly, in the absence of tools made of steel and iron you can make

neither a simple spearhead, much less an impressive stone carving. 

Stone-cutting and stone carving are fields of expertise all their

own. The requisite technology is essential in order to make files,

lathes and other tools. This demonstrates that at the time these ob-

jects were made, the "primitive" technology was well advanced. In

other words, evolutionists' claims that only simple stone imple-

ments were known, that there was no technology in existence, are

myths. Such "Stone-Only" Age has never existed.

However, it is perfectly plausible that any steel and iron tools

used in cutting and shaping stones should not have survived down

to the present day. In a naturally moist and acidic environment, all

kinds of metal tools will oxidize and eventually disappear. All that

will be left is chips and fragments of the stone they worked, which

take much longer to vanish. But to examine these fragments and

suggest that people at the time used only stone is not scientific rea-

soning.

Indeed, a great many evolutionists now admit that archaeologi-

cal findings do not support Darwinism at all. Richard Leakey, an

evolutionist archaeologist, confessed that it's impossible to account

for the archaeological findings, especially stone tools, in terms of the
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theory of evolution: 

In fact, concrete evidence of the inadequacy of the Darwinian hy-

pothesis is to be found in the archeological record. If the Darwinian

package were correct, then we would expect to see the simultaneous

appearance in the archeological and fossil records of evidence for

bipedality, technology, and increased brain size. We don't. Just one as-

pect of the prehistoric record is sufficient to show that the hypothe-

sis is wrong: the record of stone tools. 1 

The Fictitious Evolutionist Chronology

In classifying history, evolutionists interpret the objects they

find in line with their own dogmatic theories. The period during

which bronze artifacts were manufactured they call the Bronze Age,

and suggest that iron began being used much more recently—based

on their claim that in the most ancient civilizations, metals were un-

known.

As already mentioned, however, iron, steel and many other

metals quickly oxidize and decay, much faster than stone does. Some

metals such as bronze, which oxidize with much greater difficulty,

may survive for longer than others. It is therefore perfectly natural

that excavated objects made of bronze should be older and those of

iron of a much more recent date.

In addition, it's not logical to maintain that any society able to

produce bronze was unaware of iron, that a society with the techni-

cal knowledge to produce bronze did not use any other metals.

Bronze is obtained by adding tin, arsenic and antimony, with a

small quantity of zinc, to copper. Anyone who creates bronze must

have a working knowledge of such chemical elements as copper, tin,
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arsenic, zinc and antimony,

know at what temperatures

these are to be melted, and

possess a kiln in which to melt

and combine them. Without

all this knowledge, it will be

very difficult to produce a

successful alloy. 

To begin with, copper ore is found in old, hard rocks in powder

or crystalline form (which is also referred to as "native copper"). A

society that uses copper must first possess a level of knowledge to

identify it in powder form in these rocks. It must then construct a

mine to extract the copper, remove it, and carry it to the surface. It is

clear that these things cannot be done using stone and wooden tools.

Copper ore must be introduced to red-hot flame in order for it

to liquefy. The temperature needed to melt and refine copper is

1,084.5oC (1,984oF). There also needs to be a device or bellows to en-

sure a steady flow of air to the fire. Any society working with copper

must construct a kiln able to produce such high heat and also make

such equipment as crucibles and tongs for use with the furnace. 

This is a brief summary of the technical infrastructure needed to

work copper—which by itself, is too soft a metal to hold a sharp

edge for long. Producing harder bronze by adding tin, zinc and other

elements to copper is even more sophisticated, because every metal

requires different processes. All these facts show that communities

engaged in mining, producing alloys and metal-working must have

possessed detailed knowledge. It is neither logical nor consistent to

claim that people with such comprehensive knowledge would never

have discovered iron. 
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These pieces of copper, dating back to be-

tween 8,000 and 10,000 BCE, are believed to

have been used as beads. The people of the

time possessed the technical know-how to

find copper ore and then work it.
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According to the theory of evolution, living things evolved through

specific stages, from a bacterium down to human beings, taking place in an

imaginary sequence lasting millions of years. In this scenario, Man is the last

evolved living thing and has completed his development within the last

20,000 years. Yet scientific findings and the fossil record provide not a sin-

gle piece of evidence that such developments ever took place. In fact, they

show that such is not possible. 

Other findings include tools and decorative objects, once used by

human beings, dating back millions of years. Darwinists are quite unable to

place in their imaginary evolutionary tree any human beings who lived 50 or

even 500 million years ago—a time when they maintain that there were no

living things on Earth apart from trilobites. It's of course impossible for

them to do so! God brought human beings into existence with the simple

command "Be!" in the same way that He did all other living things.

Therefore, we are just as likely to make discoveries regarding the remains

of people who lived 500 million years ago as those of who lived 100 years

ago. God, Who created all things out of nothing, can certainly bring into ex-

istence any living thing He wills, at whatever period in history He wills. This

is of course an easy matter for God, with His infinite might and power. But

Darwinists fail to comprehend this truth, which is why they have no expla-

nation to offer for all the proofs of Creation. They have no other solution

than to repeat scenarios that have already been undermined by scientific

facts. But with every passing day, evidence from excavations being carried

out further demolishes the dogma of evolution.
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The 5 June 1852 issue of Scientific American maga-

zine carried a report regarding the discovery of the re-

mains of a metallic vessel some 100,000 years old.

This bell-shaped vessel resembled zinc in color, or a

composition metal, with a considerable portion of sil-

ver. On its surface there were finely worked figures of

bouquets or flowers, and vines or wreaths. 

Evolutionists, who claim that metal was not used in

the very earliest periods, can't possibly account for

this discovery. Clearly, the people who created this ar-

tifact possessed an advanced culture capable of pro-

ducing metallic compounds and working metal.

This metal sphere is just one of several

hundred in one stratum in South Africa

that is estimated to date back millions of

years. The carefully shaped grooves that

they contain cannot be the results of any

natural phenomenon. This discovery

shows that metal has been used since the

very earliest times, and that for millions of

years, humans have possessed the tech-

nology to make fine grooves in metal.

In 1912, two employees of the Municipal Electric Plant

in Thomas, Oklahoma made an astonishing discovery

as they were loading coal. They came upon a solid

chunk of coal which was too large to use, so one of the

employees broke it up. When he did so, he found an iron

pot inside it. When it was removed, the outline or mold of the

pot could be seen in a piece of the coal. After examining the coal, many experts

stated that the pot had to be between 300 and 325 million years old. This finding can-

not be accounted for by evolutionists, who maintain that the use of iron began in

around 1,200 BCE.
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This fossilized shoe sole was

found in a 213-million-year-old rock.

Millions of years ago, people were

wearing shoes, and doubtless had

clothing, and enjoyed a culinary cul-

ture and rich social relationships. The

only known photograph of this fossil

was published in a New York news-

paper in 1922. Discoveries like this,

which refute the claim of the evolu-

tion of human history, are either con-

cealed or ignored by evolutionists.

The pestle and mortar pictured

here were discovered in 1877 in an an-

cient river bed under Table Mountain.

The river bed is at least 33 million years

old, proving that human beings have al-

ways lived human lives.

A shape resembling a human face has

been engraved on this 3-million-year-old piece

of flint. It's very difficult to make such regular

holes in flint, and special metal tools are

needed for the purpose. It is impossible for

this to have been done under very primitive

conditions, of the kind evolutionists suggest.
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On the contrary, archaeological discoveries show that the evo-

lutionist claim that metal was unknown and not used in very ancient

societies is untrue. Proof includes such findings as the remains of a

100,000-year-old metallic vessel, 2.8-billion-year-old metal spheres,

an iron pot estimated to be 300 million years old, fragments of tex-

tiles on clay dated to 27,000 years ago, and traces of metals such as

magnesium and platinum, successfully melted in Europe only a few

hundred years ago, in remains dating back a thousand years. These

scattered remains totally demolish the Rough Stone Age, Polished

Stone Age, Bronze and Iron Age classifications. But a large part of

these findings, after appearing in many scientific publications, have

either been ignored by evolutionist scientists or else hidden away in

museum basements. Fantastical evolutionist tales have been pre-

sented as the history of mankind, instead of the true facts.

Believers Have Led Civilized Lives 

Throughout History

Throughout the course of history, God has sent messengers to

call people to the true path. Some people have obeyed these messen-

gers and believed in the existence and oneness of God, while others

have persisted in denial. Ever since humans first came into existence

they have learned faith in the one and only God, and the moral val-

ues of the true religion, by means of our Lord's revelations.

Therefore, the evolutionist claim that earliest societies did not be-

lieve in the One and Only God is untrue. (Greater detail will be pro-

vided on this subject later in this book.) 

The Qur'an reveals how, in all periods of history, God has sent

messengers to call people to believe and live by religious moral val-

ues:
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Humanity was a single community. Then God sent out

prophets bringing good news and giving warning, and with

them He sent down the Book with truth to decide between

people regarding their differences. Only those who were given

it differed about it, after the clear signs had come to them, en-

vying one another. Then, by His permission, God guided those

who believed to the truth of that about which they had dif-

fered. God guides whoever

He wills to a straight path.

(Qur'an, 2:213)

Another verse reveals

that a messenger has been

sent to every society to warn

its members, remind them of

the existence and oneness of

God, and to call them to

abide by religious virtues: 

. . . There is no community to

which a warner has not

come. (Qur'an, 35:24)

Although our Lord has

sent people messengers and

sacred scriptures, some have

fallen into misunderstanding,

turned their backs on the

virtues of the true religion

and adopted deviant super-

stitious beliefs. Some have

developed pagan beliefs and
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A picture on plaster from the 20th Dynasty

The true religion, together with superstitious be-

liefs, have existed in all periods of history, just as

they do today. At all times, believers have fulfilled

their religious observances in obedience to

God's command.



fallen into the perver-

sion of worshipping

the earth, stone,

wood, the Moon or

the Sun, and even so-

called evil spirits.

Even today, along

with believers in the

true religion, there are

also some who wor-

ship fire, the Moon,

the Sun or idols made

of wood. Some peo-

ple ascribed partners

to our Lord, even

though they were

fully aware of His ex-

istence and unique-

ness. Yet still our Lord

has sent them mes-

sengers, revealed to

them the errors they had fallen into, and called on them to abandon

their superstitious beliefs and live according to the true religion. And

in all periods in history, there have been believers and unbelievers,

those with a pure faith and those who have gone down paths of per-

version.

Throughout history, believers who have lived with the

prophets have enjoyed high-quality lives under very civilized condi-

tions. They lived within a sophisticated social order in the days of

the Prophets Noah, Abraham, Joseph, Moses and Solomon (peace be
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Today there are people with superstitious beliefs

who worship idols, just as there were in past ages.



upon them all), just as they do today. In all ages, believers have

prayed, fasted, heeded the bounds set by God, and lived clean and

lawful lives. Archaeological findings reveal the best, noblest and

cleanest standards of living from those possessed by devout believ-

ers in God. The prophets and true believers used the finest means

available in their times, in a manner appropriate to His approval. 

All technological progress in the time of Nimrud was used in

the best way by Prophet Abraham (pbuh) and those who believed

with him. Technical knowledge in the time of Pharaoh was used in

the service of Prophets Joseph, Moses, Aaron (peace be upon them
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Solomon and the Queen

of Sheba, by Frans

Francken II the Younger,

Musee des Beaux-Arts,

Quimper, France



all) and true believers of that time. The high level of technology at-

tained in the fields of architecture, art and communications in the

time of Prophet Solomon (pbuh) was employed in the wisest man-

ner. The wealth and magnificence that our Lord bestowed as a bless-

ing on Prophet Solomon (pbuh) inspired awe down the generations.

We must remember that the information and means possessed

by those living hundreds of thousands of years ago, and by people

alive today, are blessings from God. People who founded civiliza-

tions hundreds of thousands of years ago, who created beautiful

paintings on cave walls tens of thousands of years ago, who built the

pyramids and ziggurats, who constructed giant stone monuments

and who constructed great structures on the highest altitudes in

Peru did so through God's inspiration and teaching. People who

study the sub-atomic particles today, who send shuttles into space

and who write computer software do so because God so wills. All

the information that human beings have possessed since they were

first created is a blessing from God, and every civilization they have

founded is equally the work of our Lord.

God created man out of nothing and gives him various tests

and blessings throughout his life in this world. Every blessing be-

stowed is also a test. People who know that the civilization, technol-

ogy and means they possess are actually all blessings from God give

thanks to our Lord, Who increases His blessings on them: 

And when your Lord announced: "If you are grateful, I will

certainly give you increase . . ." (Qur'an, 14:7)

God causes His devout servants to enjoy pleasant lives both in

this world and in the Hereafter. This is revealed in the Qur'an: 

Anyone who acts rightly, male or female, being a believer, We

will give them a good life and We will recompense them ac-

cording to the best of what they did. (Qur'an, 16:97)
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As a manifestation of this verse, all Muslims throughout history

have possessed the finest means of the age they lived in, and have

led pleasant lives. Naturally, some have been tested with difficulty

and troubles, but this does not suggest that they lived under diffi-

cult, primitive conditions and did not live civilized, humane lives.

No matter how wealthy, comfortable and advanced their civiliza-

tions might have been, those who have denied God and persisted in

their denial, who failed to live by proper moral values and brought

about corruption on Earth, have always ended up disappointed. In

addition, many of them have perhaps enjoyed more advanced tech-

nologies than those of present-day societies. This is also revealed in

the Qur'an: 

Haven't they traveled

in the Earth and seen

the final fate of those

before them? They

had greater strength

than them and culti-

vated the land and in-

habited it in far

greater numbers than

they do. Their messen-

gers also came to them

with the clear signs.

God would never have

wronged them; but

they wronged them-

selves. (Qur'an, 30:9)
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Cultural Accumulation Is No Evidence of Any

Evolutionary Process

Evolutionists maintain that the first human beings were half-

ape creatures whose mental and physical characteristics developed

over the course of time, that they acquired new abilities, and that civ-

ilizations evolved for that reason. According to this claim, based on

no scientific evidence whatsoever, our supposed primitive ancestors

led animalistic lives, became civilized only after they became

human, and registered cultural progress as their mental capacities

developed. Fictitious images of primitive Man, with a body entirely

covered in fur, or seeking to make fire while squatting under animal

skins, walking along the waterside with a freshly killed animal on

his shoulder, or seeking to communicate with his peers by gestures

and grunting, are false recreations based on this unscientific claim. 

The fossil record does not support this fantasy. All scientific

findings point to the conclusion that Man was created as Man, out of

nothing, and has always lived as human since the first day he was

brought into being. Neither do archaeological findings support the

evolutionist chronology in any way. Findings from the period when

evolutionists claim that humans had only learned to speak show that

human beings of the time had kitchens and enjoyed family lives.

Decorative objects and raw materials for paint have been found in

excavations from times when evolutionists say that humans were

still unaware of art. Many examples will be considered in detail in

later chapters of this book. 

All these discoveries reveal that humans never endured primi-

tive, animalistic lives. There never was an uncivilized age when all

people used only stone and wooden implements. Believers have al-

ways led human lifestyles, with clothes, plates, bowls, spoons and
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forks used in a manner befitting human beings. People have always

lived in circumstances, spoken, constructed buildings and produced

artworks befitting human beings. There have been doctors, teachers,

tailors, engineers, architects and artists, in established social orders.

By the inspiration of God, people possessed of reason and good con-

science have always made the finest use of the blessings on Earth.

Of course, as technology has advanced and peoples have accu-

mulated knowledge, there have naturally been technological changes.

New devices have been developed in line with the prevailing circum-

stances, scientific discoveries have been made, and cultural changes

have occurred. However, the accumulation of knowledge and techno-

logical progress made over the course of history do not imply that any

evolution took place.

It's perfectly natural for knowledge to keep on accumulating. A

person enjoys different levels of learning in primary school, in his

high school years and at university. But if someone constantly accu-

mulates knowledge throughout his life, that doesn't mean that he is

constantly evolving and progressing by means of random effects. A

similar dynamic applies to the life of a society. New discoveries are

also made in light of a society's needs, new mechanisms are invented

and subsequently improved upon by later generations. Yet this is not

a process of evolution.
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arwinism maintains that Man—and thus the

culture he possesses—advanced from rudi-

mentary, primitive, tribal stages toward civi-

lization. However, archaeological findings

show that since the very first day of human

history, there have been periods with societies that maintained very

advanced cultures along with others whose cultures have been more

backward. Indeed, most of the time, very wealthy civilizations have

existed at the same time as backward ones. Throughout the course of

history, most societies of the same period had very different levels of

technology and civilization, with very great sociological and cultural

differences—just as is the case today. For example, though the North

American continent is very advanced today in terms of medicine,

science, architecture and technology, some communities in South
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America are rather backward technologically, with no links to the

outside world. Diseases in many parts of the world are identified

using the most advanced imaging techniques and analysis, and are

treated in very modern hospitals. Yet in other parts of the world, dis-

eases are thought to develop under the influence of so-called evil

spirits, and attempts to heal the sick involve ceremonies to banish

such spirits. Such societies as the people of the Indus, the Ancient

Egyptians and the Sumerians, who all lived around 3,000 BCE, pos-

sessed cultures incomparably richer in all respects than that of these

present-day tribes, and even than that of societies more advanced.

A native Papuan, Australia

Even in the 21st century, many societies

have superstitious beliefs. They worship

false deities that can do them neither

harm nor good. Here we see the chief of

the Arhuaco Indians performing a ritual

after an attack was made on them. The

chief states that they call on the help of

the ancient spirits of nature to appease

the mountain. (Stephen Ferry, "Keepers

of the World," National Geographic,

October 2004)
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This means that in all periods of history, societies with highly ad-

vanced civilizations have been able to survive together with more

backward ones. A society that existed thousands of years ago may

actually have advanced much further than one in the 20th century.

This demonstrates that there has been no development within an

evolutionary process—in other words, from the primitive to the civ-

ilized.

Over the course of history, of course, major advances have been

made in all fields, with great strides and development in science and

technology, thanks to the accumulation of culture and experience.

In one part of the world, people live in primitive environments,

while on another continent, people live in comfortable skyscrap-

ers and travel by airplane and luxurious cruise ships. Contrary

to the claims of evolutionists, both advanced and "primitive" so-

cieties have always existed at the same periods, just as they do

today.
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However, it is neither rational nor scientific to describe these

changes as an "evolutionary" process in the way that evolutionists

and materialists do. Just as there are no differences in physical char-

acteristics between a present-day human and someone who lived

thousands of years ago, so there are no differences in regard to intel-

ligence and capabilities. The idea that our civilization is more ad-

vanced because 21st-century man's brain capacity and intelligence

are more highly developed is a faulty perspective, resulting from

evolutionist indoctrination. The fact is people in very different re-

gions today may have different conceptions and cultures. But if a na-

tive Australian may not possess the same knowledge as a scientist

from the USA, that doesn't mean his intelligence or brain haven't de-

veloped enough. Many people born into such societies may even be

ignorant of the existence of electricity, but who are still highly intelli-

gent. 

Moreover, different needs have arisen during different cen-

turies. Our standards of fashion are not the same as the Ancient

Egyptians', but that doesn't mean that our culture is more advanced

than theirs. While skyscrapers are symbols of civilization in the 21st

century, the evidence of civilization in the Egyptian period was

pyramids and sphinxes.

What matters is the perspective from which facts are inter-

preted. Someone starting with the preconceived idea that the facts

support a so-called evolutionary development will evaluate all the

information he obtains in light of that prejudice. Thus he will try to

support his assertions with imaginary tales. Based on fragments of

fossil bone, he will conjecture a great many details, such as how peo-

ple living in that region spent their daily lives, their family structures

and their social relations, in a way adapted to that preconception.
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The environment where a people lives does not indicate

whether their minds are primitive or advanced. In every pe-

riod, people lived under different conditions and developed

different requirements. For example, the ancient Egyptians'

understanding of architecture is different from ours, but

that does not mean that our culture is necessarily more ad-

vanced. One emblem of 20th century civilization is the sky-

scraper; in ancient Egypt, it was the pyramids and the

sphinxes. 
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He'll conclude, based on those fragments of bone, that the living

people they belonged to were only semi-upright and grunting, cov-

ered in hair and using crude stone tools—not because that is what

scientific evidence suggests, but because his ideology requires it.

Actually, the facts obtained do not imply such a scenario at all. This

illusory picture comes about through interpretations by a Darwinist

mentality.

Currently, the archaeologists who make detailed interpreta-

tions about the period in question based on fossil remains, carved

stone or paintings on cave walls, are scarcely different from the

above example. Yet evolutionists still write about pretty nearly all

aspects in the life of so-called primitive man on the basis of a preju-

diced analysis of the evidence. Their fanciful descriptions and illus-

trations still adorn the pages of many magazines and newspapers. 

Here is one of the scenarios created by Louis Leakey, one of the

best-known contemporary evolutionists, on the daily life of so-called

primitive man:

Let us for a moment imagine that we can stand back and observe the

sequence of events at a rock-shelter some twenty or thirty thousand

years ago. 

A Stone Age hunter is wandering down the valley in search of game

when he espies a rock-shelter in the side of the rocky cliff above him.

Carefully, and with the utmost caution, he climbs up to it, fearful lest

he may find that it is occupied by the members of some other Stone

Age family who will resent his intrusion, or possibly even that it is the

lair of a lion or a cave bear. At last he is close enough, and he sees that

it is quite unoccupied, and so he enters and makes a thorough exami-

nation. He decides that it is a much more suitable habitation than the

little shelter where he and his family are living at present, and he goes

off to fetch them.
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Next we see the family arriving and settling into their new home. A

fire is lit either from some embers carefully nursed and brought from

the old home, or else by means of a simple, wooden fire drill. (We can-

not say for certain what methods Stone Age man used for obtaining

fire, but we do know that from a very early period he did make use of

fire, for hearths are a common feature in almost any occupation level

in caves and rock-shelters.)

Probably some of the family then go off to collect grass or bracken to

make rough beds upon which they will sleep, while others break

branches from bushes and trees in the near-by thicket and construct a

rude wall across the front of the shelter. The skins of various wild ani-

mals are then unrolled and deposited in the new home, together with

such household goods as they possess.

And now the family is fully settled in, and the day-to-day routine is re-

sumed once more. The men hunt and

trap animals for food, the

women probably help in
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A scientist evaluating evidence with

evolutionist prejudices may make

many interpretations about the rele-

vant period. But for these interpreta-

tions to be accepted, they must be

supported by clear findings and data.

So far, evolutionists have found no

evidence to support their myths of

half-human and half-ape creatures

that communicated by grunting, lived

in caves, sat around fires wearing furs

and hunted with primitive weapons.

These are only figments of the evolu-

tionist imagination. Science shows

that human beings have always been

fully human. 



this and also collect edible fruits and nuts and roots. 2

This description, right down to the tiniest detail, is based on no

scientific findings whatsoever, but solely on its author's imagination.

Evolutionists, who dress up similar tales with various scientific

terms, base all their details on the basis of a few pieces of bone.

(Actually, these fossils demonstrate that no evolutionary process

ever took place—the exact opposite of what evolutionists claim!)

Obviously, bone fragments cannot provide any definite information

as to whatever emotions inspired people in very ancient times, what

their daily lives were like, or how they divided work amongst them-

selves. 

However, the tale of human evolution is enriched with count-

less such imaginary scenarios and illustrations, and widely used by

evolutionists. Unable to rid themselves of this dogma of evolution

since the theory was first put forward, they have produced differing

versions of the scenario above. Yet their intention is not to elucidate,

but to wield indoctrination and propaganda to convince people that

primitive man once really existed.

Many evolutionists seek to prove their claims by producing

such scenarios, even in the absence of any supporting evidence. Yet

every new finding, when interpreted in an biased manner, very

clearly reveals to them certain facts, one of which is this: Man has

been Man since the day he came into existence. Such attributes as in-

telligence and artistic ability have been the same in all periods of his-

tory. Peoples who lived in the past were not primitive, half-human

half-animal creatures, as evolutionists would have us believe. They

were thinking, speaking human beings, just like us, who produced

works of art and developed cultural and ethical structures. As we'll

shortly see, archaeological and paleontological findings prove this

clearly and incontrovertibly. 
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Imagine what will be left of today's great civilizations in hun-

dreds of thousands of years. All our cultural accumulation—paint-

ings, statues and palaces—will all disappear, and barely a trace of

our present technology will remain. Many materials designed to re-

sist wear and tear will gradually, under natural conditions, begin to

succumb. Steel rusts. Concrete decays. Underground facilities col-

lapse, and all materials require maintenance. Now imagine that tens

of thousands of years have passed, and they have been subjected to

thousands of gallons of rain, centuries of fierce winds, repeated

floods and earthquakes. Perhaps all that will remain will be giant

pieces of carved stone, the quarried blocks that make up buildings

and the remains of various statues, just like what has come down to

us from the past. Or maybe not a definite trace of our advanced civi-

lizations will be left to fully understand our daily lives, only from

tribes living in Africa, Australia or some other place in the world. In

other words, of the technology we possess (televisions, computers,

microwave ovens, etc.), not a trace will remain though the main out-

line of a building or a few fragments of statues will perhaps survive.

If future scientists look at these scattered remains and describe all so-

cieties of the period we are living in as "culturally backward," will

they not have departed from the truth?

Or, if someone discovers a work written in Mandarin and con-
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cludes, solely on the basis of this text, that the Chinese were a back-

ward race communicating by means of strange signs, will this be any

reflection of the true facts? Consider the example of Auguste Rodin's

statue "The Thinker," which is familiar to the whole world. Imagine

that this statue is re-discovered by archaeologists tens of thousands

from now. If those researchers hold their own preconceptions about

the beliefs and lifestyle of our society, and lack sufficient historical

documentation, they may well interpret this statue in different ways.

Archaeologists with an evolutionist prejudice assert that the bison sculptures in the Tuc

d'Audoubert cave in the foot-hills of the Pyrenees in southern France—which statues have no

less artistic value than today's works of art such as, for example, the statues of Rodin—were

made by so-called primitive people. But the technique and aesthetic appearance of the works

show that whoever produced them was no different physically or mentally from present-day

human beings, and was actually more artistically sophisticated than most. 
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They may imagine that the members of our civilization worshipped

a thinking man, or may claim that the statue represents some mytho-

logical false deity. 

Today, of course, we know that "The Thinker" was a work pro-

duced for aesthetic, artistic reasons alone. In other words, if a re-

searcher in tens of thousands of years lacks enough information and

holds his own preconceived ideas about the past, it's impossible for

him to arrive at the truth, because he will interpret "The Thinker" in

If Rodin's "The Thinker" is discovered 6,000 years from now, and people interpret it with

the same prejudice that some scientists interpret past today, they will think that 20th-cen-

tury peoples worshipped a man who pondered, and were not yet socialized, etc. Wouldn't

this show how far they were from the truth?
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the light of his preconceptions and form an appropriate scenario.

Therefore, evaluating the information at hand without prejudice or

bias, avoiding all forms of preconception, and thinking in broader

terms is of the greatest importance. Never forget, we have no evi-

dence that societies evolve or that societies in the past were primi-

tive. These suggestions consist solely of conjecture and are based

solely on analysis by historians and archaeologists who support evo-

lution. For example, drawings of animals on a cave wall were imme-

diately described as primitive drawings by cavemen. Yet these

pictures may well say volumes about the aesthetic understanding of

the humans at that time. An artist wearing the most modern clothing

for the time may have produced them solely for artistic reasons

alone. Indeed, many scientists now emphasize the impossibility of

these same cave drawings being the work of a primitive mind.

Another example is the interpretation of sharp-edged stones as

the first tools made by "ape-men." People at that time may have

shaped these stones and used for decorative purposes. There is no

proof, only an assumption, that the pieces found were definitely

used by these people as tools. Evolutionist scientists have examined

the evidence found during excavations from a biased perspective.

They have played about with some fossils that, in their own view,

prove their theories, and have ignored or even discarded others.

Similar games have been played to demonstrate that history evolved

as well.3 The American anthropologist Melville Herskovits describes

how the "evolution of history" thesis emerged and the way that evo-

lutionists interpret the evidence:

Every exponent of cultural evolution provided an hypothetical blue-

print of the progression he conceived as having marked the develop-

ment of mankind, so that many examples of nonlinear sequences have



been recorded. Some of these progressions were restricted to a single

aspect of culture . . . 4

One of the most important examples to confirm Herskovits'

view is one study carried out by the evolutionist ethnographer

Lewis Henry Morgan, who examined the phases a society undergoes

to achieve the patriarchal and monogamous structure that, he

claimed, had "evolved" from the primitive to the more developed.

But in carrying out this research, he used for his examples different

societies from all over the globe, entirely unconnected from one an-

other. He then set them out in accord with the result he wanted to

achieve. It's clear that from the hundreds of thousands of cultures in

the world, he selected only those compatible with his preconceived

thesis.

Herskovits illustrates how Morgan re-arranged history to vali-

date his ideas. Starting with the very primitive matrilineal

Australians, he drew a line leading to the patrilineal American

Indians. He then moved his sequence to Grecian tribes of the proto-

historic period, when descent was firmly established in the male

line, but with no strict monogamy. The last entry in his ascending

scale was represented by today's civilization—with descent in

the male line and strict monogamy.

Herskovits comments on this imaginary sequence: 

But this series, from the point of view of a historical ap-

proach, is quite fictitious… 5
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Most of what we know about history we learned from books. Readers sel-

dom doubt the contents of such books and accept their contents at face value.

But especially when it comes to human history, very often the book presents a

theory shaped by a concept that is no longer valid in the fields of biology, molec-

ular biology, paleontology, genetics, biogenetics and anthropology. Along with

the scientific collapse of the theory of evolution, our understanding of history

based on it has also been invalidated.

The historian, Edward A. Freeman, discusses how our historical knowledge

reflects the "facts":

For in all historical inquiries we are dealing with facts which themselves come

within the control of human will and human caprice, and the evidence for

which depends on the trustworthiness of human informants, who may either

purposely deceive or unwittingly mislead. A man may lie; he may err. 6

So, how can we be certain that the history handed down to us is true? 

First of all, we must make sure of the objective certainty of the facts pre-

sented to us by historians and archaeologists. As with most abstract concepts,

the interpretation of history may mean different things to different people. The

account of an event may vary according to the point of view of who relates it.

And the interpretation of events is often quite different when recounted by indi-

viduals who did not witness them.

"History" is defined as the chronological record of past events. What gives

meaning and significance to these events is how the historian presents them. For

example, the history of a war may be influenced by the writer's opinion of

whether the winning side was right or wrong. If he feels sympathy for either side,

he will consider them to be the "champion of freedom," even if it invaded the

other's territory and committed numerous atrocities. 7 For example, if you ex-
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amine the history books of two nations hostile to each other, you'll see that each

interprets the same events in a totally different way.

This is exactly what evolutionist historians and scientists have done today.

With no concrete proofs to rely on, they present the so-called evolutionary his-

tory of human beings as a certain truth. They ignore the strong evidence that re-

futes their theory, interpret the evidence they have in terms of their prejudice,

and present this theory, that some scientists adopted as an ideology, as a law.

If a historian analyzing World War II holds National Socialist views, he may well portray

Hitler as a magnificent leader, based on the picture to the side alone. Yet the photo-

graph below, taken at the Buchenwald concentration camp, shows only one of the ex-

amples of the terrible slaughter that Hitler unleashed.
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Compared with the history of mankind, the lifespan of the mate-

rials often used in construction, industry, technological products, and

many areas of daily life is relatively short. If people lived in extremely
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sophisticated timber buildings tens of thousands of years ago, it is per-

fectly understandable that little evidence should remain today. Imagine

that our civilization were destroyed in some terrible disaster. How

much of it would be left in a hundred thousand years? If a future people

were to regard us as primitive on the basis of a few bones and pieces of

foundation, how accurate would their interpretation be?

In tens of thousands of years' time, the modern stone houses shown here will

look no different than the ruins unearthed in the excavations at Catal Huyuk.

Under natural conditions, first timber will decay, then metals will corrode. In

all likelihood, all that remains will be stone walls, and ceramic pots and

bowls. If so, any claims by the future archaeologists that all people of the

2000s lived primitive lives will clearly not reflect the truth. Present-day evolu-

tionists find themselves in the same position. 



In tens of thousands of years' time, all that will remain of any of today's

buildings will be a few blocks of stone. Wooden materials, and objects made

of iron will rot away. For example, nothing will remain of the Çırağan Palace's

fine wall paintings, its beautiful furniture, its splendid curtains and carpets, the

chandeliers or other lighting equipment. These materials will decay and van-

ish. Someone coming across the remains of the Çırağan Palace in the distant

future may see only a few large chunks of stone and perhaps a few of the

palace's foundations. If it's suggested, on the basis of this, that the people of

our time had not yet established settled patterns of living and lived in primitive

shelters made by piling stones atop one another, this analysis would be com-

pletely mistaken. 

The Ç›ra¤an Palace in Istanbul after it

was burned and its interior design and

decorations destroyed. Someone look-

ing at the palace in this condition could

never fully imagine how magnificent it

had once been.
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The remains that have survived down to the present may have once

been exceedingly beautiful buildings, just like the Çırağan Palace. If one were

to place furniture atop of these ruins and decorate them with curtains, car-

pets and lamps, the result would be quite impressive once again. 

The Qur'an refers to bygone societies as being highly advanced in terms

of art, architecture, culture and knowledge. In one verse, we are told that so-

cieties of the past were very superior: 

Haven't they traveled in the Earth and seen the final fate of

those before them? They were greater than them in strength

and left far deeper traces on the Earth. . . . (Qur'an, 40:21)

The Ç›ra¤an

Palace in its

restored state,

with all its

décor com-

pleted.
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A fossil discovered in Dmanisi, Georgia in 2005 once again revealed that

the "evolution of human history" scenario in no way squares with the facts.

According to evolutionists' unscientific claims, the first human beings lived like

animals, with no family life or social order. However, a fossil skull belonging to

an elderly human being, discovered by the paleoanthropologist David

Lordkipanidze, showed that these claims are untrue. 

The fossil discovered belonged to an older human who had only one

tooth left. Scientists believe that the owner of the skull had other diseases as

well as being nearly toothless. That this person survived well into old age, de-

spite having so many infirmities, represents significant evidence that this individ-

ual was cared for and that others took an interest in others'

welfare. Lordkipanidze says: 

It is clear that this was a sick individual… We think this is a

good argument that this individual had support from

other members of the group. 8

Evolutionists maintain that human beings de-

veloped social cultural behavior at least 1.5 mil-

lion years after the owner of this skull died. The

fossil in question thus refutes evolutionist

claims, showing that millions of years ago people

felt compassion toward the sick, looked after

and protected them. This discovery once again

shows that humans have never lived like animals,

but always like human beings.

(*) Evolutionists claim that Homo erectus was an

intermediate species between apes and human

beings in Man's supposed evolution. The fact is,

however, that there is no difference between the

present-day human skeleton and that of Homo

erectus, whose skeleton is fully upright, and fully

human. 

In a special issue evaluating the
year's major scientific discoveries,
Discover magazine devoted consid-
erable space to this discovery, which
revealed that people looked after the
sick millions of years ago and took an
interest in their well-being. This find-
ing, which was reported in an article
under the title "Did Homo erectus*
Coddle His Grandparents?", revealed
that human beings have never lived
like animals at any time in history, but
always like human beings.



Evolutionists maintain that some 30-40,000 years ago in

Europe, and in an earlier period in Africa, so-called ape-like humans

experienced a sudden process of transition, and suddenly acquired

the ability to think and produce things, just like present-day human

beings. This is because archaeological findings from that period offer

significant evidence that the theory of evolution cannot explain.

According to Darwinist claims, the technology of stone implements,

which had remained unchanged for almost 200,000 years, was sud-

denly replaced by a more advanced and rapidly developing hand-

crafted technology. So-called primitive man, who had supposedly

descended from the trees and begun to modernize only shortly be-

fore, suddenly developed artistic talents and began carving or paint-

ing pictures of extraordinary beauty and sophistication on cave

walls and produced exceedingly beautiful decorative objects such as

necklaces and bracelets. 

What happened to cause such development? How and why did

"half-ape primitive beings" acquire such artistic ability? Evolutionist

scientists have no explanation as to how this might have come about,

though they do propose various hypotheses. The evolutionist Roger

Lewin describes the difficulties Darwinists face on this subject in his
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book The Origin of Modern Humans: "Perhaps because the still incom-

plete archeological record is equivocal at best, scholars respond to

these questions in very different ways." 9

However, archaeological findings reveal that man has had a

cultural understanding for as long as he has existed. From time to

time, that understanding may have advanced, retreated, or under-

gone abrupt changes. But that does not mean that any evolutionary

process took place, rather that cultural developments and changes

occurred. The appearance of works of art that evolutionists describe

as "sudden," doesn't demonstrate any biological human progress

(especially not in terms of intellectual ability). People at the time

One of the wall paint-

ings discovered in the

caves at Lascaux.

Clearly, that could not

be the work of a primi-

tive human who had

only just parted ways

with apes.



may have experienced various societal changes, and their artistic and

productive understanding may have altered, but this does not consti-

tute evidence of any transition from the primitive to the modern.

The contradiction between archaeological remains left by people

in the past and the anatomical and biological remains that should

exist—according to evolutionists—once again invalidates Darwinist

claims on this subject. (For detailed evidence that scientifically demol-

ishes the supposed human family tree, which is Darwinism's funda-

mental claim, see Darwinism Refuted by Harun Yahya.) Evolutionists

claim that humans' cultural development must be directly propor-

tional to biological development. For example, men must first express

their emotions through simple drawings, then develop these further

until their gradual development eventually reaches a peak of artistic

achievement. However, early artistic remains from human history to-

tally undermine that assumption. The cave paintings, carvings and re-

liefs widely regarded as the first examples of art, prove that human

beings of that era possessed a very superior aesthetic understanding. 

Scientists carrying out research in caves evaluate these pictures

as some of the most important and valuable works in the history of

art. The shading in these pictures, the use of perspective and the fine

lines employed, the depth of feeling expertly reflected in the reliefs,

and the aesthetic patterns that emerge as the sunlight strikes the carv-

ings—are all features that evolutionists are unable to explain because,

according to the Darwinist view, such a development should have

emerged very much later.

Many cave paintings found in France, Spain, Italy, China, India,

in parts of Africa and various other regions of the world provide im-

portant information about mankind's past cultural structure. The style

and coloring techniques employed in these drawings are of such qual-

ity as to astonish researchers. Even so, Darwinist scientists evaluate
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them through their own prejudices, interpreting these works in a bi-

ased manner so as to fit in with their evolutionary fairy tales. They

claim that beings who had just become humans drew pictures of ani-

mals they either feared or hunted, and did so in the exceedingly prim-

itive conditions of the caves in which they lived. Yet the techniques

these works employ show that their artists possessed a very deep un-

derstanding, and were able to depict it in a most impressive manner. 

The painting techniques employed also show that they did not

live under primitive conditions at all. In addition, these drawings on

cave walls are no evidence that people of the time lived in those caves.

The artists may have lived in elaborate shelters nearby, but chose to

create their images on the cave walls. What emotions and thoughts led

them to select what to represent are something known only to the

artist. Much speculation has been produced regarding these drawings,

of which the most unrealistic interpretation is that they were made by

beings who were still in a primitive state. Indeed, a report published

on the BBC's Science web page on 22 February, 2000, contained the fol-

lowing lines regarding cave paintings:

. . . [we] thought that they were made by primitive people . . . But ac-

cording to two scientists working in South Africa, this view of the an-

cient painters is totally wrong. They believe the paintings are evidence

of a complex and modern society. 10

If many of our present-day artworks were to be analyzed with the

same logic in thousands of years' time, a number of debates might

arise over whether 21st-century society was a primitive tribal one or

an advanced civilization. If undamaged pictures by modern artists

were discovered 5,000 years on, and if no written documentation re-

garding the present day had survived, what would people of the fu-

ture think about our own age? 

If people of the future discovered works by Van Gogh or Picasso
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and judged them from an evolutionist perspective, how would they

regard our modern society? Would the landscapes of Claude Monet

inspire comments like "Industry had not yet developed, and people

led an agricultural way of life," or the abstract pictures of Wassily

Kandinsky inspire comments along the lines of "People still unable

to read or write communicated by way of various scribbles"? Would

such interpretations lead them to any insights about our present-day

society? 
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Middle: Man with a Pipe, Pablo Picasso

Guitar, Pablo Picasso

Left: The Flaming Horse, Salvador Dali

Right: Exploding Clock, Salvador Dali

If later generations were to evaluate the present-day artworks in light of evolutionist pre-

conceptions, very different opinions about our society might result. Evolutionists of the fu-

ture might view the works of Pablo Picasso or Salvador Dali, or other surrealists, and

suggest that people of our day were rather primitive. However, that would totally fail to re-

flect the true facts. 



Pictures reflect the artist's visual and

conceptual understanding. Yet drawing

conclusions from these pictures about

what the people of the time ate, what

conditions they lived in and what their

social relationships were like—and then

maintaining that these comments are

absolutely accurate—is an unscientific

approach. As a result of their prejudiced

attitudes, evolutionists stubbornly con-

tinue to describe bygone peoples as

primitive. The figures in this picture can

be seen to be wearing herringbone

cloth. This shows that people at the time

were not savages, wandering around

half-naked, as evolutionists claim.
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Wall paintings discovered

in Algeria and dating back

some 9,000 years

Bison reliefs in the 

Tuc d'Audoubert Cave
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In the French Pyrenees, the Niaux Cave is filled with most impressive pictures

drawn by people who lived in prehistoric times. Carbon dating performed on these

paintings show that they were completed around 14,000 years ago. The Niaux

Cave paintings were discovered in 1906 and have been examined in great detail

ever since. The most decorated portion of the cave is a side chamber formed by a

high cavity, in a dark section known as the Salon Noir. In his book The Origin of

Modern Humans, Roger Lewin makes the following comment about this section,

with its images of bison, horses, deer and ibexes: ". . . arranged in panels and giving

the impression of foresight and deliberation in their execution." 11

One important element about these pictures that has attracted the most in-

terest of scientists is the painting technique employed. Research has shown that the

artists obtained special compounds by mixing natural and local ingredients. No

doubt that this indicates an ability to think, plan and produce far beyond the reach

of any beings still in a primitive state. Lewin describes this painting technique thus:

The painting materials—pigments and mineral extenders—were carefully se-

lected by Upper Paleolithic people and ground to within 5 to 10 micrometers to

produce a specific mix. The black pigment, as had been suspected, was charcoal

and manganese dioxide. But the real interest was in the extenders, of which there

seemed to be four distinct recipes, which the researchers number one through

four. Extenders help to bring out the color of the pigment and, as their name im-
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plies, add bulk to the paint without diluting the color. The four recipes for ex-

tenders used at Niaux were talc; a mixture of baryte and potassium feldspar;

potassium feldspar alone; and potassium feldspar mixed with an excess of bi-

otite. Clottes and his colleagues experimented with some of these extenders

and found them to be extremely effective. 12

This highly advanced technique is evidence that no being that can be de-

scribed as primitive ever existed in the past. Ever since Man first came into exis-

tence, he has been a superior being, with the ability to think, speak, reason,

understand, analyze, plan and produce. It is completely irrational and illogical to

claim that people who used extender to color their paintings and who success-

fully mixed such substances as talc, baryte, potassium feldspar and biotite to ob-

tain such extenders had only recently parted ways with apes and become

civilized. 
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Pigments used in the cave paintings

were made from mixtures that even a

student of chemistry would find it hard

to reproduce. These compounds have

very complex formulae and can be ob-

tained today only by chemical engi-

neers in laboratories. It is clear that

paints obtained from such materials as

talc, baryte, potassium feldspar and bi-

otite require a detailed chemical knowl-

edge. It is impossible to describe their

makers as supposedly "newly devel-

oped."



Here the artist has produced a three-dimensional image. This is an effect that only

people well-trained in art can use, and it is beyond the capabilities of many. 
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The people who pro-

duced the cave paint-

ings dating back as far

as 35,000 BCE used

paints containing such

chemicals and sub-

stances as manganese

oxide, iron oxide, iron

hydroxide, and dentine

(the inner part of the

teeth in vertebrates,

consisting of collagen

and calcium). If you

were to ask someone

who had received no

training in chemistry to

reproduce any of the paints used in these pictures, they would not know which chemical to

use, how to get hold of it, and which other substances needed to be mixed together with it. In

addition, the people of the time were also well-informed about animal anatomy, as indicated

by their making use of collagen and calcium powder from the teeth of vertebrates.

The horse at the bottom right is from one of the paintings in the Niaux Cave. Research has

shown the painting to be some 11,000 years old. The close resemblance between this horse

and those living in the region today is noteworthy in revealing the ability of the artist, who

clearly had a

highly developed

artistic sense.

That the paint-

ings in question

were made on

cave walls is defi-

nitely no evi-

dence that the

artists lived prim-

itive lives. There

is a high proba-

bility that they

used these walls

as their canvas

solely out of per-

sonal preference.
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Discoveries during excavations in the Blombos Caves on the coast of

South Africa once again overturned the scenario of human evolution. The

Daily Telegraph covered the story under the headline "Stone Age Man

Wasn't So Dumb." Various newspapers and magazines also carried the story,

stating that theories about prehistoric man need to be completely changed.

For example, BBC News reported that, "Scientists say the discovery shows

that modern ways of thinking developed far earlier than we think." 13

Found in the Blombos caves were pieces of ochre dating back 80-

100,000 years. It was conjectured that they were used for painting the body

and in other works of art. Prior to this discovery, scientists had suggested that

evidence of the human capacity for thought, understanding and production

had emerged 35,000 years ago at the earliest. These new findings totally de-

molished that supposition. People of that time, whom evolutionists had de-

scribed as primitive and even as semi-apes, possessed the ability to

understand and produce, just like present-day hu-

mans.
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The beads and various decorative objects shown above were found in the Blombos Caves.

They reveal that the people of the time had an understanding of art and took delight in beauty

and attractive things. These cannot have been the products of supposedly primitive beings.



Paintings discovered in the Chauvet Cave in 1994 caused an enormous

reaction in the scientific world. Before that, works of art in Ardèche, the

20,000-year-old images at Lascaux and the 17,000-year-old works in Altamira

in Spain had all attracted considerable attention. But the images in Chauvet

were a great deal older than these. Carbon dating revealed that these paint-

ings were around 35,000 years old. The following comment appeared in

National Geographic magazine: 
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The "Horse Panel" in the Chauvet Cave is some 6 meters (20 feet) in length. 

The astonishingly beautiful paintings in the cave represent rhinoceroses, thick-maned

horses, bison, lions and ibexes among many others. Such highly-developed art, created

at a time when evolutionists expect to see only primitive scrawls, is something that can-

not be explained in terms of Darwinist theory.



The first photographs captivated specialists and the public alike. For decades

scholars had theorized that art had advanced in slow stages from primitive

scratchings to lively, naturalistic renderings. . . Approximately twice as old as

those in the more famous caves, Chauvet's images represented not the culmi-

nation of prehistoric art but its earliest known beginnings. 14
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In the light of the highly de-

veloped artistic sensibilities

evident in cave paintings,

National Geographic maga-

zine described the artists

who made them as "People

Like Us."

Left: A picture of a leopard in the Chauvet Cave, made using red ochre.

Right: The Horse Panel, close-up.



As a result of his studies, Dr. Michael Rappenglueck, a researcher from the

University of Munich, revealed that the paintings on the walls of the famous

Lascaux caves in central France had an astronomical significance. He reconstructed

the figures on the cave walls on computer, using the photogrammetry technique,

which showed that the geometrical circles, angles and straight lines that emerged

might all have a special significance. All values relating to the ecliptic inclination, the

precession of the equinoxes, the regular movements of the stars, the diameter and

radius of the Sun and Moon, and the refractions in the universe were added to the

computer's calculations. As a result, these outlines were seen to refer to various

constellations of stars and specific lunar motions. BBC News reported the follow-

ing information in its Science section:
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According to scientific investigators, the

dots in the lower part of the horse picture

probably depict the 29-day cycle of the

Moon. 

The row of 13 dots below a painting of a

deer represents half of the Moon's

monthly cycle.
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Movement and vitality are per-

fectly depicted in these paintings,

which are highly attractive and of

a quality equal to that of those

who have received academic

training. It is impossible to claim

that anyone who produced such

images was mentally undevel-

oped.
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Left: North wall of the so-called

"Rotunda" from the Lascaux Cave

Top: 17,000-year-old animal fig-

ures from Lascaux 

Below: Figure of a horse
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A prehistoric map of the night sky has been discovered on the walls of the

famous painted caves at Lascaux in central France. The map, which is

thought to date back 16,500 years, shows three bright stars known today as

the Summer Triangle. A map of the Pleiades star cluster has also been found

among the Lascaux frescoes… Discovered in 1940, the walls show the

artistic talents of our distant ancestors. But the drawings may also demon-

strate their scientific knowledge as well. 15

According to Darwinists' claims, the people who painted these pictures

had supposedly only just descended from the trees. Their intellectual devel-

opment had not yet completed. However, both these paintings' artistic value

and results of the latest research totally invalidate these claims. Whoever left

these paintings pos-

sessed a very superior

aesthetic understanding,

a developed artistic

technique—and scien-

tific knowledge.
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A report on the BBC website,

titled "Oldest lunar calendar

identified," contained infor-

mation that refuted once

again the Darwinist claim of

the "evolution of societies."



These giraffe reliefs, some 7,000 years old, were formed so perfectly as

to give the impression that the herd is in motion. Clearly, this image is the

work of thinking people, capable of making judgments and expressing them-

selves, and with an understanding of art.
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This painting, which is also

7,000 years old, shows a man

playing a musical instrument. The

recent photograph below it

shows a member of the Dzu, a

native community in Botswana,

playing a similar instrument. The

fact is, a musical instrument simi-

lar to that used 7,000 years ago is

still in use today! This is another

striking example that demolishes

Darwinist claims. Civilization

does not always advance, as

Darwinists maintain; sometimes

it may remain the same for thou-

sands of years. While this man

keeps playing a venerable instru-

ment that has existed for the past

7,000 years, on the other side of

the world, digital symphonies are

being composed using the most

advanced computer technology.

And both cultures co-exist at the

same time.
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Top: The figure of a human being playing a flute

in the 7,000-year-old drawing shows that the

people of the time possessed a culture and a

knowledge of music, and therefore, that they

were mentally developed and cultured. 

Above: The picture shows a native of present-

day Botswana playing a similar instrument.



Generally agreed to date back to 9,000 BCE, Catal Huyuk is described as

one of the first cities known to history. Its first discoveries initiated great debates

in the world of archaeology, proving the invalidity of evolutionist claims once

again. The archaeologist James Mellart describes how the advanced state of the

region quite amazed him: 

The amount of technological specialization at Catal Huyuk is one of the striking

features in this highly developed society which was obviously in the vanguard of

Neolithic progress . . . How for example, did they polish a mirror of obsidian, a

hard volcanic glass, without scratching it and how did they drill holes through

stone beads (including obsidian), holes so small that no find modern steel nee-

dle can penetrate? When and where did they learn to smelt copper and

lead...?16

These findings showed that the inhabitants of Catal Huyuk possessed an un-

derstanding of urban life, were capable of planning, design and calculation, and

that their artistic understanding was far more advanced than had been thought.

Professor Ian Hodder, current leader of the excavation team, states that these

findings obtained totally invalidate evolutionist claims. He says that they have un-

earthed an astonishing art whose origins were unclear and notes that it was very

difficult to account for the geographical position of Catal Huyuk—which, accord-

ing to Hodder, has no direct geographical link to areas known to be settled at the

time. The frescoes discovered are very advanced for the period. He says that

after enquiring why and how these people attained such an elevated artistic level,

the real question is how the group of people achieved such a stunning cultural

success. So far as we know, he says, there was no evolution in the cultural devel-

opment achieved at Catal Huyuk, where such major works of art emerged spon-

taneously and from nothing. 17 
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In 1995, the German archaeologist Hartmut Thieme discovered a num-

ber of wooden remains in Schöningen, Germany. These had been carefully

crafted spears—in other words, the world's oldest known hunting tools. This

discovery came as a great surprise to evolutionists, in whose view systematic

hunting occurred about 40,000 years ago, when modern humans supposedly

first appeared. To make the Clacton and Lehringen spears, which had been

found earlier, fit with the evolutionary lie, they had been downgraded to dig-

ging-sticks or snow-probes. 18

Actually, however, the Schöningen spears went back a great deal fur-

ther—to around 400,000 years ago. In addition, their age was so certain that

Robin Dennell, one of the Sheffield University archaeologists whose paper

was published in Nature magazine, stated that it was impossible to alter their

date or to engage in false interpretation of them:

But the Schöningen discoveries are unambiguously spears: to regard them

as snow-probes or digging-sticks is like claiming that power drills are paper-

weights. 19

One reason why these spears

so surprised evolutionist scientists

is the misconception that the sup-

posedly primitive humans of that

time lacked the ability to manufac-

ture such objects. Yet these spears

are the product of a mind able to

calculate and plan in stages. The

trunk of a spruce tree around 30
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years old was used for each spear, and its tip was made from

the base, where the wood is hardest. Each spear was de-

signed in the same proportions and—just as with modern cri-

teria—its center of gravity was one-third of the way back

from the sharp end. 

In the face of all this information, Robin Dennell com-

ments:

These represent considerable investment of time and

skill—in selecting an appropriate tree, in roughing out the

design and in the final stages of shaping. In other words,

these [so-called] hominids were not living within a sponta-

neous ‘five-minute culture', acting opportunistically in re-

sponse to immediate situations. Rather, we see

considerable depth of planning, sophistication of design,

and patience in carving the wood, all of which have been

attributed only to modern humans. 20

Thieme, who discovered the spears, says:

The use of sophisticated spears as early as the Middle

Pleistocene may mean that many current theories on early

human behaviour and culture must be revised. 21

As Hartmut Thieme and Robin Dennell state, Darwinist

claims concerning the history of mankind do not reflect the

facts. The truth is, mankind never underwent evolution.

Backward civilizations and highly developed and advanced

ones both existed in the past.
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Scientists described as "extraordinary and peerless" the findings ob-

tained during excavations on Göbekli Tepe near Urfa, Turkey. These were

giant, T-shaped pillars, taller than a man and 20 meters (65 feet) in diameter,

with carved animal reliefs on them. They had been arranged in a circle. The

feature that truly impressed the scientific world was the age of the site, which

had been constructed 11,000 years ago. According to the evolutionists' claim,

the people of the time must have constructed this imposing site using only

primitive stone tools. According to this misconception, the engineering mar-

vel in question was the work of hunter-gatherers using the most primitive im-

plements 11,000 years ago. This, of course, is quite unbelievable. Professor

Klaus Schmidt, leader of the excavation team on Göbekli Tepe sets out this

fact stating that people alive at that time appear to have had the capacity for

thought. Contrary to what is imagined, Schmidt states, these people were not

primitive and must not be regarded as ape-like creatures, recently descended

from the trees and attempting to construct a civilization. In terms of intelli-

gence, they appear to have been just like us. 22

Schmidt, an archaeologist, carried out a small experiment to determine

how those giant pillars could have been transported under the conditions of

the time, and how they were shaped. He and his team sought to carve a giant

block of rock without the assistance of machinery, using only the primitive

tools that prehistoric humans must have used, according to evolutionists.

Then they attempted to carry it a short distance. Part of the team began

working on the stone with logs, ropes and muscle power, making simple and

natural winches. Meanwhile, others attempted to create a cavity in the base

using stone hand-tools, just like the master masons of 9,000 years ago. (The

evolutionist view of history believes that since there were no iron implements
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in those days, Stone-Age men used hard flints.) 

The workers trying to carve the stone labored non-stop for two hours,

and all they obtained was a vague line. The team of 12 men trying to move the

stone block worked hard for four hours, but only managed to move it seven

meters, or roughly 20 feet. This simple experiment revealed that hundreds of

workers would have to labor for months to form a single circular area of

stones. Clearly, people of that time must have used highly advanced expertise,

rather than the primitive methods suggested by evolutionist scientists.

Another inconsistency in the evolutionist timeline is that they name the

period when these works were produced the "pre-pottery Neolithic Age."
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Some of these T-shaped stones found at

Göbekli Tepe have images of lions on them.



According to this unrealistic interpretation, people of that time hadn't yet

achieved the technology to make pottery. Knowing that they made statues,

transported giant stones, turned them into attractive pillars, carved reliefs of

animals on them, decorated their walls with paintings and employed engi-

neering and architectural knowledge, can we claim they didn't know how to

make earthenware pots? 

That deceptive claim is persistently reiterated only to defend evolution-

ist preconceptions. No doubt the artifacts in question show that their makers
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Lion motifs

carved into some

pillars in the area A human statue found

at Göbekli Tepe

A wild boar sculpture 

unearthed at 

Göbekli Tepe

Evolutionists refer to the period that these objects date from as the "Stone Age," during

which they claim that only stone tools were used. However, the objects discovered show

that this is untrue. The accurate animal figure on the rock cannot be obtained by merely

using stones, and neither can the statue's eyes, nose and mouth.



possessed far more advanced knowledge, technology and civilization than was

previously imagined. This in turn reveals that they were not at all primitive.

Indeed, an article in the Turkish magazine Bilim ve Teknik says that the

Göbekli Tepe discoveries expose a widespread misconception regarding the

history of mankind: "These new data reveal a major misconception with re-

gard to humanity's history." 23 That error lies in interpreting history in the

light of the evolution deception.
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Ceramics are one of the most frequently encountered traces

left behind by bygone cultures. Many people today still

make a living by making such pots. If only a few shards were

to survive from our own day, and if scientists of the future

found them and suggested that our civilization must have

been still ignorant of metallurgy, how accurate would their

claim be?



Excavation carried out in Pakistan revealed that more than 8,000 years

ago, dentists drilled teeth to remove decay. During the digs, Professor

Andrea Cucina of the University of Missouri-Columbia noticed tiny holes,

around 2.5 mm in diameter, on molars between 8,000 and 9000 years old.

Impressed by the perfection of these holes, Cucina expanded his research by

having his team examine the holes under an electron microscope. They found

that these tiny holes' sides were too perfectly rounded to be caused by bac-

teria. In other words, these were not natural cavities, but the result of artifi-

cial intervention, for the purposes of treatment. None of the teeth showed

any sign of decay. That, as New Scientist magazine put it, "could simply be tes-

timony to the skill of the prehistoric dentists." 24

At this time, according to the evolutionist doctrine, human beings had

only recently diverged from apes. They were living under exceedingly primi-

tive conditions and had only just learned to make earthenware pots, and then

only in certain regions. How did people in such primitive circumstances man-

age to drill such perfect cavities in teeth that required dental treatment, even

though they possessed no technology? Evidently these people were not prim-

itive, and neither were the conditions in which they lived. On the contrary,

they possessed the knowledge to diagnose disease and produce methods of

treatment, and the technical means to use these methods successfully. Once

again, this invalidates the Darwinist claim that societies evolve from the prim-

itive to the modern.
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The interest that people living some 100,000 years ago displayed in music

is another indication that they shared almost the exact same tastes as we do

today. The oldest known musical instrument, recovered at Haua Fteah, Libya,

is a fossil flute made out of a bird's bone and estimated at between 70,000 and

80,000 years old. 25 Prolom II is a site from the Eastern Crimea where 41 pha-

lange whistles were found. 26 This site dates back to between 90,000 and

100,000 years ago. 27

However, the musical knowledge of the people from that time goes still

further. Musicologist Bob Fink analyzed a different flute, made from a bear's

thighbone, found in July 1995 by the archaeologist Ivan Turk in a cave in north-

ern Yugoslavia. Fink proved that this flute, determined by radiocarbon tests to

be between 43,000 and 67,000 years old, produced four notes, and had half and

full tones. This discovery shows that Neanderthals used the seven-note scale—

the basic formula of today's Western music. Examining the flute, Fink saw that

the distance between its second and third holes was double that between the

third and fourth. This means that the first distance represents a whole tone,

and the distance next to it a half-tone. Fink wrote, "These three notes . . . are

inescapably diatonic and will sound like a near-perfect fit within any kind of

standard diatonic scale, modern or antique." This reveals that Neanderthals

were people with an ear for and knowledge of music. 28
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This flute, made by the Neanderthal,

shows these people used the 7-note

scale that forms the basis of

Western music. Making a flute calls

for one set of information, culture

and abilities; and playing it, yet an-

other set.



These artifacts and archaeological discoveries raise a number

of questions that Darwinism, which maintains that human beings

and apes are descended from a common ancestor, cannot answer.

For example, as for the ape-like creatures, which they claim lived

tens of thousands of years ago, merely grunting and living an ani-

mal lifestyle—why and how did they begin to become social be-

ings? This is a major dilemma for evolutionists. The theory of

evolution has no scientific and rational answers as to why these

ape-like creatures descended from the trees to the ground, how

they managed to stand on two legs, and how their intelligence and

abilities developed. The "explanations" are nothing more than pre-

conceptions and fairy tales based solely on fantasy.

How did monkeys leaping from branch to branch decide to

descend to the ground? If you ask evolutionists, they will say that

this was because of climatic factors. The theory of evolution won't

be able to provide a rational and logical answer to the first ques-

tions that come to mind. Why did other monkeys choose to remain

in the branches when they could have imitated these ones who de-

scended to the ground? Or, why did these climatic factors influence

only some monkeys? What prevented others from descending

from the trees under the same climatic influences? If you ask how it

was that monkeys descended to the ground and began to walk on

two legs, evolutionists will provide different accounts. Some will

say, for instance, that these ape-like creatures decided to walk up-

right on two legs, the better to defend against powerful enemies.

Yet none of these answers are scientific.

First and foremost, there is no such thing as the evolution of

bipedalism. Human beings walk upright on two feet—a very spe-

cial form of locomotion not seen in any other species. One most im-
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portant point that needs to be clarified is that bipedalism is not an

evolutionary advantage. The way monkeys move is much easier,

faster, and more efficient than human's bipedal stride. 

Human beings cannot move by jumping from tree to tree like a

chimpanzee, nor run at a speed of 125 kilometers (80 miles) per hour

like a cheetah. On the contrary, since we walk on two feet, we move

much more slowly on the ground. For the same reason, we are one of

the least protected of all species in nature. According to the logic of

the theory of evolution, monkeys should not have been inclined to

adopt a bipedal stride. Instead, humans should have become

quadrupedal in order to survive and become the fittest. 

Another impasse for evolutionary claims is that bipedalism

does not serve Darwinism's "gradual development" model, which

constitutes the basis of evolution and requires that there should be a

"compound" stride between bipedalism and quadrupedalism.

However, with the computerized research he conducted in 1996, the

British anatomist Robin Crompton showed that such a compound

stride was not possible. Crompton reached the conclusion that a liv-

ing being can either walk upright, or on all fours. 29 Any type of "hy-

brid" stride between the two is impossible because it would involve

excessive energy consumption. Thus a half-bipedal being cannot

exist. 

How did supposedly primitive beings develop intelligent so-

cial behavior? The answer, according to evolutionist nonsense, is

that by living in groups, they thus developed intelligent and social

behavior. Yet gorillas, chimpanzees, monkeys and many other ani-

mal species also live in groups or herds; and none of these has devel-

oped intelligent and social behavior in the way that humans have.

None of them have constructed monuments, taken any interest in as-
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tronomy or created works of art; because intelligent creative behav-

ior is unique to human beings. All those artifacts that have survived

from the past were made by humans with real artistic ability. The

idea that these people lived under primitive conditions is refuted by

archaeological facts.
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In order to shape stone, implements made of iron or steel must be used. Societies in

the past used such devices to carve and sculpt stone, just as present-day artisans do.
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Evolutionists maintain, without any evidence, that human beings and apes

are descended from a common ancestor. Asked how, then, this evolution might

have come about, they respond, totally unscientifically, "We do not know,

though we hope to one day." For example, the evolutionist palaeoanthropolo-

gist Elaine Morgan makes this admission: 

Four of the most outstanding mysteries about [the evolution of] humans are:

1) why do they walk on two legs? 2) why have they lost their fur? 3) why have

they developed such large brains? 4) why did they learn to speak?

The orthodox

answers to these

questions are: 1)

'We do not yet

know'; 2) 'We do

not yet know'; 3)

'We do not yet

know'; 4) 'We do

not yet know'.

The list of ques-

tions could be

c o n s i d e r a b l y

lengthened with-

out affecting the

monotony of the

answers. 30



Evidence provided in The Hidden History of the Human Race: Forbidden

Archeology, by the archaeologists Michael A. Cremo and Richard L. Thompson,

overturns the picture of the evolution of mankind as advocated by evolutionists.

This book documents remains from totally unexpected—from the evolutionist

viewpoint—periods in history. In the 1950s, for example, Thomas E. Lee, an anthro-

pologist at the National Museum of Canada, carried out excavations at Sheguiandah,

on Manitoulin Island in Lake Huron. There he found implements in a layer of glacial

till, a deposit of sand and gravel left by receding glaciers. When it emerged that these

were between 65,000 and 125,000 years old, the publication of the results of his re-

search was postponed—because, according to the misconception dominating the

scientific world, human beings had first arrived in North America from Siberia only

120,000 years ago, and it was impossible to claim that this happened any earlier.

Another example provided in the book is archaeologist Carlos Ameghino,

who discovered stone tools in an undisturbed 3-million-year-old Pliocene formation

at Miramar, Argentina. From the same layers, he extracted the femur of a toxodon,

an extinct South American hoofed mammal. Embedded in the femur was a stone ar-

rowhead or lance point. Later, another researcher found a piece of a human jaw-

bone in the same formation. Yet according to Darwinists, human beings capable of

making stone balls and arrowheads emerged only 100,000 to 150,000 years ago.

Therefore, any bones and arrowheads dating back 3 million years are phenomena

that evolutionists are unable to explain. This shows, yet again, that the theory of evo-

lution is incompatible with the scientific facts. 31

In his book Ancient Traces, the British researcher and writer Michael Baigent

describes how a gold chain between 260 and 320 million years old was discovered in

1891. It emerged that this chain was of eight-carat gold, which is eight parts gold

mixed with sixteen parts of another metal. The middle of the chain—which emerged

from inside a piece of coal—was loosened, although the two ends were firmly em-

bedded. Excellent imprints of the loosened section remained in the coal. All this
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shows that the chain had to be as old as the coal itself. The age of the coal seams in

which the chain was found was 260 to 320 million years. 32 The discovery of a gold

chain, from a time when evolutionists maintain that human beings did not yet even

exist, totally demolished the history of mankind they've drawn up.

The fact that a society uses jewelry and produces decorative items is proof

that its citizens enjoyed a civilized life. Moreover, making a gold chain requires both

technical expertise and equipment. No regular gold chain can be made from gold

ore using stone tools alone. It's obvious that people living millions of years before

our own day knew about jewelry-making and took pleasure from beautiful things.

Another finding that overturns the theory of historical evolution is a piece of

a nail estimated to be 387 million years old. According to a report by Sir David

Brewster of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, the nail was

found in a piece of sandstone. The seam from which the stone was taken dates

back to the Early Devonian Period—making it around 387 million years old. 33

These findings, of which a great many more could be given, show that man is

not a half-animal organism, as evolutionists would have us believe, and has never

led an animalistic life. After listing similar examples, Michael Baigent goes on to

make the following comment:

. . . clearly there is no possibility that any of this data can be accommodated into

the conventional scientific understanding of the earth's history. . . In fact, this ev-

idence—if it can be substantiated even in just one of the cases we have re-

viewed—indicates that humans, in a modern form, have been walking upon this

planet for a very long time indeed. 34

The history of archaeology is full of such discoveries, in the face of which the

"conventional" evolutionist mindset that Baigent describes is in a hopeless situa-

tion. But the evolutionist mindset also carefully keeps these important specimens

away from the public's gaze, and ignores them itself. No matter how much

Darwinists strive to keep their ideology alive, the mounting evidence shows that

evolution is a lie and that Creation is a fact that cannot be denied. God created

Man out of nothing, breathed His spirit into him, and taught him what he did not

know. Through God's inspiration, man has lived a human life ever since he first

came into existence.
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Research reveals that humans living thousands of years ago used imple-

ments similar to those used in rural areas today. Millstones for grinding cere-

als, a stone mortar and sickles were found in the foundations of a hut that

dates back to 15,000 BCE at the excavation site known as "Ein Gev I" in pre-

sent-day Palestine. The oldest of these implements date back to before

50,000 BCE. 35

All the objects found in these digs reveal that mankind's needs have re-

mained much the same at all times. The solutions Man has devel-

oped have been very similar to one another, in direct

proportion to the technology of the time. Tools for harvesting

and grinding cereals—the same implements most needed in

rural areas today—were also used in the period in question.
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he erroneous concept of socio-cultural evolu-

tion was proposed at different times by such

ideologues as August Comte, Herbert

Spencer and Lewis Henry Morgan—and later

combined with Charles Darwin's theory—

stating that all societies evolve from the primitive towards complex

civilization. This error, developed in the late 19th century and whose

influence increased in the period following World War I, supplied a

supposedly "scientific" basis for racism, colonialism, and the ruthless

movement of eugenics. Societies in different parts of the world with

different cultures, skin colors and physical features were subjected
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to inhuman treatment inspired by this unscientific preconception.

Writers and thinkers like Adam Ferguson, John Millar and

Adam Smith suggested that all societies evolve through four basic

stages: hunting and gathering, pastoralism and nomadism, agricul-

ture and finally, commerce. According to evolutionists' claims, prim-

itive men who had just diverged from the apes only hunted and

collected plants and fruits with the simplest of tools. As their intelli-

gence and abilities gradually increased, they began domesticating

grazing animals like sheep and cattle. Their intelligence and abilities

eventually developed to the point of being able to engage in agricul-

ture, and at last, to engage in trade and exchange of goods. 

However, advances and recent discoveries in archaeology, an-

thropology, and other branches of science have invalidated this basic
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Today, alongside highly advanced civilizations, there are also rather backward ones. However,

that some societies are more advanced technologically does not mean that they are more men-

tally or physically developed.



claim of the tale of "cultural and social evolution." These are nothing

more than materialists' attempts to portray Man as having evolved

from unreasoning beasts and to impose this myth—in which they

believe for philosophical reasons—on science.

That humans could survive by hunting or agriculture does not

show that they were either more backward or more advanced men-

tally. In other words, no society engages in hunting because it is

backward and mentally closer to apes. Engaging in agriculture does

not mean that a society has distanced itself from being primitive. No

society's activities imply that its inhabitants are descended from

other living things. Such activities do not produce, through any al-
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leged evolutionary process, individuals who are more advanced in

terms of intelligence and ability. Many of today's technologically

backward tribes engage solely in hunting and gathering, but this

definitely does not suggest that they are any less than human. The

same will apply to humans living tens of thousands of years in the

future, just as it did to those living hundreds of thousands of years

ago. The latter were not primitive humans, nor will those in the fu-

ture be a more advanced species.

Constructing an evolutionary history of civilization based on

societies' lifestyles is an unscientific approach. This perspective rests

on interpreting various archaeological findings according to scien-
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tists' materialist prejudices, which assume that those humans who

used stone tools were ape-men who grunted, stooped over with

their knees bent, and exhibited animal-like behavior. Yet no remains

discovered provide any clue regarding these people's mental capaci-

ties. This is all mere conjecture. As already stated, if various exam-

ples of today's art are discovered in 100,000 years' time and if the

people of the future lack any further information, then they will

likely produce very different interpretations of today's humanity

and the technology we possess.

As we've shown, the idea that societies evolve is based on no

scientific evidence whatsoever. This theory's foundation is the mis-

taken, unscientific view that Man originally possessed an ape-like

mind. The Harvard university evolutionist anthropologist William

Howells admits that the theory of evolution raises other questions,

not about the body but about behavior that are to do with philoso-

phy, determining the scientific facts about which is far more difficult.

Howells points out that behavior is not "fossilized" in the sense that

a skull may be and that it does not survive like stone tools.

Therefore, he says, we have only very slight clues as to what might

have happened in the ancient past. He also notes that it is just about

impossible for such hypotheses to be tested. 36

Recently, indeed, the majority of social scientists have admitted

the errors in the evolutionist view, stating that the social-evolution

theory conflicts with science on the following points:

1. It is closely linked to ethnic discrimination, making biased in-

terpretations of different societies—for example, on the assumption

that Western societies are more civilized.

2. It suggests that all societies progress along the same path,

using the same methods, and share the same objectives.
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3. It views the society from a ma-

terialistic perspective.

4. It is largely incompatible with findings.

Many communities living under primitive conditions

possess more civilized spiritual values than various communi-

ties regarded as modern—in other words they are peace-loving and

favor equality. Because of their diets, many are also healthier and

stronger.

As these points clearly show, the conception that societies

progress from the primitive to the civilized is incompatible with the

scientific values and facts. This theory is based on interpretations

distorted under the influence of materialist ideology. The remains

and artifacts that past civilizations left behind reveal the errors in the

"evolution of history and culture" deception.
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Findings from past civilizations invalidate the theory of

"progress from the primitive to the civilized." When we examine the

course of history, the truth that emerges is that humans have always

enjoyed the same intelligence and creativity. The works produced by

people hundreds of thousands of years ago, and the traces they've

left behind, actually have very different meanings than what evolu-

tionists claim. When we look at these same traces we see that people

in all past ages, with their intelligence and capacities, have made

new discoveries, met their needs and constructed civilizations. 

The messengers sent helped their people develop and progress

by way of initiating major changes. Inspired by God, they possessed

detailed scientific knowledge. For example, Prophet Noah (pbuh)

knew boat-building technology, for we understand from the Qur'an

that his ark was steam-powered (God knows the truth): 

So when Our command came and the oven gushed forth water,

We said: "Load into it [the ark] a pair of every species, and

your family – except those against whom the Word was preor-

dained – and all who believe." But those who believed with

him were only few. (Qur'an, 11:40)

Such an oven, known as tannur, is still used today in various re-

gions. It is related in the verse that this oven gushed forth water.
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Thus, the ark was readied for movement by the stove's bubbling or,

in other words, by the stove boiling. Indeed, in his commentary,

Hamdi Yazir of Elmali says that the ark was "a kind of steamship

powered by a stove":

Tannur: Described in the dictionary as a closed oven or stove. The word

"fara" means boiling and spurting with great force and intensity. . . . In

other words, it implies that the boat is not a sail-powered one, but is

reminiscent of a steamer powered by a stove. 37

Major advances in science, art, and technology were made also

in the time of Prophet Solomon (pbuh). The Qur'an indicates, for in-

stance, that transport vehicles as fast as airplanes were used in his

day: "And We gave Solomon power over the wind – a month's

journey in the morning and a month in the afternoon" (Qur'an,

34:12).

This verse clearly indicates that long distances could be tra-

versed quickly. This points to wind vehicles that used a technology

similar to that employed in our own day. (God knows the truth.)

Moreover, the Qur'an reports that:

They made for him anything he wished: high arches and stat-

ues, huge dishes like cisterns, great built-in cooking vats.
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"Work, O family of David, in thankfulness!" But very few of

My servants are thankful. (Qur'an, 34:13)

In other words, Prophet Solomon (pbuh) caused his workers to

employ very advanced construction and architectural technologies.

Another verse states that: 

. . . And the demons, every builder and diver. (Qur'an, 38:36-

37)

The fact that Prophet Solomon (pbuh) could control diver

demons indicates the location and extraction of undersea resources.

Undersea oil and precious metal extraction processes and work re-

quire a highly advanced technology. These verses emphasize that

such technology both existed and was used.

Another verse describes "a fount of molten copper" (Qur'an,

34:12). The use of molten copper indicates the existence of an ad-

vanced technology using electricity in Prophet Solomon's (pbuh)

time. As we know, copper is one of the best conductors of metal and

heat, for which reason it represents the basis of the electricity indus-

try. The term, "We made a fount of molten copper flow" in all proba-

bility points to large quantities of electricity being produced and

used in many technological fields. (God knows the truth.)

Several verses reveal that Prophet David (pbuh) had a good

knowledge of ironworking and making armor: 

And We made iron malleable for him: "Make full-length coats

of mail, measuring the links with care. And act rightly, all of

you, for I see what you do." (Qur'an, 34:10-11)

The Qur'an also mentions that Dhu'l-Qarnayn (pbuh) con-

structed a barrier between two mountains that could not be crossed

or tunneled through by the societies of the time. According to the rel-

evant verse, he used ingots of iron and molten copper: 
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[Dhu'l-Qarnayn said:] "Bring me ingots of iron!" Then, when

he had made it level between the two high mountain-sides,

he said: "Blow!" and when he had made it a red hot fire, he

said: "Bring me molten copper to pour over it." (Qur'an, 18:96)

This information indicates that Dhu'l-Qarnayn used reinforced

concrete technology. Iron, one of the strongest materials used in con-

struction, is essential for increasing the strength of such architectural

works as buildings, bridges, and dams. It appears from this verse

that he laid the iron end to end and made a strong reinforced con-

crete structure by pouring mortar over it. (God knows the truth.)

Inscriptions from ancient Central American civilizations refer

to a tall, bearded person arriving wearing white robes. They also re-

port that within a short space of time, belief in a single deity spread

and a sudden leap forward in art and science occurred.

Many prophets, such as Jacob, Joseph, Moses, and Aaron (peace

be upon them all) were sent to ancient Egypt. These messengers and

the people who believed in them may have had an important influ-

ence on the rapid artistic and scientific progress made by Egypt at

various times.

Muslim scientists following the Qur'an and the Sunnah of our

Prophet (may God bless him and grant him peace) made important

discoveries in astronomy, mathematics, geometry, medicine, and

other sciences. These made major change and significant progress

possible in science and social life. Some of these Muslim scientists

and their work are as follows:

Abd al-Latif al-Baghdadi is known for his work on anatomy.

He rectified previous errors concerning many of the body's bones,

such as the lower jaw and the breastbone. His Al-Ifada wa al-I'tibar

was set out in 1788 and translated into Latin, German, and French.
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He studied the five sense organs in his Makalatun fial-Havas.

Ibn Sina (Avicenna) described the treatments for many dis-

eases. His best-known work, Kitab al-Qanun fi at-Tibb, was written in

Arabic and translated into Latin in the 12th century. It was taught

and regarded as a basic textbook in European universities until the

17th century. Much of its medical information still applies today.

Zakaria Qazvini demolished many mistaken ideas regarding

the brain and the heart that, since Aristotle's time, had been consid-

ered accurate. The information he provided about these two organs

is very similar to our present-day knowledge. 

Zakaria Qazvini, Hamd Allah Mustawfi Qazvini (1281-1350),

and Ibn Nafs all studied anatomy and formed the foundation of

modern medical science. 

Ali ibn Isa wrote a three-volume work on eye diseases, Tazkirat

al-Kahhalin. The first volume is totally devoted to the eye's anatomy

and contains much valuable information. It was later translated into

Latin and German. 

Al-Bayruni demonstrated, 600 years before Galileo, that Earth

revolves and also calculated its diameter 700 years before Newton.

Ali Kuscu produced the first map of the Moon, one region of

which is named after him. 

Thabit ibn Qurra discovered differential calculus centuries be-

fore Newton.

Al-Battani was the first to discover trigonometry. 

Abu'l Vafa was responsible for trigonometry acquiring the

terms secant and cosecant. 

Al-Khwarizmi wrote the first book on algebra.

Al-Maghribi discovered the equation known as Pascal's trian-

gle 600 years before Pascal himself. 
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Ibn Haytham is the founder of optics. Bacon and Kepler made

use of his works, and Galileo used his works in his discovery of the

telescope. 

Al-Kindi put forward relativity and the theory of relativity

1,100 years before Einstein. 

Akshamsaddin, who lived some 400 years before Pascal, was

the first to discover the existence of microbes. 

Ali ibn Abbas performed the first cancer operation. 

Ibn Jazzar described the causes and treatment of leprosy.

Muslim scientists, only a minute fraction of whom are listed

above, made major discoveries that would form the basis of modern

science by following the Qur'an and the way of our Prophet (may

God bless him and grant him peace). 

As we have seen, many earlier peoples made progress in art,

medicine, technology, and science through the messengers sent to

them. By obeying the prophets and learning from these individuals'

suggestions and encouragement, they acquired knowledge and

handed this on to subsequent generations. In addition, societies that

sometimes turned away from the true religion and developed super-

stitious beliefs returned to faith in the One God through these mes-

sengers' efforts.

When findings regarding past ages are looked at without preju-

dice, humanity's history can be understood very clearly and dis-

tinctly.

As already stated, backward and advanced civilizations have

existed together at all periods in history, just as they do today. In our

day, we enjoy space technology, while people in other parts of the

globe are living under primitive conditions, so in the past Ancient

Egypt had a glorious civilization on the one hand, while rather more
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backward societies existed in other parts of the world. The Mayans,

who built highly developed cities, and who from the traces they left

behind can be seen to have possessed a clearly advanced technology,

calculated the orbit of the planet Venus and discovered the moons of

the planet Jupiter. At the same time, people in many regions of

Europe believed that the Earth was the center of the Solar System.

While the Egyptians were successfully performing brain surgery, in

other regions people believed that disease was caused by supposed

evil spirits. With their legal system, literature, understanding of art

and astronomical knowledge, the Sumerians built a deep-rooted civ-

ilization in Mesopotamia, while another corner of the world held so-

cieties that were still illiterate. Therefore, in the same way that

today's civilizations are not all advanced, so in the past there was

never a time when the only societies were backward ones.

So far, we have examined evidence belonging to different peri-

ods of history and reviewed examples of the cultures of tens or hun-

dreds of thousands years ago. Looking at more recent history, again

we encounter evidence that human beings have always been human:

Here we are dealing not with "primitive" people who have only re-

cently parted ways with apes, but civilized human beings who can

be seen to have inherited yet another civilization that had persisted

for thousands of years before them. 

As technology advanced in the 20th century, archaeological re-

search accelerated enormously, and began to unearth more and more

evidence regarding the true history of mankind. Thus it emerged

that life in Egypt, Central America, Mesopotamia and other regions

thousands of years ago was in many ways parallel to how we live

today. 
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Megalith is the name given to monuments consisting of large

blocks of stone. Many ancient megaliths have survived down to the

present day. One of the most surprising aspects of these monuments

is how such huge blocks of stone, some weighing more than a ton,

were used to build the structures in question, how these stones were

carried to their construction sites and by what techniques. How did

the people of that time build these structures by placing one enor-

mous block on top of another? These megaliths were generally built

using stones brought from a long distance away, and are regarded

today as marvels of construction and engineering. The peoples who

produced such works must obviously have possessed some ad-

vanced technology.

First of all, of course, planning is essential in order to create

these monuments, and those plans must be communicated accu-

rately and fully to everyone involved in the project. Technical draw-

ings of where the monument is to be erected have to be prepared.
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Moreover, the calculations in these drawings must be free of any

error, because the slightest inaccuracy will make it impossible for the

monument to be built. In addition, the organization involved must

also be flawless if construction is to take place. Factors such as coor-

dinating the workers and meeting their needs (for meals, rest, etc.)

are vital to the progression of the construction in the desired manner.

Clearly, the people involved in constructing these monuments

possessed an accumulated knowledge and a technology far superior

to what is generally imagined. As mentioned earlier in this book, civ-

ilization does not always move in a forward direction; sometimes it

regresses. And indeed, most of the time, both advanced and back-

ward civilizations are able to exist simultaneously in different parts

of the world.
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It is exceedingly probable that the people who constructed the

megaliths in question possessed an advanced civilization, as shown

by the archaeological and historical remains. The structures they

produced show that they had a wide-ranging knowledge of mathe-

matics and geometry; that they knew the technology needed to build

monuments by calculating fixed points in hilly areas; that they used

equipment (such as the compass) to determine geographical posi-

tions, and that when necessary, they could transport the materials

needed for construction from many kilometers away. Obviously,

they did not manage all this by using only primitive tools and man-

power. Indeed, many experiments by researchers and archaeologists

have demonstrated that it would have been impossible to construct

these monuments under the conditions proposed by the theory of

evolution. Researchers who have attempted to construct similar

monuments by reproducing the imaginary "Stone Age" conditions

postulated by evolutionists have failed dismally. These researchers

have not only found it difficult to construct any similar structure, but

have also experienced enormous difficulties in transporting these

stones from one place to another. This shows yet again that people of

that era did not lead backward lives, as evolutionists would have us

believe. They enjoyed and understood architecture, made expert use

of construction technology and engaged in astronomical investiga-

tions.

It is perfectly understandable that only stone blocks, stone

structures and various stone tools should remain from the civiliza-

tions of thousands of years ago. However, it is not logical to look at a

handful of stone structures and artifacts and conclude that the peo-

ple of that time had an undeveloped civilization completely lacking

in any technology and was only able to use stone. Such assertions,
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based on various dogmas, are of no scientific significance. But if we

evaluate these findings without the negative effects of preconcep-

tions, then interpretations rather closer to the truth can be made.

Even if a society of hundreds of thousands of years ago lived in im-

pressive wooden houses, built beautiful villas with glass windows

and used the most attractive decorative materials, obviously very lit-

tle evidence of this would survive the erosive effects of the interven-

ing centuries of wind, rain, earthquakes and floods. Under natural

conditions, it takes only an average of 100 to

200 years for timber, glass, copper, bronze

and various other metals to be worn

away. In other words, in two cen-

turies' time, the walls of your house
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will be worn away, and very little will remain of the furnishings in-

side. Even less will be left if it is subjected to earthquakes, floods or

storms. All that will be left will be stone blocks that take much longer

to be eroded away. Even then, stone materials will be worn away

into smaller fragments. On the basis of these blocks of stone, there-

fore, it is impossible to make interpretations about the daily lives of

societies of that time. Their social relationships, beliefs, tastes and

artistic understanding cannot be deduced with any measure of cer-

tainty.

Yet evolutionists still attempt the impossible, adorning various

discoveries with fictitious interpretations and inventing various sce-

narios. Producing fantasies by distorting the facts is something that

is actually criticized by some evolutionists themselves! They have

even given this approach the name of "Just So Stories." 

That term appears in a criticism by the famous evolutionist pa-

leontologist Stephen Jay Gould, which term he borrowed from the

1902 book of the same name by the British writer and poet Rudyard

Kipling (1865-1936). In this book of tales intended for children,

Kipling told a number of imaginative stories about how living things

might have acquired their various organs and attributes. About the

elephant's trunk, for example, he wrote this: 

In the High and Far-Off Times the Elephant, O Best Beloved, had no

trunk. He had only a blackish, bulgy nose . . . But there was one

Elephant—a new Elephant, an Elephant's Child—who was full of sa-

tiable curiosity . . . So he went on . . .till he trod on what he thought was

a log of wood at the very edge of the great grey-green, greasy Limpopo

River, all set about with fever-trees. But it was really the Crocodile . . .

Then the Elephant's Child put his head down close to the Crocodile's

musky, tusky mouth, and the Crocodile caught him by his little nose . .
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. Then the Elephant's Child sat back on his little haunches, and pulled,

and pulled, and pulled, and his nose began to stretch. And the

Crocodile floundered into the water, making it all creamy with great

sweeps of his tail, and he pulled, and pulled, and pulled. 38

Gould and certain other evolutionist scientists have criticized

the literature for filling itself with similar scenarios, with no sup-

porting evidence to back them up. The same applies to those who at-

tempt to explain the development of societies in terms of the theory

of evolution. Like Kipling's tales, the Just So Stories of evolutionist

social scientists rely solely upon imagination. Indeed, consider a his-

tory of mankind based on societies whose supposed forerunners

were only able to grunt and use crude stone

tools, lived in caves, and survived by hunt-

ing and gathering, and who, as subse-

quently developed, began engaging in
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agriculture, and later began using metals, and began establishing so-

cial relationships as their mental powers increased. That "history" is

no different from the story of how the elephant got its trunk.

Gould describes this unscientific approach: 

Scientists know that these tales are stories; unfortunately, they are pre-

sented in the professional literature where they are taken too seriously

and literally. Then they become "facts" and enter the popular litera-

ture. . . 39

In addition, Gould also states that these tales prove nothing in

terms of the evolutionary theory:

These tales, in the "just-so story" tradition of evolutionary natural his-

tory, do not prove anything. But the weight of these, and many similar

cases, wore down my faith in gradualism long ago. More inventive

minds may yet save it, but concepts salvaged only by facile specula-

tion do not appeal much to me. 40

Newgrange

This monumental grave near Dublin is agreed to have been

built around 3,200 BCE. Newgrange was already old at a time before

Egypt's civilization had come into existence, and before the birth of

Babylonian and Cretan civilizations. Stonehenge, one of the most fa-

mous stone structures in the world, had not yet been built. Research

has shown that Newgrange was not only a grave, but that its

builders possessed a comprehensive knowledge of astronomy—and

possessed engineering techniques and architectural knowledge wor-

thy of emphasis.

A great many archaeologists describe Newgrange as a technical

miracle. For example, the dome atop the structure is an engineering

marvel all by itself. The single stones, heavy at the bottom and
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lighter on the upper parts, have been placed on top of one another so

expertly that each one protrudes slightly from the one beneath it.

From this, a hexagonal 6-meter-high chimney rises above the central

part of the structure. On top of the chimney is a stone lid that can be

opened or closed at will.

Obviously, this giant structure was built by people with an ex-

cellent understanding of engineering, able to calculate accurately,

plan correctly, transport heavy loads of stone, and make good use of

their construction know-how. Evolutionists can shed no light on

how this structure was erected because, according to their unrealistic
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view, people of that time labored under primitive and backward

conditions. But it's impossible for such an enormous monument to

have been built by anyone lacking a sophisticated knowledge of en-

gineering and construction.

The structure's astronomical features alone are astonishing.

This giant monument has been constructed in such a way that at

winter solstice, it gives rise to an impressive light show. Shortly after

daybreak on the shortest day of the year, a shaft of sunlight illumi-

nates the Newgrange burial chamber. At this point, a perfect play of

light occurs. Rays from the rising sun pass through a narrow open-

ing on the bottom of the roof box over the entrance and shine down

the passage to the inner chamber. All the stone blocks are placed at

angles that allow the light to reach them and be reflected off them—

one vital factor that makes this entire light show possible. 

You can see, therefore, that the builders of this giant structure

not only had a knowledge of engineering, but also possessed a

knowledge of astronomy that let them calculate the length of days

and the movements of the Sun.

Newgrange is just one of many stone structures of that period

surviving in that region. From looking at

this structure, you can conclude that it was

made by people with a deep accumulation

of knowledge, using advanced techniques

and methods. What interpretation can be

made regarding the kind of lives those peo-

ple led? The people who built such a struc-

ture may well have lived in comfortable,

civilized surroundings. If they had a

knowledge of astronomy and sufficient ex-

pertise to interpret those observations cor-
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rectly, their daily lives must have been similarly civilized, in direct

proportion to that accumulation of knowledge. This stone monu-

ment may be the only surviving building from a society that lived in

comfortable homes, had well-maintained gardens, received treat-

ment in good hospitals, engaged in commercial activity, regarded art

and literature and enjoyed a broad, important cultural heritage. All

these are realistic interpretations about the people who built this

stone monument, based on the archaeological findings and the his-

torical facts. Yet evolutionists, accustomed to thinking only along

materialist lines, prefer to relate stories that are the product of spe-

cific dogmas, rather than make rational interpretations compatible

with science. However, their stories can never express a definitive,

true explanation.
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Stonehenge

Stonehenge, a monument that stands in England, consists of

some 30 large stone blocks arranged in a circle. Each of these blocks

is an average of 4.5 meters (15 feet) high and weighs an average of 25

tons. The monument has attracted the attention of a great many re-

searchers, and many theories have been proposed as to how and

why it was erected. What matters here is not which (if any) of these

theories is actually correct, but that this monument yet again invali-

dates the theory of "evolution" in the history of mankind.

Research reveals that Stonehenge was built in three main

stages, beginning in about

2,800 BCE. In other words, the

history of its construction

goes back some 5,000 years.

The initial stage of building

included the digging of a

ditch, bank and some round

pits in the chalk. In the second

stage, some 80 bluestones

were set up in two rings

around the center of the site

and a heel stone was erected

outside this. Later, an outer

circle of giant sarsen stones

was formed, with  a continu-

ous run of lintels. 

One of the most note-

worthy aspects of this monu-

ment is the bluestones used in
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it, because there are no sources of such stones anywhere nearby.

These stones were imported to the site from the Preseli Mountains—

some 380 kilometers (240 miles) away. If, as evolutionist historians

claim, the people of that time lived under primitive conditions, with

the only tools at their disposal being wooden cranks, timber rafts

and stone axes, then how could they transport these stones all the

way to the region where Stonehenge now stands? This question can-

not be answered by scenarios that are mere figments of conjecture.

One group of researchers tried to transport bluestones as far as

Stonehenge by reconstructing the equipment supposedly used at the

time. To that end, they used wooden cranks, built a raft able to carry
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stones of an equivalent size by lashing three rafts together, moved

the raft upriver using wooden poles, and then finally tried to move

the stones uphill using crudely manufactured wheels. But their ef-

forts were in vain. This was just one of the experiments carried out in

order to establish how the bluestones might have been transported

as far as where Stonehenge lies now. Many others have been per-

formed, and investigators have attempted to understand what

method of transportation the people of the time might have used. Yet

none of these attempts came anywhere near achieving success, be-

cause they were all carried out under the misapprehension that the

people who built Stonehenge had a backward culture and used only

crude implements made of stone and wood. 

Another point that needs emphasis is that the experiments in

question benefited from present-day technology. They used various

models produced in naval shipyards, employed ropes produced in

high-tech factories, and made detailed plans and calculations. Yet

even so, they obtained no positive results. However, people living

some 5,000 years ago transported these stones, weighing many tons

each, and arranged them in a circle by calculating their exact geo-

graphical positions. Clearly, they did not accomplish all this with

stone tools, rafts made of logs and cranks made of timber.

Stonehenge and the many other megaliths were built using some

technology we are unable even to guess at today. 
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The Astonishing Remains 

in the City of Tiahuanaco

At about 4,000 meters (13,000 feet) above sea level, in the Andes

Mountains between Bolivia and Peru, the city of Tiahuanaco is full of

ruins that stun visitors. The region is regarded as one of the archaeo-

logical marvels of South America, indeed, of the entire world.

One of the most astonishing remains in Tiahuanaco is a calen-

dar that shows the equinoxes, the seasons, and the position of the

Moon at every hour and its motions. This calendar is one of the

proofs that the people living there possessed a highly advanced

technology. Among the other astonishing remains in Tiahuanaco are

monuments made out of huge stone blocks, some of them weighing

as much as 100 tons. 

A Reader's Digest au-

thor wrote, ". . . the best en-
gineers of today still ask
themselves whether they
could cut and move huge
masses of rock such as those
used to build the city. The
giant blocks look almost as
though a die were used to cut
them. . ." 41
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It is impossible for stones

weighing many tons each, used

here in the South American city

of Tiahuanaco, to be transported

without steel cables, winches,

and other construction equip-

ment.



For example, the city walls were built by placing blocks weigh-

ing 60 tons on top of other blocks of sandstone weighing some 100

tons. The stoneworking used to build these walls required enormous

expertise. Huge square blocks were joined together with accurate

grooves. Holes 2.5 meters (8 feet) long have been opened in blocks

weighing 10 tons. In some parts of the ruins, there are stone water

conduits 1.8 meters (6 feet) long and half a meter (1.5 feet) wide.

These are of a regularity which is seldom equaled even today. It's im-

possible for these people to have produced these works in the ab-

sence of technological means, in the way that evolutionists claim.

That is because under the allegedly primitive conditions, it would

take longer than a human lifespan to produce just one of these struc-

tures. That in turn would mean that it took centuries to create

Tiahuanaco, which alone shows that the evolutionist thesis is false.

One of the most noteworthy monuments in Tiahuanaco is the

so-called Gate of the Sun. Made out of a single block, it is 3 meters

(10 feet) high and 5 meters (16.5 feet) wide and is estimated to weigh

more than 10 tons. The gate has been decorated with various carv-

ings. No explanation can be given as to what methods were used to

construct the gate. What kind of technology was employed in the

building of such an impressive structure? How were blocks of stone

weighing 10 tons extracted, and by what means were they trans-

ported from the stone quarries? It is clear that all these things were

achieved using more than just simple tools and equipment, of the

kind alleged by evolutionists.

When you also consider the geographical conditions of the re-

gion where Tiahuanaco stands, the whole feat assumes even more

astonishing proportions. The city is many kilometers away from any

normal settlement areas and stands on a high plateau some 4,000
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meters (13,000 feet) high, where atmospheric pressure is around

only half that at sea level. The greatly reduced oxygen level here

would make tasks requiring a human workforce even more difficult.

All this goes to show that, as in many other regions of the

world, advanced civilizations existed here in the past—which inval-

idates the thesis that the societies always "evolve" towards more ad-

vanced states.
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The Gate of the Sun, estimated to weigh around 10 tons,

could not have been built by a society devoid of techno-

logical means, as evolutionists claim. Such structures in-

validate the evolutionist claim that human history evolved

from the primitive to the developed.
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The stonework in the photos at bottom left and its detailed shapes dis-

play the artistic taste of the people who made them, 11,000 years ago. More

important, however, is that the artists must have used metal tools to carve

these stones, not by hitting or rubbing one stone against another. Such fine

work is only possible by means of such tools, as the metal lathes, files and

saws used in stonemasonry today. 

The photo at bottom right shows a present-day stonemason at work,

using similar techniques. Artists living 11,000 years ago may have produced

their works of art only by employing similar methods.



The ancient Incan city of Sacsahuamán near Cuzco in Peru contains a

wall built using stone blocks weighing tons, each fitted so closely together that

it's impossible to slide a piece of paper between them. In addition, no cement

or mortar was used anywhere. The blocks have been placed together with

the greatest expertise and precision. How these enormous blocks were

shaped to fit so perfectly against one another has still not been unraveled

using today's technology. 

Even more astonishing, one stone block used in the construction is even

larger than all the others. This block is the size of a five-story house and

weighs some 20,000 tons! How the builders of

Sacsahuamán managed to transport it is a mys-

tery. Even with present-day machinery, it is im-

possible to lift such an amazingly heavy weight.

Even the largest winch in the world today will

find it hard to lift such a load. The Incas of that

time in all likelihood used some technology we

cannot even imagine.
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Structures produced using stones weighing tens of thousands of tons still

amaze people today. Moving such enormous stones can be done only using ad-

vanced construction equipment like winches and steel cables. It is impossible to

extract these stones from the quarries, much less transport them, set them in

place or work them using such equipment as timber, logs, ropes and easily-bro-

ken copper tools, of the type evolutionists claim were used. The small picture

in the middle shows how the head section of the massive Ramses statue could

be transported only by using winches with steel cables.

The rows of pillars in Luxor were
ordered to be built by Amenhotep
III and were decorated by
Tutankhamen. 
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Giant stone blocks were also used in the construction of this edifice, now

known as the Temple of Jupiter. The stone block marked with red in the small pho-

tograph is one of three large blocks used in the retaining wall. Each of these three

blocks is some 4.5 meters (15 feet) high, 3.5 meters (11 feet) wide and 19 meters

(62 feet) long. Their average weight is around 800 tons. That such huge blocks were

extracted and transported from their quarries suggests the advanced construction

equipment that must have been used. 

Baalbek, Temple of Jupiter
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Obelisks are one of the astonishing remains to have survived to our day

from past civilizations. Some highly advanced technology must have been used

to extract these upright stones, averaging 20 meters (65 feet) in length and

weighing many tons, from the quarries, transport them, carve their surfaces and

place them in upright positions. One of the oldest known of these large obelisks

is that erected in Karnak, Egypt around 1,400 BCE. It stands 29.5 meters (97

feet) high, 1.62 meters (5.3 feet) wide and weighs 325 tons. Technical expertise

and proper infrastructure are required to transport such a huge, heavy block

from the quarry to its present location in a single piece. Tools of bronze and

copper bend easily, and could not be

used, so tools of iron and steel were ob-

viously needed. This refutes the evolu-

tionist claim that iron and similar metals

were unknown at the time in question. 

The section assumed to have been on the

top of the obelisk (as shown in red circle)

may indicate that these standing stones

were used as lightning rods. 

An unfinished obelisk in a granite quarry near

Aswan. This obelisk, twice the height of the oth-

ers, is 41.75 meters (137 feet) tall and some 1,168

tons in weight. Advanced technology must have

been used to extract this giant stone from the

quarry and transport it to its destination. 
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The size of the

megaliths forming the

ruins of the pyramid at

the Puma Punku

amazes visitors. One

block in the step-pyra-

mid, whose base mea-

sures approximately 60

meters (197 feet) by 50

meters (164 feet), weighs some 447 tons. The other stones used weigh between

100 and 200 tons. It is illogical to maintain, as evolutionists do, that these gigantic

blocks were transported on logs using thick ropes.

Evolutionist archaeology can't explain the marks where a great many mega-

liths at the Puma Punku are joined together. These are reminiscent of metal clamps.

For a long time it was thought that these T-shaped clamps had been pre-cast at a

furnace, then placed cold into carved indentations in the blocks. Later investigations

using scanning electron microscope, however, revealed that they were poured

molten into the indentations. Spectrographic analysis showed that these clamps

consisted of an alloy of 2.05% arsenic, 95.15% copper, 0.26% iron, 0.84% silicon and

1.70% nickel. All this is evidence that past societies used advanced equipment dur-

ing the construction process. 42

Imprint of metal clamp 

frequently encountered at the

Puma Punku

Imprint of metal clamp seen on

the blocks at Ollantaytambo

Imprint of metal clamp on

stone structures at Angkor

Wat, Cambodia



In one of the most magnificent civilizations in terms of art and

science founded by humankind, the Ancient Egyptians possessed

more knowledge and experience than could have been possible, had

they been the "heirs" or continuation of some primitive society.

Among the Egyptians, members of a deviant, pagan religion, there

were Jewish workmen with a knowledge of art, which had its origins

in the times of Prophets Noah and Abraham (peace be upon them).

These skilled people used the knowledge they had learned from the

days of the past prophets.

The achievements of the Egyptians have still not been dupli-

cated in many parts of the world today. In various parts of Asia,

South America, or Africa, including Egypt itself, a life way beyond

the level of the past civilization is still led. The civilization of Ancient

Egypt, which registered such great successes especially in medicine,

anatomy, urban planning, architecture, fine arts and textiles, is today

studied by scientists with great awe and amazement.

The Origins of Ancient Egyptian Medicine

The sophistication achieved by physicians in Ancient Egypt is

quite amazing. Findings obtained from excavations have amazed ar-
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chaeologists, because no historian expected such a highly developed

technology in a civilization that existed in the 3,000s BCE. 

X-ray analysis of mummies has revealed that brain surgery was

performed in Ancient Egypt. 43 What is more, these operations were

carried out using highly professional techniques. When mummy

skulls that underwent surgery are examined, it can be seen that the

incisions of the surgery have been cut very neatly. Skull bones that

have fused back together prove that the patients survived long after

such operations. 44

Another example concerns various medicines. Giant strides

were made in medicine in the 19th century due to the rapid progress

made in experimental science, including the discovery of antibiotics.

Yet the word "discovery" is not strictly accurate, because many of

these techniques had already been known to the Ancient

Egyptians.45 

Some of the most important evidence of just how advanced the

Egyptians were in science and anatomy lies in the mummies they

left behind them. They used hundreds of different techniques in the

process of mummification, which permits the bodies of living things

to be preserved for thousands of years.
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The Egyptians'

mummification

techniques

demonstrate

that they pos-

sessed ad-

vanced medical

knowledge. 



The mummification process is highly complex. First, the brain

and some of the internal organs of the deceased were removed using

special instruments. The next stage in the procedure involved dehy-

drating the body for 40 days with natron. (Natron is a mineral salt,

primarily a mixture of sodium bicarbonate and sodium carbonate

with small amounts of sodium chloride and sodium sulfate.) After

the excessive body fluids were reduced, the body cavity was then

stuffed with linen, sand or sawdust. The skin was anointed with spe-

cial herbal preparations and then coated with liquid resin to further

preserve it. Finally the body was carefully wrapped in linen ban-

dages. 46

Mummification, carried out without damaging the shape of the

body and by extracting all the deceased's internal organs, shows that

those who performed it possessed a sufficient knowledge of

anatomy to know the position of all the various organs.

Quite apart from the techniques of mummification, the

Egyptians of 5,000 years ago enjoyed a wide range of other medical

sophistication. For example: 

-The priests involved in medicine in Egypt treated many dis-

eases in their temples. Just as today, Egyptian doctors specialized in

various fields of medicine. Every doctor, provided services in his

own specialty. 

-Doctors in Egypt were supervised by the state. If the patient

failed to recover or died, the state would investigate the reasons why

and determine whether the method of treatment employed by the

doctor conformed to the rules. If any oversight was found to have

taken place during treatment, the doctor was penalized within the

framework of the law.

-Every temple possessed a well-equipped laboratory in which

medicines were prepared and stored. 
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-The first steps in pharmacology, and the use of bandages and

compresses, go back to Ancient Egyptian times. The Smith Papyrus

(which is wholly concerned with medicine) describes how adhesive

strips of linen—an ideal material for making bandages—were used

to cover wounds. 

-Archaeological findings have revealed a detailed picture of

medical practices in Egypt. In addition, the names and titles of more

than 100 doctors specializing in their own fields have been discovered.

-In reliefs on a wall of the temple at Kom Ombo, a box of surgi-

cal instruments is carved. This box contained metal shears, surgical

knives, saws, probes, spatulas, small hooks and forceps.

-The techniques employed were numerous and varied. Breaks

and fractures were set, splints employed and wounds closed with

stitches. Fractures that healed after treatment with great success

have been found in many mummies.

-Although no trace of surgical scars has been found in mum-

mies, there are 13 references to wound suturing in the Smith

Papyrus. This indicates that the Egyptians managed proper wound

suturing, employing linen thread. The needles were in all probabil-

ity made out of copper.

-Egyptian doctors were able to distinguish between sterile

wounds and infected ones. They used a mixture of ibex fat, fir oil

and crushed peas to clean infected wounds.

-Penicillin and antibiotics were discovered relatively recently.

However, the Ancient Egyptians used the first organic versions of

these and other different types of antibiotic, and wrote prescriptions

suited to various types of disease. 47 

Along with these major strides in medicine, excavations have

also revealed that the Egyptians were very interested in such sub-

jects as urban planning and architecture.
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The body of the Egyptian Pharaoh

Tutankhamen was preserved inside

two coffins, one inside the other.

The Smith Papyrus, which describes how

the ancient Egyptians used bandages made

out of linen.
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Advanced Metallurgy in Ancient Egypt

In the general sense, metallurgy is the branch of science and

technology involving the refining from raw materials, shaping and

preservation of metals and their compounds. An examination of

Ancient Egyptian civilization shows that between 3,000 and 3,500

years ago, the Egyptians had become expert at extracting and work-

ing various minerals and metals, especially gold, copper and iron.

Their highly developed metallurgy shows that the Egyptians were

advanced in finding, extracting and working ores, and had a highly

developed knowledge of chemistry. 

Archaeological research has revealed that the Egyptians were

producing detailed work on copper ore and producing metallic com-

pounds in around 3,400 BCE. In the Fourth Dynasty (around 2,900

BCE), mining research and operations were monitored by very high-

ranking officials and are known to have been supervised by

Pharaoh's sons. 

In addition to copper, the Ancient Egyptians often used iron.

Tin was used to create bronze, and cobalt to color glass. Metals not

naturally occurring in Egypt were imported from other regions, par-

ticularly from Persia. 

Their most frequently used and highly prized metal was gold.

Hundreds of gold mines have been discovered in Egypt and parts of

modern-day Sudan. One papyrus dating back to the 14th century

BCE contains the plans of a gold mine near Apollinopolis, revealing

the Ancient Egyptians' professionalism on the subject. The papyrus

describes the construction of more than 1,300 dwellings around the

mine just to accommodate those working in it. From this, the impor-

tance of goldsmithing and the art of jewelry in Ancient Egypt is ap-

parent. Indeed, the hundreds of decorative golden objects
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discovered in archaeological excavations are indications that the

Ancient Egyptians were expert miners and metalworkers. 

This also goes to show that the Egyptians possessed the scien-

tific knowledge and technology needed to identify seams of metal,

extract ore from them, refine the metals thus extracted, and combine

them to produce alloys.

(1, 2) Finely worked pec-

torals of the king, crafted of

gold, silver and semi-pre-

cious stones 

(3) A pair of finely crafted 

sandals

(4) A small, long-spouted pitcher

made of hard gold still maintains

its strength and brightness.

1

2

3

4
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(7) A pectoral made of gold,

lapis lazuli and turquoise, dis-

covered at Tanis

(5) This golden ornament found at the

neck of Tutankhamen's mummy contains

very fine gold workmanship; around 150

other jewels were found on the same

mummy.

(6) A gold-plated wooden chest

set on a silver-plated sledge

5

6

7

The fine workmanship

in the jewels shows

that sophisticated gold-

smith's tools were em-

ployed. In the absence

of such equipment,

such fine workmanship

is impossible. The qual-

ity and delicacy of

Egyptian gold work-

manship is equal to

that of the present day.
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Ancient Egyptian Urban Planning and Infrastructure 

Egypt's arid climate has left behind many clues to their civiliza-

tion, evidencing that ancient Egyptian cities had a highly developed

infrastructure. 

Certainly a highly developed infrastructure shows that those

who built these cities had an advanced knowledge of architecture and

engineering.How far down underground foundations need to be dug,

One indication of the Egyptians' ad-

vanced civilization is doubtless their

knowledge of architecture and engi-

neering.
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where the supporting beams need to be placed, how an effective

ventilation system needs to be planned, the arrangement of path-

ways for clean and dirty water so they do not mix, and a great many

other details must be considered. And, most important of all, no er-

rors can be made in any of them. The Egyptians knew all these tech-

niques, and the buildings they left behind prove this.

The architectural techniques they used in the 3,000s BCE were

exceedingly professional and intended to resolve difficulties and

problems of infrastructure. Water is of great importance to an arid

country like Egypt. In fact, they found permanent solutions to the

problem, including the tanks they built in which to store water.

A large reserve of water discovered in the Fayum oasis depres-

sion is one of these. The Egyptians also built some artificial lakes to

ensure that life could continue in specific regions. These small lakes

collected water from the Nile, making possible an advanced civiliza-

tion in the Egyptian desert. They constructed Lake Moeris, 80 kilo-

meters (50 miles) southwest of present-day Cairo, for the purpose of

storing water from the River Nile by means of a canal. Settlements

and temples were constructed near this reservoir. 48

The Egyptians' knowledge of medicine, urban planning, and

engineering and how it should be put into practice are just some of

the evidence of the exceptionally advanced civilization that they

possessed. Their knowledge and the measures they implemented

once again refute the thesis that societies progress from a primitive

state to a civilized one. A society that existed 5,000 years ago pos-

sessed a more advanced level of civilization than some communities

living in the same country today, something that cannot be ex-

plained in terms of "evolutionary progress." There's also no doubt

that during the time when the Egyptians were enjoying their ad-
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vanced civilization, there were more backward communities with

people living under more primitive conditions in Africa and other

parts of the world. Yet none of these individuals had any features

that were less than human, nor any supposedly ape-like traits. The

Egyptians, other people living in primitive conditions at the same

period, as well as them and human communities that existed hun-

dreds of thousands of years ago, have all been as entirely human as

present-day Man, in all respects. Some communities may have lived

in more advanced conditions and others in more backward ones, but

this does not show, as Darwinists maintain, that they are descended

from apes or that one race evolved from another. Such an interpreta-

tion is a violation of science, reason and logic.

Ancient Egyptians' Achievements in Textiles

It can be seen from fragments of linen cloth that have survived

from 2,500 BCE that the Egyptians produced very high-quality fab-

rics, in terms of both materials and weaving. Most important of all,

however, are the details in the weaving of the cloth. In 2,500 BCE, the

Ancient Egyptians were producing delicate fibers of the kind that

are made today in machinery equipped with advanced technology,

which linen was used for wrapping around mummies. The delicate

weaving of these fabrics has amazed Egyptologists. 49 These speci-

mens are so fine that one needs a magnifying glass to distinguish

them from silk, and this fabric is comparable with the best work of

the present-day machine loom. 50 Even today these fabrics are

renowned for their quality, and the Egyptian linen made today owes

its fame to the weavers who lived in the 2,000s BCE. 
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Examples of linen, dating back to Ancient Egypt



An Advanced Level of Mathematics

Numbers were used in Ancient Egypt from very early times.

Papyruses from 2,000 BCE describing mathematical problems have

been found. The four most referred

to documents are known as the

Kahun fragments, and Berlin,

Moscow and Rhind papyruses.

These documents state, with exam-

ples, the bases on which measure-

ments are made. The Egyptians

knew that a triangle whose sides

measure 3:4:5 is a right triangle, and

made use of this knowledge (which

is now called the Pythagoras

Theorem) in their construction cal-

culations. 51 

In addition, the Egyptians knew the difference between planets

and stars. They added the stars, some of which are very hard to see

with the naked eye, to their studies of astronomy.

And since the Egyptians' lives were dependent on the Nile, they

had to check its level during its annual floods. The ruler had a

"Nilometer" made to measure the height of the river waters, and ap-

pointed officials for that purpose. 52

A Construction Technology Full of Secrets

The most important structures built in Ancient Egypt, at which

visitors still gaze in wonder today, are the mysterious pyramids. The

most magnificent of them is the Great Pyramid, regarded as the

largest stone edifice constructed in the world to date. Historians and

archaeologists since the time of Herodotus have put forward various
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theories as to how this pyramid was built. Some have maintained

that slaves were used in its construction and have suggested several

different possible techniques, from the ramp technique to a terraced

pyramid. The complete picture that emerges from these hypothetical

methods is this: 

-Had this pyramid been built by slaves, then their number

would be extraordinarily high, in the range of 240,000.

-Had a ramp been built to construct the pyramid, then it would

have taken some eight years to dismantle this ramp after the pyra-

mid was completed. This theory, according to the Danish civil engi-

neer Garde-Hanson, is ridiculous, because once the ramp had been

torn down, giant rough blocks would have been left over. Yet no

such evidence is to be seen anywhere. 53

Stating that Garde-Hanson has considered aspects underesti-

mated by other theoreticians, Moustafa Gadalla, in his book

Historical Deception: The Untold Story of Ancient Egypt, goes on to say: 

Try to visualize the staggering figures as you visit the pyramid: 4,000

year-round quarrymen producing 330 blocks per day. During inunda-

tion season, 4,000 blocks per day are transported to the Nile, ferried

across, hauled up the ramp to the Giza plateau, and set into place in

the core—a rate of 6.67 blocks per minute! Imagine 6.67 blocks every

60 seconds! 54

-In addition, bear in mind the fact that the surface area of each

pyramid face is some 5.5 acres. Then some 115,000 casing stones

were needed for each surface. These stones have been so scrupu-

lously laid in place that the gaps between them are too small to per-

mit even a piece of paper to fit between them. 55

These are just some of the objections that show that the secrets

regarding the construction of the pyramids have still not been re-

solved by the twenty-first-century science and technology.
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Some of the research onto the pyramids at Giza has shown that the

Ancient Egyptians possessed a highly developed knowledge of mathematics

and geometry. In addition to their knowledge of mathematics and geometry,

the people who planned the pyramids must also have known the measure-

ments of the Earth, its circumference, and the angle of tilt of its axis. This in-

formation about the pyramids, whose construction

began around 2,500 BCE, is even more striking when

one considers that they were built some 2,000 years

before the great Greek mathematicians Pythagoras,

Archimedes and Euclid:

- The angles of the Great Pyramid divide the

Nile delta region into two equal halves.

- The three pyramids of Giza have been

arranged so as to form a Pythagorean triangle,

whose sides have the proportions 3:4:5.

- The proportion between the height of the

pyramid and its circumference is equal to that

between the radius of a circle and its circum-

ference.

- The Great Pyramid is a giant sundial. The

shadows it casts between mid-October and

the beginning of March reflect the seasons and

the length of the year. The length of the stone

slabs around the pyramid is equivalent to the

length of one day's shadow.

- The normal length of the square base of the

pyramid is equal to 365.342 Egyptian yards (a
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unit of measurement of the time). This is very close to the number of

days in a solar year (which has been calculated at 365.224 days).

- The distance between the Great Pyramid and the center of the Earth

is equivalent to that between the pyramid and the North Pole.

- In the pyramid, the perimeter of the base divided by twice its height

is the number Pi. 

- The total surface area of the pyramid's four sides is equal to the

square of its height. 56 
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If One Wished to Rebuild the Pyramids . . . 

In 1978, the Indiana Limestone Institute of America, Inc.—one

of the world's leading authorities on limestone—carried out a

thought-provoking feasibility study to learn what size workforce

and what kind of materials would be needed to build a pyramid

similar to the Great Pyramid of Giza. The company officials de-

scribed the difficulty involved, noting that if they tripled present-

day average production, quarrying, fabricating and shipping such a

quantity of limestone would take approximately 27 years. In addi-

tion, all this work would be done using modern American technol-

ogy—in other words, hydraulic hammers and electrical

crystal-headed saws. Enormous effort would be needed just to

quarry and transport the limestone, not including the laboratory

tests necessary for the building of the Pyramid, nor any other such

preparatory work. 57
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The Great Pyramid of Cheops (Khufu) consists of some 2.5 million stone blocks. Assume that

ten blocks were laid every day—which would require an enormous effort on the part of the

workers—then it would take 684 years to lay all 2.5 million blocks. Yet it is thought that such

pyramids in question took an average of only 20 to 30 years to build. Just this simple calcula-

tion reveals that when constructing the pyramids, the Egyptians used a very different and su-

perior technology.



So how did the Ancient Egyptians build these giant pyramids? By

what power, with what machinery, by what techniques were the rock

terraces set out? By what means were the rock tombs carved out? How

was lighting provided during construction? (No staining or soot has

been found on the walls or ceilings inside the pyramids and tombs.)

How were blocks of stone removed from the quarries, and how were

the differently shaped faces of the blocks smoothed? How were these

blocks, weighing several tons, transported, and how were they fit to-

gether to an accuracy of 1/1000 of a centimeter? The list of questions

could be a lot longer. Can they be answered in a logical and rational way

through the evolutionist misconception of mankind's history? Of course

not!

With their art, medicine and culture, the Ancient Egyptians pro-

duced a giant civilization. The works they left behind, the medical thera-

pies they used and the accumulated knowledge and experience they

possessed are some of the most important proofs of this. Some scientists

today even claim that the works produced by the Egyptians—for whom,
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Buildings constructed by past societies using giant stones indicate that machinery similar to that

used in modern construction must have been employed in the past. The resemblance of this dec-

orative object of gold to construction machinery is striking. Discovered in Panama in the 1920s,

this item is believed to have been hung as a pendant. This and similar discoveries refute evolu-

tionist claims that past societies were completely primitive. There have been obvious advances in

technology and knowledge accumulated throughout the course of history, but this does not mean

that people in the past lived like animals. Past societies developed various devices and used ma-

chinery in light of their own requirements. 

Model of a present-day

backhoe 

Probable model of a back-

hoe of the period 



according to the evolution of history thesis, the building of pyramids

must have been exceedingly difficult—were actually made by extraterres-

trial visitors. 

Of course, any such claim is exceptionally irrational and illogical.

Yet evolutionists hide behind it since all their demagoguery is unable to

provide a better explanation. First and foremost, there is not the slightest

evidence to support their claim. When evolutionists realize that they

cannot produce any explanation based on chance or imaginary evolu-

tionary process, they immediately hide behind the idea of "visitors from

space." Indeed, they came up with this ridiculous idea when they real-

ized that the DNA in the cell nucleus and the first protein, representing

the fundamental building block of life, had far too complex and extraor-

dinary structures to have arisen by chance from inanimate substances.

And so, visitors from space must have brought the first living organism

to the Earth and left it behind. This ridiculous claim is one of the telltale

signs of the despairing position evolutionists find themselves in.

The civilization in ancient Egypt—and all the other civilizations

down through history—were all founded by people possessed of reason

and will. Today, we are amazed by artifacts dating back to 3,000 BCE,

and scientists and experts in the field debate how these could have been

created. But what really matters is that the civilization of 5,000 years ago,

whose traces can be seen today, was obviously built with an experience

and sophisticated knowledge accumulated over thousands of years. In

other words, the roots of this ancient civilization go back even further.

That means that in the very earliest times there were no primitive, half-

animal humans lacking the power of speech, and living solely by hunt-

ing, as is claimed by proponents of the evolution of history. Ever since

the first human was created, Man has enjoyed the same human charac-

teristics such as intelligence, conception of beauty, understanding, con-

sciousness and moral values, as does Man today.
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Detail of the back-panel

of Tutankhamen's royal

throne, Cairo, Egyptian

Museum
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Remains left behind by many civilizations indicate that air transport was

used in very ancient times. This can clearly be seen in Mayan ruins, pictures in

the Egyptian pyramids, and Sumerian inscriptions. As far as we can tell, people

were building and using vehicles similar to gliders, airplanes, and helicopters

thousands of years ago.
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In fact, the Qur'an indicates that air transport may have been used long

ago: 

And We gave Solomon power over the wind—a month's jour-

ney in the morning and a month in the afternoon. (Qur'an,

34:12)

It is very likely that the long distances referred to in this verse could

have been traveled quickly in Prophet Solomon's (pbuh) day. This transporta-

tion may have taken place by means of wind-powered vehicles using a tech-

nology similar to that found in planes today. (God knows the truth.)

One piece of evidence that past civilizations

employed air transportation is a model glider

found in Egypt. This model, discovered
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in 1898, has been dated at about 200 BCE. Of course, finding a model glider

some 2,200 years old is a rather remarkable event. This archaeological find-

ing completely undermines the evolutionist conception of history. An even

more interesting picture emerges when the model's technical features are

examined. The shape and proportions of this wooden model's wings were

designed in such a way as to give the aircraft a maximum lift with a minimum

loss of speed, as in the Concorde, the product of today's most advanced

technology. This also shows that the ancient Egyptians had a very good

knowledge of aerodynamics. 
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Reliefs in the temple of Hathor at Dendera have revealed the possibility

that the Ancient Egyptians knew about and used electricity. When the figures in

this relief are carefully examined, you can see that, just like today, high-voltage

insulation must have been used at that time: A bulb-like shape is supported by a

rectangular pillar (called the Djed pillar and assumed to be an insulator). This re-

semblance between the shape in the picture and electric lamps is astonishing. 58

While analyzing ancient Egyptian metal objects in 1933, Dr. Colin G. Fink—who

The resemblance to
today's light bulbs of the
figures in these reliefs
from the Temple of Hathor
at Dendera has amazed
scientists.
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The Djed pillar, frequently shown in Egyptian drawings, may symbolize a kind of electrical

apparatus. The column may have served as a generator, thus providing lighting. 

invented the tungsten filament electric light bulb—found that the Egyptians

knew a method of plating antimony on copper over 4,300 years ago. This was

a method by which the same results accomplished today by electroplating

were achieved. 59

Scientists have experimented with the system depicted in the reliefs to

determine whether it could have emitted light. The Austrian electrical engi-

neer Walter Garn studied the reliefs in great detail, and reproduced the Djed

pillar insulator, bulb and twisting wire. The model he built did indeed work

and emit light. 60

One piece of evidence that Ancient Egyptians may have used electricity

is the absence of any traces of soot on the interior walls of their tombs and

pyramids. If—as evolutionist archaeologists maintain—they used burning

torches and oil lamps for lighting, then traces of soot would inevitably have

been left behind. Yet there are no such traces anywhere, not even in the very

deepest chambers. It would have been impossible for construction to con-

tinue without the necessary lighting being provided nor, even more impor-

tantly, for the magnificent murals to have been painted on the walls. This

strengthens the possibility that electricity was, indeed, used in Ancient Egypt. 
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In describing the supposed "evolutionary march" of the history

of mankind, Darwinist scientists are quite helpless on another sub-

ject: Man's mind, by which mankind has built universities, hospitals,

factories and states, composed music, held the Olympic Games and

traveled into space—in short, one of the most important characteris-

tics that makes Man what he is.

Evolutionists maintain that human mind assumed its present

capacities by evolving after Man diverged from chimpanzees, our

so-called closest living relative. They ascribe the alleged leaps that

took place in the mind's evolution to random changes occurring in

the brain, and to the improving effect of tool-making skills. You'll

frequently encounter such claims in television documentaries and in

articles in magazines and newspapers, telling tall tales concerning

ape-men who first learned how to make knives out of stone, and

then spears. But this propaganda is not valid. Although they attempt

to portray the scenarios they set out as scientific, they are actually

based solely upon Darwinist preconceptions, and completely unsci-

entific. The most important point of all is that human mind cannot

be reduced to matter. By documenting the invalidity of materialism,

this fact alone totally undermines any claims regarding the evolu-

tion of mind.
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Evolutionists maintain that mind emerged through evolution,

but they have no means of experiencing what a primitive level of in-

telligence is like, nor of replicating the conditions in the supposed

evolutionary process. Despite his being an evolutionist, Henry Gee,

editor of Nature magazine, well known for its evolutionist content,

openly admits the unscientific nature of such claims: 

For example, the evolution of Man is said to have been driven by im-

provements in posture, brain size, and the coordination between hand

and eye, which led to technological achievements such as fire, the

manufacture of tools, and the use of language. But such scenarios are

subjective. They can never be tested by experiment, and so they are

unscientific. They rely for their currency not on scientific test, but on

assertion and the authority of their presentation. 61

Besides being unscientific, such scenarios are also logically in-

valid. Evolutionists maintain that thanks to the intellect that suppos-

edly emerged through evolution, the ability to

use tools emerged and developed, thanks to

which, in turn, intelligence developed. Yet

such a development is possible only when

human intelligence is already present.

According to this account, the question of

whether technology or mind first emerged

through evolution goes unanswered.

Phillip Johnson, one of the most effective

critics of Darwinism, writes this on the sub-

ject: 

A theory that is the product of a mind can

never adequately explain the mind that produced the theory. The

story of the great scientific mind that discovers absolute truth is satis-
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fying only so long as we accept the mind itself as a given. Once we try

to explain the mind as a product of its own discoveries, we are in a hall

of mirrors with no exit. 62

The fact that Darwinists are quite unable to account for their

own human minds reveals that the claims they make about Man's

cultural and social history are also invalid. Indeed, all the facts and

findings we have reviewed so far makes Darwinists' claims regard-

ing the "evolution of history" totally meaningless. 

Contrary to what evolutionists claim, the history of mankind is

full of proofs that ancient peoples possessed far superior technolo-

gies and civilizations than had been believed. One of these civiliza-

tions is that of the Sumerians. The artifacts they left behind are some

of the proofs of the accumulated knowledge possessed by mankind

thousands of years ago.

The Sumerians: An Advanced Civilization

Mesopotamia means "between rivers" in Greek. This region is

one of the most fertile in the world, which has made it the cradle of

great civilizations.

One group of people who emerged from south of these lands—

from the region now known as Kuwait and northern Saudi Arabia—

spoke a different language from other communities, lived in cities,

were ruled by a monarchy based on a legal structure, and used writ-

ing. These were the Sumerians, who developed rapidly by founding

great city-states from 3,000 BCE on, and brought great numbers of

people under their sway. 63

At a later date, the Sumerians were defeated by the Akkadians

and passed under their yoke. However, by adopting the Sumerians'

culture, religion, art, law, state structure and literature, the
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Akkadians enabled civilization to preserve in Mesopotamia.

In their time, the Sumerians made significant developments in

all fields, from technology to art and from law to literature. They had

well-developed trade and a powerful economy. Bronze work,

wheeled vehicles, sailing boats, statues and monumental structures

are some of the evidence of their rapid progress that has survived to

the present day. In addition, the Sumerians are known to have pos-

sessed many handcrafts that have not survived. The weaving and

dyeing of wool—an important export commodity for Mesopotamian

cities—can be cited as one of their developed lesser arts. 64

The Sumerians also had a developed social structure. Their

state was a monarchical one, with the priest-king ruling with the

help of a series of officials. After the harvest, these would share the

produce among the people, and visit and inspect the fields.

From 3,000 BCE onward, the Sumerians brought large areas under their control by con-

stantly founding large city-states.
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The deep-rooted civilizations founded by ancient

societies show that Darwin's thesis of

"progress from the primitive to the civi-

lized" does not reflect the facts. Sumerian

civilization is one example of this.

The way that the Assyrian chariot in the

picture below moves with no propulsive

force is worthy of note. The soldiers'

armor shows how far advanced the

craft of metallurgy was at that time.

Their clothing is completely cov-

ered in armor, making it possible

for them to move comfortably,

while they are protected from

head to foot. The chariot must be

strong enough to stand up to wartime

conditions and heavy blows, especially since it was used

as a battering ram. The materials used and the chariot's

strength are particularly striking. (2,000 BCE to 612 BCE)
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Bureaucracy formed the basis of the Sumerian administrative sys-

tem. The priest in every region would assume responsibility for the

people living there and thus ensure that food was equitably distrib-

uted, in big cities especially. Work carried out by the priests was

recorded and archived.

In the social, artistic, scientific and economic spheres, the

Sumerians, who lived some 5,000 years before our own time, are at

total variance with the evolutionist model of Man supposedly ad-

vancing from the primitive to the developed. The great civilization

built by the Sumerians was not only exceedingly advanced for its

own time, but also considerably advanced in comparison to a great

many societies of our day. This level of cultural development cannot

be explained by evolutionist claims of human beings first ridding

themselves of ape-like features, including communication in grunts,

then beginning to socialize and raise animals, and only just learning

about agriculture. It is clear that human beings have always been

human, with all their intelligence, abilities and tastes, in all periods

of history. The images of ape-men sitting by the fire in caves and

spending their days making crude stone implements, as so fre-

quently depicted by evolutionists, are entirely fictitious, and conflict

with all historical, archaeological and scientific evidence.

Sumerian Science

The Sumerians had their own number system. Instead of the

present-day base-10 system (decimal), they constructed a mathemat-

ical system based on the number 60 (sexagesimal). Their system still

occupies an important place in our own day, in the way that we have

60 minutes in an hour, and 60 seconds in a minute, and 360 degrees

in a circle. For these reasons, the Sumerians, whose mathematical

knowledge produced the first geometrical and algebraic formulae,
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are regarded as the founders of modern mathematics.

In addition, the Sumerians attained a rather advanced level in

astronomy, and their calculations of the years, months and days

were almost exactly the same as ours. The Sumerian calendar, with

its year consisting of 12 months, was also used by the Ancient

Egyptians, the Greeks and a number of Semitic societies. According

to this calendar, a year consisted of two seasons—summer and win-

ter. Summer began on the vernal equinox, and winter on the autum-

nal equinox.

The Sumerians also studied the heavens from towers they re-

ferred to as "ziggurats." 65 They were able to predict solar and lunar

eclipses, as can be seen clearly in a number of records. To record their

astronomical discoveries, the Sumerians made charts of a great

many constellations of stars. In addition to the Sun and Moon, they

also studied and noted the movements of Mercury, Venus, Mars,

Jupiter and Saturn. The calculations that the Sumerians produced

5,000 years ago have now been confirmed by the images sent back to

Earth by spacecraft. 

No doubt this is in complete conflict with claims of the evolu-

tion of history. We are looking at information originally discovered

5,000 years ago, which we have reacquired only recently thanks to

giant telescopes, advanced computers and technology of various

kinds. That being the case, evolutionist scientists should set aside

their preconceptions and act in the light of the scientific and histori-

cal facts. That truth shows the invalidity of the idea, advocated by
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The Sumerians used a 12-month calendar, drew maps of many constellations, and fol-

lowed the movements of planets such as Mercury, Venus and Jupiter. The accuracy of

their calculations has been confirmed by discoveries and computer calculations made

in our time.
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Based on their observations, the

Sumerians thought that our Solar

System was made up of twelve 

planets, counting the Sun and

Moon. Their 12th planet, referred to

as Nibiru in some sources, is 

actually the tenth planet, also known

as Planet X whose existence many

scientists have recently accepted.

The picture below

shows Sumerian

drawings of the

Solar System. The

Sun appears in the

middle, with the

planets orbiting

around it. 
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Darwinists, that civilizations always progress from the primitive to

the more advanced. A number of ideological concerns underlie the

attempt to account for the history of Man—who founds civilizations,

composes music, produces works of art, constructs impressive

buildings, explores space and makes scientific and technological dis-

coveries—in terms of a supposed process of evolution. The correct

approach for scientists is to behave in the light of the facts deter-

mined by experiment, discovery and observation, not ideological

concerns.
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A discovery made by the archaeologist Sir John Layard

in 1850 raised the question of who actually used the first lens?

During a series of excavations in what is now Iraq, Layard discov-

ered a piece of a lens dating back 3,000 years. Currently on display in

the British Museum, this fragment shows that the first known lens

was used in the days of the Assyrians. Professor Giovanni Pettinato

of the University of Rome believes that this rock-crystal lens—

which, according to him, is a major discovery shedding considerable

light on the history of sci-

ence—could also explain why

the ancient Assyrians knew so

A lens-like fragment dating back some

3,000 years has been described as an

important discovery that "could

rewrite the history of science." That

history shows that humankind has

possessed the same mind, abilities

and tastes from the moment he came

into being.
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much about astronomy, having discovered the planet Saturn and

the rings around it. 66

To what use was this lens put? That answer may be debatable,

but it's still obvious that not all bygone societies lived simple lives,

as evolutionist scientists maintain. Past societies made use of sci-

ence and technology, built deeply-rooted civilizations and enjoyed

advanced life styles. Only limited information regarding their

daily lives has come down to us today, but practically all we know

shows that none of these societies ever underwent evolution.
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In 1938, the German archaeologist Wilhelm König discov-

ered a vase-like object now known as the "Baghdad Battery." But

how was it concluded that this object, some 2,000 years old, was

used as a battery? If it actually was used as a battery—which the re-

search carried out certainly indicates—then all theories to the effect

that civilization always progresses and that societies in the past lived

under primitive conditions, will be totally demolished. This earthen-

ware pot, sealed with asphalt or bitumen, contains a cylinder of cop-

per. The bottom of this cylinder is covered with a copper disk. The

asphalt stopper holds in place an iron rod, suspended down into the

cylinder, without making any contact with it.

If the pot is filled with an electrolyte, a current-producing bat-

tery is the result. This phenomenon is known as an electrochemical

reaction, and is not far different

from the way that present-day

batteries work. During experi-

ments, between 1.5 and 2 volts of

electricity was generated by some

reconstructions based on the

Baghdad Battery.

This raises a very important

question: What was a battery
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used for 2,000 years ago? Since such a battery existed, obviously

there must have been tools and devices that it powered. This once

again shows that people living 2,000 years ago possessed far more

advanced technology—and by extension, living standards—than

was previously thought.
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Research into this object, known as the "Baghdad battery" and dating back 2,000 years,

suggests that it was used as a battery to generate electricity.

Copper cylinder

Iron rod
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Almost all evolutionist publications have one thing in common:

All of them devote considerable space to imaginary scenarios re-

garding why some biological structure or characteristic of a living

thing might have evolved. The striking factor is that all the stories

evolutionists dream up are depicted as scientific fact. The fact is,

however, that these accounts are nothing more than Darwinist fairy

tales. Evolutionists seek to present the scenarios they come up with

as scientific evidence. Yet these accounts are all entirely misleading,

of no scientific worth, and can never constitute evidence for evolu-

tionist claims.

One tale so frequently encountered in the evolutionist literature

is that of allegedly ape-like creatures turning into human beings,

and of primitive man gradually becoming a social entity. Despite

there being no scientific evidence to support them, reconstructions

of these supposed primitive human beings—in which they are de-

picted as walking only semi-upright, grunting, walking together

with their "cave-families" or hunting with crude stone tools—are the

best known parts of this scenario.

These reconstructions amount to an invitation to imagine and
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Some evolutionist scientists claim that the Mayans did not use metal tools. Yet if not, how can

we account for the detailed stonework in Mayan ruins? Metal tools would swiftly oxidize and

decay in the Yucatán rain forest, with its humid climate. It may well be, therefore, that Mayan

metal objects have not survived down to the present. But their surviving stone structures show

that it is impossible for such delicate and detailed work to have been produced using only stone

tools. 

Remains of a building in

the Ancient Mayan city of

Uxmal

believe. With them, evolutionists seek to convince people not on the

basis of concrete facts, but of fantastic speculation, because these are

based on their authors' prejudices and preconceptions, rather than

on scientific facts.

Evolutionists have no qualms about keeping these stories in the

professional literature, nor about presenting them as if they were sci-

entific truth, even though they are well aware of the erroneous na-

ture of their accounts. However, these scenarios so frequently voiced

by evolutionists constitute conjectures, not scientific evidence, for

the theory of evolution, because there is no evidence that Man is de-

scended from an ape-like ancestor. In the same way, no archaeologi-

cal or historical evidence suggests that societies evolve from the

primitive to the more advanced. Man has been Man ever since he

first came into existence, and has created different civilizations and

cultures in all periods of history. One of these civilizations is the

Mayan, whose remains still inspire amazement today.

Historical sources refer to a tall figure in white robes who came

to the communities living in this region. According to the informa-

tion contained on monuments, the belief in a single God spread for a

short time, while advances were made in science and art.
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El Mirador, Guatemala

Reconstruction of 

a preclassic Mayan city
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The Mayans: Expert Mathematicians

The Mayans lived in Central America in around 1,000 BCE, at a

considerable distance from other advanced civilizations like those in

Egypt, Greece and Mesopotamia. The most important features of the

Mayans are the scientific advances they made in the fields of astron-

omy and mathematics, and their complex written language.

The Mayans' knowledge of time, astronomy and mathematics

was a thousand years ahead of that of the Western world at the time.

For example, their calculation of the Earth's annual cycle was a great

deal more accurate than any other such calculations before the in-

vention of the computer. The Mayans used the mathematical con-

cept of zero a thousand years before its discovery by Western

mathematicians, and used far more advanced figures and signs than

their contemporaries.

Temple of

Inscriptions, 

constructed during

the reign of ruler

Pacal
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Top part of

the recon-

structed

Rosalila

Temple

Temple of the Warriors at Chichen Itza

The detailed carving on the stone

shows that the Mayans possessed

the necessary technology for stone-

masonry, which is next to impossible

in the absence of tools such as steel

files, chisels, and drills.
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The Mayan Calendar

The Haab, the civil calendar used by the Mayans, consisting of

365 days, is one of the products of their advanced civilization.

Actually, they were aware that a year is slightly longer than 365

days; their estimate was 365.242036 days. In the Gregorian calendar

in use today, a year consists of 365.2425 days. 67 As you can see,

there's only a very small difference between the two figures—further

evidence of the Mayans' expertise in the fields of mathematics and

astronomy.
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The Mayans' Knowledge of Astronomy

Three books which have come down to us from the Mayans,

known as the Maya Codices, contain important information con-

cerning their lives and astronomical knowledge. Of the three—the

Madrid Codex, the Paris Codex and the Dresden Codex—the latter

is the most important in terms of showing the depth of the Mayan

knowledge of astronomy. They possessed a very complex system of

writing, of which only less than 30% has been deciphered. Yet even

this is enough to show the advanced level of science they attained.

For example, page 11 of the Dresden Codex contains informa-

tion about the planet Venus. The Mayans had calculated that the

Venusian year lasted 583.92 days, and rounded it up to 584 days. In

addition, they produced drawings of the planet's cycle for thou-

sands of years. Two other pages in the codex contain information

about Mars, four are about Jupiter and its satellites, and eight pages

are devoted to the Moon, Mercury and Saturn, setting out such com-

plicated calculations as the orbits of these planets around the Sun,
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The Mayan calendar is al-

most identical to the 365-

day Gregorian calendar

used today. The Mayans cal-

culated that a year was

slightly longer than 365

days (opposite page).

An Aztec calendar stone

(right).
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their relationships with one another, and their relationships with the

Earth.

So accurate was the Mayans' knowledge of astronomy that they

were able to determine that one day needed to be subtracted from

the Venusian orbit every 6,000 years. How did

they acquire such information? That is still a

matter of debate for astronomers, astro-

physicists and archaeologists. Today,

such complex calculations are made

A HISTORICAL LIE:

Astronomical knowledge that can calculate the one

day that needs to be subtracted from the orbit of Venus

every 6,000 years is an important example of the ad-

vanced civilization of the past peoples. 

Opposite page: Detail from the coffin

cover of the tomb of the Mayan ruler

Pacal. The vehicle Pacal is sitting on

resembles a kind of motorbike, which

may be a powered vehicle used at the

time.
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with the help of computer technology. Scientists learn about outer

space in observatories equipped with all kinds of technical and elec-

trical apparatus. Yet the Mayans acquired their knowledge 2,000

years before the invention of present-day technology. This yet again

invalidates the thesis that societies always progress from a primitive

to a more advanced state. Many bygone societies had just as ad-

vanced a level of civilization as current ones, and sometimes even

more so. Many communities today have not yet achieved the levels

attained by societies in the past. In short, civilizations sometimes

move forwards and at other times backwards, and both advanced

and primitive civilizations sometimes exist at the very same time.
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Network of Roads

in the Ancient Mayan City of Tikal

Tikal, one of the oldest Mayan cities, was founded in the 8th

century BCE. Archaeological excavations in the city, which stands in

wild jungle, have unearthed houses, palaces, pyramids, temples and

assembly areas. All these areas are connected to one another by

roads. Radar images have shown that in addition to complete

drainage system, the city also enjoyed a comprehensive irrigation

system. Tikal stands neither by a river nor by a lake, and it was

found that the city made use of some ten water reservoirs.

Five main roads lead from Tikal into the jungle. Archaeologists
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Darwinists maintain, de-

spite possessing no sci-

entific evidence, that

ancient men were primi-

tive beings living in a

primitive manner, and

that their intelligence de-

veloped over time.

Archaeological findings

refute this, however.

Excavations carried out

in the Ancient Mayan city

of Tikal, for instance, re-

veal a marvel of engi-

neering and planning.

Aerial photographs show

that Mayan cities con-

nected to one another by

a wide network of roads.

This all shows that ad-

vanced civilizations have

existed in all periods of

history.
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describe them as ceremonial roads. Aerial photographs show that

Mayan cities were linked to one another by a large network of roads

totaling some 300 kilometers (190 miles) in length and demonstrat-

ing detailed engineering. All the roads were made from broken rocks

and were covered over with a light-color hard-wearing layer. These

roads are perfectly straight, as if laid out with a ruler, and the impor-

tant questions remain of how the Mayans were able to determine di-

rection during the construction of these roads and what equipment

and tools they used. The evolutionist mentality cannot provide ratio-

nal and logical answers. Because we are dealing with a marvel of en-

gineering, hundreds of kilometers long, it is crystal-clear that these

roads are the product of detailed calculations and measurements

and the use of the necessary materials and tools.

Cogs Used by the Mayans

Research in regions inhabited by the Mayans shows that they

used devices containing cogwheels.

The photograph overleaf, taken in the major Mayan city of

Copan, is one of the proofs of this. A society using cogwheel technol-

ogy must also possess a knowledge of mechanical engineering.

It is impossible for anyone lacking this knowledge to produce a

cogwheel mechanism. For example, if you were asked to produce a

similar mechanism to that in the photograph, then without the ap-

propriate training you could not do so, nor ensure that the mecha-

nism would function properly.

Yet that the Mayans managed to do this is an important indica-

tor of their level of knowledge, and proves that those who lived in

the past were not "backward," as evolutionists claim.

The examples up to now are only a few that demonstrate the
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advanced levels of civilization achieved by communities in the past.

These point to one very significant truth: The evolutionist thesis im-

posed for so many years, that societies in the past lived simple, back-

ward, primitive lives, is simply wrong. Societies with different levels

of civilization and different cultures have existed in all ages; yet

none evolved from any other. The fact that some backward civiliza-

tions existed 1,000 years ago does not mean that history itself

evolved, or that societies progress from the primitive to the more ad-

vanced. Because alongside these backward communities, there were

also highly advanced ones that made huge strides in science and

technology and founded deep-rooted civilizations. Yes, cultural in-

teraction and the accumulated knowledge handed down through

generations may well play a role in societies' development. But this

is not evolution.

In citing examples of the communities that lived in the past, the

Qur'an tells us that some of these did indeed build advanced cul-

tures: 

Have they not traveled in the Earth and seen the final fate of

those before them? They were greater than them in strength

and left far deeper traces on the Earth . . . (Qur'an, 40:21)
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Have they not traveled in the land and seen the final fate of

those before them? They were more numerous than them and

greater in strength and left more and deeper traces on Earth,

but what they earned was of no use to them. (Qur'an, 40:82)

How many wrongdoing cities We destroyed, and now all their

roofs and walls are fallen in; how many abandoned wells and

stuccoed palaces! (Qur'an, 22:45)

These statements imparted in the Qur'an are supported by ar-

chaeological findings. When archaeological discoveries and the sites

where past communities lived are examined, it can indeed be seen

that most of these societies enjoyed a higher level than some present-

day communities, and that they made enormous advances in the

fields of construction technology, astronomy, mathematics and med-

icine. This yet again invalidates the Darwinist myth of the evolution

of history and societies.
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The Nazca lines, outside of the Peruvian city of Lima, are one of the dis-

coveries that scientists are unable to explain. These most astonishing lines

were first revealed by studies from the air performed by Dr. Paul Kosok,

from New York's Long Island University, in 1939. Kilometers long, these lines

sometimes resemble an airport's runways, and also depict various birds, mon-

keys, and spiders. Who constructed these lines in an arid Peruvian desert,

why, and how is still a mystery. On the other hand, whoever produced them

obviously did not live primitive lives, as some scientists maintain. These lines,

which are properly visible only from the air, were produced flawlessly, which

is something quite extraordinary that calls for considerable reflection.

1 2
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1. A 45-meter-long (150-feet) spider
image 
2. A human figure 
3. A 140-meter-long (450 feet) represen-
tation of a condor 
4. A large image of a monkey, 58 meters
(190 feet) wide and 93 meters (305 feet)
long 
5. A tree figure
6. A dog figure

3

5

6

4
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During the course of history, great advances

have been made in all areas, along with enor-

mous scientific and technological progress.

But it is irrational and unscientific to describe

these changes as "evolution," in the way that

materialists do. Thanks to the accumulation of

culture and knowledge, there is constant

progress in such fields as science and technol-

ogy. However, just as there is no physical differ-

ence between present-day humans and those

who lived thousands of years ago, neither do

they differ in terms of their intelligence and abil-

ity. The idea that 20th-century people possess

more advanced civilizations because their brain

capacity has grown is an erroneous

perspective, a result of evolu-

tionist propaganda. 
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In recounting the myth of the evolution of mankind's history,

evolutionists encounter a number of serious problems. One is how

human consciousness emerged in the first place. Another concerns

the origin of speech—one characteristic that distinguishes human

beings from all other living creatures.

When we speak, we are able to shape our thoughts thanks to

language, and to express them in such a way that another party can

understand them. Although this requires highly specialized muscu-

lar movements of the lips, throat and tongue, we are hardly aware of

this. We merely "want" to speak. Sounds, syllables and words

emerge through the harmonious contraction and relaxation of some

100 different muscles, and sentences comprehensible to others are

formed by the appropriate sequences of such grammatical elements

as subject, object and pronoun. The fact that we do nothing more

than "wish" to use such an ability, based on such complex stages,

clearly shows that speech is not merely an ability that arises from es-

sential biological structures.

The human capacity for speech is an exceedingly complex phe-

nomenon that cannot be explained in terms of the imaginary re-

quirements or mechanisms of an evolutionary process. Despite

lengthy research, evolutionists have been unable to produce any ev-

idence that an exceedingly complex ability like speech evolved from

simple animal-like sounds. David Premack from Pennsylvania
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University made this failure abundantly clear when he said, "Human

language is an embarrassment for evolutionary theory . . ." 68

The well-known linguist Derek Bickerton summarizes the rea-

sons for this "embarrassment:" 

Could language have come directly out of some prehuman trait? No.

Does it resemble forms of animal communication? No . . . no ape, de-

spite intensive training, has yet acquired even the rudiments of syntax

. . . how words emerged, how syntax emerged. But these problems lie

There are many races in the world speaking many languages, and every language is

highly complex. Evolutionists cannot even imagine how such complexity might have

come about gradually. 
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at the heart of language evolution. 69

All languages on Earth are complex, and not even evolutionists

are able to imagine how such complexity could have been acquired

gradually. According to the evolutionist biologist Richard Dawkins,

all languages—even the tribal ones regarded as most primitive—are

highly complex: 

My clear example is language. Nobody knows how it began . . .

Equally obscure is the origin of semantics; of words and their meaning

. . . all the thousands of languages in the world are very complex. I am

biased towards thinking it was gradual, but it is not quite obvious that

it had to be. Some people think it began suddenly, more or less in-

vented by a single genius in a particular place at a particular time. 70

Two evolutionist brain researchers, W.K. Williams and J.

Wakefield of Arizona State University, say this on the subject: 

Despite the lack of evidence for intermediate stages in linguistic evo-

lution, the alternatives are hard to accept. If some species-specific

characteristic did not evolve in piecemeal fashion, then there would

seem to be only two ways to explain its appearance. Either it was put

in place by some still-undiscovered force, perhaps through divine in-

tervention, or it was the result of some relatively abrupt change in the

development of the species, perhaps some sort of spontaneous and

widespread mutation . . . but the fortuitous nature of such a happen-

stance mutation makes that explanation seem suspect. As has been

pointed out (Pinker and Bloom, 1990), the chances against a mutation

resulting in a system as complex and apparently so ideally suited to its

task as is language are staggeringly high. 71

Professor of linguistics Noam Chomsky comments on the com-

plexity of the ability to speak: 

I've said nothing so far about the production of language. The reason

is that there is little to say of any interest. Apart from peripheral as-
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pects, it remains largely a mystery. 72 

To anyone not trapped inside evolutionist preconceptions, the

origin of the capacity for speech is perfectly clear. It is Almighty God

Who bestows this ability on Man. God inspires speech in human be-

ings and causes them to speak, as is revealed in a verse from the

Qur'an: 

. . . They will reply, "God gave us speech as He has given

speech to everything. He created you in the first place and

you will be returned to Him." (Qur'an, 41:21)

In the same way that evolutionists are unable to account for the

complexity of the biological structures that enable speech, they are

also unable to explain the origin of the consciousness that makes lan-

guage possible. Human consciousness and the complexities of lan-

guage show that language was created by a superior Intelligence

that belongs to Almighty God, our Lord.
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nother error of those who promote the decep-

tion that history and society evolved is the claim

that religion—society's highest value—evolved

as well. This claim was put forth in the 19th cen-

tury and was avidly defended by materialists

and atheists. But there are no archaeological findings to justify it and

it remains in the realm of speculation. 

Nor is there any support to claim that humans of earlier ages

practiced so-called "primitive" tribal and polytheist religions, and

that true religion—the religion revealed to the whole of humanity

since the time of Adam (pbuh) and based on the belief in one God—

came into being only later. Some evolutionists try to portray this
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claim as a historical fact, but they are greatly mistaken. Just as

Darwin's theory of biological evolution is a deception, so is the the-

ory of religious evolution that takes its inspiration from him.

How Did the "Evolution of Religions" 

Error Come About?

About one and a half centuries ago, when Darwin's Origin of
Species was still in its first edition, the idea of evolution gained sup-

port among materialists and atheists. Some thinkers of that period

assumed that every event in the human history could be explained

by evolution, stating that everything began from a so-called basic,

primitive stage and advanced toward greater perfection. 

This error was applied in many areas. In the realm of

economics, for example, Marxism claimed that such

advancement was inevitable and that everyone

would eventually adopt communism. Experience

has shown that this was only a dream and

Marxism's claims did not reflect reality. 

In the field of psychology, Sigmund Freud

said that human beings were a highly evolved

species but that psychologically, their actions

were still motivated by the same drives as

their so-called primitive ancestors' had

been. This major error has been scientif-

ically refuted by psychological re-

search, showing that Freudianism's

basic suppositions had no scientific

foundation.
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In the same way, the fields of sociology, anthropology and his-

tory have also been affected by the theory of evolution, but knowl-

edge gained from discoveries in the last century have shown this

influence has been counterproductive. 

The common feature of all these evolutionary theories is their

opposition to any belief in God. This is the philosophical basis be-

hind the mistaken idea of the evolution of religion. According to the

false claims of Herbert Spencer, a leading proponent of this error,

early human beings had no religion. The first religions supposedly

began with the worship of the dead. Other anthropologists who sup-

port the deception of religion's "evolution" propose different ac-

counts. Some say that religion has its source in animism (the

attribution of divine spirit to nature); others think that it arose from

totemism (the worship of a symbolic person, group or object).

Another anthropologist, E.B. Taylor, believes that religion developed

from animism to manism (ancestor-worship), polytheism (the belief

in many gods) and finally ending in monotheism (the belief in one

God). 
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This theory was put forward in the 19th century by atheist an-

thropologists and has been kept alive ever since, presented in vari-

ous scenarios. But it is nothing more than a deception. As

archaeological and historical evidence shows, contrary to what these

scientists have proposed, from earliest times there was a monotheist

religion that God revealed to humanity through His prophets. But at

the same time, deviant, superstitious beliefs have always coexisted

with the true religion. Just as today there are people who believe that

God is the One and Only deity and lead their lives according to the

religion He has revealed, so also are those who erroneously worship

idols of wood and stone, or satan, or their ancestors as well as vari-

ous spirits, animals, the Sun, the Moon or the stars. And many of

these people are not backward, but on the contrary live in very ad-

vanced circumstances. 

Throughout history, there have also been those who have not

obeyed the precepts of the true religions revealed by God and tried

to eliminate their moral values. The Qur'an tells us of some people

who wanted to include superstitious beliefs and practices in the true

religion revealed to them and ended up altering and destroying it:

Woe to those who write the Book with their own hands and

then say "This is from God" to sell it for a paltry price. Woe to

them for what their hands have written! Woe to them for what

they earn! (Qur'an, 2:79)

This is why, over the course of time, some who believed in the

existence and unity of God and obeyed His commands abandoned

true religion. In this way, deviant beliefs and practices came into

being. In other words, contrary to what some have proposed, there

has never been a process of religious evolution; but true religion was

at certain times distorted, as a result of which deviant ones arose.
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Distortion of the True Religion

In the 20th century important research

has been done on the origin of religions, thanks

to which it has become known that there is no

scientific value in claims about religions' evolution, and that such

claims are only imaginary scenarios. Research into world religions

by such leading anthropologists as Andrew Lang and Wilhelm

Schmidt has shown that religions did not evolve; on the contrary,

sometimes underwent distortion over the course of time. The results

of Schmidt's research were published in detail in the periodical,

Anthropos.

Research done especially between 1900-1935 shows that claims

about the evolution of religions are totally false, which led many an-

thropologists to abandon their evolutionary ideas. But despite all

these scientific and historical facts, some radical atheists continued

to defend this untenable scenario. 

Archaeological Finds from 

Egypt and Mesopotamia

The Mesopotamian plain, not far from the civilization of an-

cient Egypt, is known as the "cradle of civilizations." 

Among the most important information to emerge from archae-

ological research in these areas came from discoveries regarding

these societies' religious beliefs. Inscriptions tell of the activities of

countless false deities. As more information was discovered and re-

searchers discovered better methods to interpret the data, some de-

tails about these civilizations' religious beliefs began to emerge. One

of the most interesting things is that above all the false deities these

people believed in, they also believed in one God. Historical evi-
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dence shows that true religion always ex-

isted. The following pages will examine the

Mesopotamian, Egyptian, Indian and

European civilizations together with the

Aztecs, Incas and Mayans to prove that they all believed in one God

and were visited by messengers who communicated true religion to

them. The first researcher to discover that polytheism had originally

contained monotheism was Stephen Langdon of Oxford University.

In 1931, he announced his findings to the scientific world,

saying that they were quite unexpected and totally at

odds with previous evolutionist interpretations.

Langdon explained his findings as follows:

. . . the history of the oldest civilization of man is a rapid

decline from monotheism to extreme polytheism and

widespread belief in evil spirits. 73

Five years later, Langdon would state in The
Scotsman as follows: 

The evidence points unmistakably to an original

monotheism, the inscriptions and literary remains of

the oldest Semitic peoples also indicate . . . monothe-

ism, and the totemistic origin of Hebrew and other

Semitic religions is now entirely discredited. 74

Excavations at modern Tell Asmar, the site of a

Sumerian city dating from 3,000 BCE, unearthed find-

ings that completely corroborated Langdon's ideas.

The excavation director, Henry Frankfort, gave this

official report:

The picture to the side shows a "god of lightning," one of the

Sumerians' false deities that emerged when the one true Divine belief

became corrupted.
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In addition to their more tangible results, our excavations have estab-

lished a novel fact, which the student of Babylonian religions will have

henceforth to take into account. We have obtained, to the best of our

knowledge for the first time, religious material complete in its social

setting. 

We possess a coherent mass of evidence, derived in almost equal

quantity from a temple and from the houses inhabited by those who

worshiped in that temple. We are thus able to draw conclusions,

which the finds studied by themselves would not have made possible. 

For instance, we discover that the representations on cylinder seals,

which are usually connected with various gods, can all be fitted into a

consistent picture in which a single god worshiped in this temple

forms the central figure. It seems, therefore, that at this early period

his various aspects were not considered separate deities in the

Sumero-Accadian pantheon. 75

Frankfort's discoveries reveal very important facts about how a

superstitious, polytheist system comes into being. The theory of the

evolution of religions claims that polytheism arose when people

started to worship evil spirits representing the

powers of nature. But it was not so. In the

course of time, people developed differ-

ent understandings of the various at-

tributes of the one God, which

eventually led to distortions in belief

in one God. The various attributes of
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the one God turned into the belief in several. 

Long before Langdon had made his translations of the

Sumerian tablets, a researcher by the name of Friedrich Delitzsch

made similar discoveries. He found that the numerous deities in the

Babylonian pantheon all devolved from the various characteristics

of Marduk, as they called the one Deity that time. Research has

shown that belief in Marduk resulted from the deterioration, over

time, of the belief in one true God.

This one Deity, Marduk, had many names. He was called Ninib,

or "the Possessor of Power," Nergal or "Lord of Battle," Bel or

"Possessor of Lordship," Nebo or "the Lord of the

Prophet," Sin or "Illuminator of the Night," Shamash

or "Lord of all that is Just," and Addu or "God of Rain."

Over the course of time, it seems that the attributes of

Marduk became detached from him and assigned to

different deities. In the same way, false deities such as

the Sun-god and the Moon-god came into being as

the products of peoples' imagination. Belief in

Marduk, along with the other names of this false

deity, shows that this belief system actually de-

veloped over time through distortion of belief in

the One God.

We can also see traces of such perversion in

ancient Egypt. Researchers have discovered that

the ancient Egyptians were first of all

monotheists, but that they later dis-

mantled this system and turned

it into Sabeism, or sun-worship.

M. de Rouge writes:
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It is incontestably true that the sublimer portions of the Egyptian reli-

gion are not the comparatively late result of a process of development

or elimination from the grosser. The sublimer portions are demonstra-

bly ancient; and the last stage of the Egyptian religion, that known to

the Greek and Latin writers, heathen or Christian, was by far the

grossest and the most corrupt. 76

The anthropologist Sir Flinders Petrie says that superstitious,

polytheistic beliefs emerged through the gradual corruption of belief

in a single deity. In addition, he says that this process of corruption

A HISTORICAL LIE:

The pharaoh Akhenaten be-

lieved in a single God and had

all idols destroyed. He ex-

pressed his belief in these

words in a hymn: How many

are Your deeds, though hid-

den from sight, o Sole God be-

side whom there is none! You

made the earth as You wished,

You alone, All peoples, herds,

and flocks; All upon earth that

walk on legs, all on high that

fly on wings...

Anthropological research

has shown that polytheis-

tic beliefs emerged along

with the distortion of

monotheistic faith. This is

one proof that no such

process as religious "evo-

lution" ever took place, as

some would have us be-

lieve.
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can be seen in present-day society as well as in societies in the past: 

There are in ancient religions and theologies very different classes of

gods. Some races, as the modern Hindu, revel in a profusion of gods and

godlings which continually increase. Others . . . do not attempt to wor-

ship great gods, but deal with a host of animistic spirits, devils. . . . 

Were the conception of a god only an evolution from such spirit wor-

ship we should find the worship of many gods preceding the worship

of one God . . . What we actually find is the contrary of this, monothe-

ism is the first stage traceable in theology. . . . 

Wherever we can trace back polytheism to its earliest stages, we find

that it results from combinations of monotheism. . . . 77
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The Origins of Superstitious Polytheism in India

Even if Indian culture is not as old as Middle Eastern cultures,

still it is one of the oldest surviving cultures in the world. 

In Indian paganism, the number of so-called deities is virtually

endless. After long study, Andrew Lang has determined that poly-

theistic religions appeared in India as a result of a process similar to

that in the Middle East.

Edward McCrady, writing about Indian religious beliefs, ob-

served that the Rig Veda shows that in the early days, the deities

were regarded simply as diverse manifestations of a single Divine

Being. 78 In the hymns in the Rig Veda, we can see traces of the de-

struction of the monotheistic idea of a single God. Another re-

searcher in this area, Max Müller, agrees that at first, there was a

belief in one God:

There is a monotheism that precedes the polytheism of the Veda; and

even in the invocation of the innumerable gods the remembrance of a

God one and infinite, breaks through the mist of idolatrous phraseol-

ogy like the blue sky that is hidden by passing

clouds. 79

From this, it is again obvious that there

has been no evolution of religions, but

that people added false elements to

true religion, or neglected certain
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The superstitious Hindu religion has many

false deities. However, research has shown

that in the early days of Indian culture people

believed in a single God.
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commands and prohibitions—which finally resulted in the perversion

of religious belief.

Contamination of Religions in European History

We can see traces of a similar contamination in the beliefs of his-

torical European societies. In his book The Religion of Greece in

Prehistoric Times, Axel W. Persson, a researcher in Ancient Greek pa-

ganism, writes:

. . . there later developed a larger number of more or less significant

figures which we meet with in Greek religious myths. In my opinion,

their multiplying variety depends to a very considerable degree on the

different invocating names of originally one and the same deity. 80

The same traces of alteration can be seen in Italy. An archaeolo-

gist by the name of Irene Rosenzweig, after researching the Iguvine

tables, which date from Etruscan times, concludes that "deities are

distinguished by adjectives, which in their turn emerge as independent di-

vine powers." 81

In short, all of the last century's anthropological and archaeo-

logical evidence indicates that throughout history, societies first be-

lieved in one God but altered this belief with the passage of time. At

first, peoples believed in God Who created everything from nothing,

Who sees and knows all things and Who is Lord of all the worlds.

But in time, the titles of our Lord were wrongly considered as sepa-

rate deities, and people began to worship these false deities. True re-

ligion is the worship of the one and only God. Polytheistic religions

developed from the contamination of the true religion, which our

Lord has revealed to humanity since the time of Adam (pbuh). 
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The True Religion Revealed by God

When we look at the culture and religious values of societies in

the various areas of the world, we see that they have much in com-

mon. These societies could not have shared any cultural exchange,

but they believe in beings such as angels, satan and jinni that do not

live in the same dimension as human beings. They believe in life

after death, in human beings created from the earth; and their wor-

ship contains many common elements. For example, Noah's ark is

mentioned in Sumerian records, Welsh religion, and in Chinese in-

scriptions and in ancient Lithuanian religion.

This is just one proof that a single, all-powerful deity—that is

God, Lord of the worlds—revealed the religious morality.

Throughout the world, cultures have been taught religions that

In his book The Religion of Greece in Prehistoric Times, Axel W. Persson, a re-

searcher into ancient Greek religious beliefs, says: ". . . there later developed a larger

number of more or less significant figures which we meet with in Greek religious

myths."
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came from the same supreme place, revealing

the existence of one incomparable deity. Our

Lord has revealed Himself in every period of

history through those servants He has chosen

and exalted; and through them He has re-

vealed the religion He has chosen for human

beings. In the Qur'an, Almighty God's last rev-

elation, He announces that "every people has a

guide" (Qur'an, 13:7). It is revealed in other

verses that He sends a messenger to all peoples

to warn them: 

We have never destroyed a city without

giving it prior warning as a reminder. We

were never unjust. (Qur'an, 26:208-209)

These blessed messengers always taught

societies that they should believe in God as the

only deity, serve only Him, and that they

should practice good and avoid evil. Human

beings will attain salvation through obedience

to these messengers, chosen and blessed in

God's sight, and to the holy books they have

left behind as an inheritance. The last prophet

sent by our Lord as a mercy to the worlds was

Prophet Muhammad (may God bless him and

grant him peace); and the Qur'an, the last

Divine book which is under Almighty God's

eternal protection, is the truest guide for hu-

manity.
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The Reality of Timelessness 

Should Not Be Ignored

The historical and archaeological finds we have examined in

this book show that Darwinian claims about the evolution of history

and societies are nonsense, with no scientific validity. The only rea-

son why they are upheld is concern about the demise of materialism.

As we know, materialists make the mistake of rejecting the truth of

creation; believing that matter is the one absolute entity that has ex-

isted forever and will continue to exist eternally. In other words, they

have divinized matter. (God is surely beyond that) Today, however,
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science has reached the point of confirming that the universe came

into being from nothing (that is, it was created), which has invali-

dated all theories and philosophies supporting materialism and ma-

terialist views.

However, even if materialists' views conflict with scientific evi-

dence, they cannot at any cost accept that matter is not absolute but

created. If they could just step back from their dogmatic prejudice

for a moment, they would be able to see the plain truth and free

themselves from the spell that materialism has cast on them. To do

this, it will be sufficient to put their accustomed view to one side, rid

themselves of their ideological bigotry and keep an open mind.

One of the first things they must consider is the real nature of

the concept of time, because materialists think that time, along with

matter, is absolute. This deception has prevented many of them from

seeing the truth. Modern science has proven that time is a derivative

of matter and that like matter itself, time was created from nothing.

That is, time had a beginning. Also, it became known in last century

that time is a relative concept; that it is a kind of changing perception

and not something stable and unchanging, as materialists had be-

lieved for centuries. 

The Real Nature of the Concept of Time

What we call "time" is in fact a method by which we compare

one moment to another. For example, when a person taps an object,

he hears a particular sound. If he taps the same object again, he hears

another sound. Believing that there is an interval between the two

sounds, he calls this interval "time." Yet when he hears the second

noise, the first one he heard is no more than an imagination in his

mind, merely a bit of information in his memory. A person formu-
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lates his perception of time by comparing the "present" moment with

what he holds in memory. If he doesn't make this comparison, he can

have no perception of time either. 

Renowned physicist Julian Barbour defines time in this way: 

Time is nothing but a measure of the changing positions of objects. A

pendulum swings, the hands on a clock advance. 82 

Briefly, time comes about as a result of comparisons of data

stored in the brain. If man had no memory, his brain could not make

such interpretations and therefore, he would never form any percep-

tions of time. One determines himself to be thirty years old, only be-

cause he has accumulated information pertaining to those thirty

years. If his memory did not exist, then he could not think of any

such preceding period and would experience only the single "mo-

ment" in which he was living.

Our Concept of the "Past" Is Merely Information in

Our Memories

Because of suggestions we receive, we think we live in separate

divisions of time called past, present and future. However, the only

reason we have a concept of "past" (as explained earlier) is that vari-

ous events have been placed in our memories. For example, we re-

call the moment we enrolled in primary school and therefore

perceive it as an event in the past. However, future events are not in

our memories. Therefore, we regard these things we don't yet know

about as events that we'll experience in the future. But just as the

past has been experienced from our point of view, so has the future.

But because these events have not been supplied to our memories,

we cannot know them.
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Were God to put future events into our memories, then the fu-

ture would be the past for us. For example, a thirty-year-old person

recalls thirty years of memories and events and for this reason,

thinks he has a thirty-year past. If future events between the ages of

thirty and seventy were to be inserted into this person's memory,

then for this thirty- year-old individual, both his thirty years and his

"future" between the ages of thirty and seventy would become the

past for him. In this situation, both past and future would be present

in his memory, and each one would be vivid experiences for him.

Because God has made us perceive events in a definite series, as

if time were moving from past to future, He does not inform us of

Time exists as a comparison of various illusions inside the brain. If a person had no

memory, his brain could not make such analyses and therefore there could be no

conception of time. If people had no memories, they would not think of a period of

past time, but experience only the single "moment" they live in.
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our future or give this information to our memories. The future is

not in our memories, but all human pasts and futures are in His eter-

nal memory. This is like observing a human life as if it were already

wholly depicted and completed in a movie. Someone who cannot

advance the film sees his life as the frames pass, one by one. He is

mistaken in thinking that the frames he has not yet seen constitute

the future.

World History Is Also a Relative Concept

All these facts apply to history and social life as well. We think

of societies and world history as limited within the concepts of time

and space. We divide history into periods and look at it in terms of

this relative concept of ours. 

We rely on our five senses to survive. We perceive only what

our senses allow, and we can never succeed in stepping out of the

boundaries of our senses. The time and space we live in are similarly

perceived. If our brain cannot detect a being through our five senses,

we simply say that that being has "disappeared." Accordingly,

events, images or sensations stored in our memories still exist for

us—that is, they are alive, while those that are forgotten no longer

exist. To put it another way, beings and events that are not in our

memory become past events for us. They are simply "dead" and non-

existent. 

Yet, this holds true only for human beings, because only human

beings have a limited memory. The memory of God, on the other

hand, is superior to everything. It is boundless and eternal, yet one

point deserves mention here: The term "the memory of God" is used

only for clarification purposes. It is definitely not possible that any

comparison or similarity could be drawn between the memory of

God and the memory of a human. God is surely the One Who creates
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The beginning and the end of World War II, the firing of the first rocket into space, the laying of

the first stone in the construction of the Ancient Egyptian pyramids, and the erection of stones

weighing tons at Stonehenge all exist in a single moment in the sight of God.
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everything from nothingness and Who knows everything, down to

the last detail. 

Because the memory of God is infinite, nothing existing in it

ever becomes lost. In other words, no living being created by God

ever vanishes. No flower fades, no drink of water finishes, no period

comes to an end, and no food is wholly consumed. In its first form as

a cloud of dust, the universe is in God's sight; every moment in his-

tory exists in His sight as they once were. The stones of Stonehenge

are being set in place, the Egyptian pyramids are being constructed,

the Sumerians are surveying the stars, Neanderthals eke out their

living, the Lascaux cave images are being painted, people live in

Catal Huyuk, and World War II is raging. In the same way, societies

that will live thousands of years from now exist in God's sight, even

as they are building their civilizations and arranging their lives.

Eternity has begun for a being or an event by the time it is cre-

ated. For instance, when a flower is created, it is, in reality, destined

not to disappear. That it ceases to become a part of one's sensations

and is erased from one's memory does not actually mean that it has

vanished or died. Its state in the sight of God is what actually mat-

ters. Furthermore, all states of this being, from its creation, through-

out all moments of its life or death, do exist in the memory of God. 

Honest Reflection

All this knowledge is of utmost importance in human life. And

this is definitely not any sort of philosophy or school of thought, but

the result of scientific conclusions that are impossible to deny.

Most probably, many readers are reflecting on these facts about time-

lessness and the real nature of time for the first time in their lives. 

However, one important thing must be kept in mind: God, in

the Qur'an, reveals that "only those who sincerely turn to God"
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(Qur'an, 50: 8) take heed. In other words, only those who truly seek

the guidance of God and strive to appreciate His infinite might and

His greatness will heed these explanations and have a full grasp of

these facts.

An individual may be influenced by materialism all his life.

Because of this influence, he may not have the opportunity to think

about these facts with an open mind. But this does not mean he must

continue to lead his life in error. Anyone who sees the truth must no

longer insist on error, but listen to and obey the moral voice of his

conscience. The Qur'an says that every individual must avoid being

the kind of person who sees the truth in his conscience but flees from

it:

And they repudiated them wrongly and haughtily, in spite of

their own certainty about them. See the final fate of the cor-

rupters. (Qur'an, 27:14)

Those who see the truth and acknowledge it, if God wills, will

attain salvation in this world and in the Hereafter:

He who brings the truth and he who confirms it—those are

the people who guard against evil. (Qur'an, 39:33)
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arwinism, in other words the theory of evoluti-

on, was put forward with the aim of denying the

fact of creation, but is in truth nothing but failed,

unscientific nonsense. This theory, which claims

that life emerged by chance from inanimate mat-

ter, was invalidated by the scientific evidence of clear "design" in the

universe and in living things. In this way, science confirmed the fact

that God created the universe and the living things in it. The propa-

ganda carried out today in order to keep the theory of evolution ali-

ve is based solely on the distortion of the scientific facts, biased

interpretation, and lies and falsehoods disguised as science.
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Yet this propaganda cannot conceal the truth. The fact that the

theory of evolution is the greatest deception in the history of science

has been expressed more and more in the scientific world over the

last 20-30 years. Research carried out after the 1980s in particular has

revealed that the claims of Darwinism are totally unfounded, somet-

hing that has been stated by a large number of scientists. In the Uni-

ted States in particular, many scientists from such different fields as

biology, biochemistry and paleontology recognize the invalidity of

Darwinism and employ the fact of creation to account for the origin

of life. 

We have examined the collapse of the theory of evolution and

the proofs of creation in great scientific detail in many of our works,

and are still continuing to do so. Given the enormous importance of

this subject, it will be of great benefit to summarize it here.

The Scientific Collapse of Darwinism

Although this doctrine goes back as far as ancient Greece, the

theory of evolution was advanced extensively in the

nineteenth century. The most important develop-

ment that made it the top topic of the world of

science was Charles Darwin's The Origin of
Species, published in 1859. In this book, he

denied that God created different living spe-

cies on Earth separately, for he claimed that

all living beings had a common ancestor and

had diversified over time through small

changes. Darwin's theory was not based on

any concrete scientific finding; as he also accep-

ted, it was just an "assumption." Moreover, asCharles Darwin



Darwin confessed in the long chapter of his book titled "Difficulties

on Theory," the theory failed in the face of many critical questions. 

Darwin invested all of his hopes in new scientific discoveries,

which he expected to solve these difficulties. However, contrary to

his expectations, scientific findings expanded the dimensions of the-

se difficulties. The defeat of Darwinism in the face of science can be

reviewed under three basic topics:

1) The theory cannot explain how life originated on Earth. 

2) No scientific finding shows that the "evolutionary mecha-

nisms" proposed by the theory have any evolutionary power at all. 

3) The fossil record proves the exact opposite of what the theory

suggests.

In this section, we will examine these three basic points in gene-

ral outlines:

The First Insurmountable Step: The Origin of Life

The theory of evolution posits that all living species evolved

from a single living cell that emerged on the primitive Earth 3.8 billi-

on years ago. How a single cell could generate millions of complex

living species and, if such an evolution really occurred, why traces of

it cannot be observed in the fossil record are some of the questions

that the theory cannot answer. However, first and foremost, we need

to ask: How did this "first cell" originate?

Since the theory of evolution denies creation and any kind of

supernatural intervention, it maintains that the "first cell" originated

coincidentally within the laws of nature, without any design, plan or

arrangement. According to the theory, inanimate matter must have

produced a living cell as a result of coincidences. Such a claim, ho-

wever, is inconsistent with the most unassailable rules of biology. 
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"Life Comes From Life"

In his book, Darwin never referred to the origin of life. The pri-

mitive understanding of science in his time rested on the assumption

that living beings had a very simple structure. Since medieval times,

spontaneous generation, which asserts that non-living materials ca-

me together to form living organisms, had been widely accepted. It

was commonly believed that insects came into being from food lefto-

vers, and mice from wheat. Interesting experiments were conducted

to prove this theory. Some wheat was placed on a dirty piece of cloth,

and it was believed that mice would originate from it after a while. 

Similarly, maggots developing in rotting meat was assumed to

be evidence of spontaneous generation. However, it was later un-

derstood that worms did not appear on meat spontaneously, but we-

re carried there by flies in the form of larvae, invisible to the naked

eye. 

Even when Darwin wrote The Origin of Species, the belief that

bacteria could come into existence from non-living matter was wi-

dely accepted in the world of science. 

However, five years after the publication of Darwin's book, Lo-

uis Pasteur announced his results after long studies and experi-

ments, that disproved spontaneous generation, a cornerstone of

Darwin's theory. In his triumphal lecture at the Sorbonne in 1864,

Pasteur said: "Never will the doctrine of spontaneous generation recover
from the mortal blow struck by this simple experiment." 83

For a long time, advocates of the theory of evolution resisted

these findings. However, as the development of science unraveled

the complex structure of the cell of a living being, the idea that life

could come into being coincidentally faced an even greater impasse. 
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Inconclusive Efforts of the Twentieth Century

The first evolutionist who took up the subject of the origin of li-

fe in the twentieth century was the renowned Russian biologist Ale-

xander Oparin. With various theses he advanced in the 1930s, he

tried to prove that a living cell could originate by coincidence. These

studies, however, were doomed to failure, and Oparin had to make

the following confession: 

Unfortunately, however, the problem of the origin of the cell is per-

haps the most obscure point in the whole study of the evolution of

organisms. 84

Evolutionist followers of Oparin tried to carry out experiments

to solve this problem. The best known experiment was carried out

Darwin assumed that the

cell was a simple blob of

protoplasm. As science

progressed, however, it

revealed that the cell

possessed a structure

with a complexity that

amazed scientists.
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by the American chemist Stanley Miller in 1953. Combining the ga-

ses he alleged to have existed in the primordial Earth's atmosphere

in an experiment set-up, and adding energy to the mixture, Miller

synthesized several organic molecules (amino acids) present in the

structure of proteins. 

Barely a few years had passed before it was revealed that this

experiment, which was then presented as an important step in the

name of evolution, was invalid, for the atmosphere used in the expe-

riment was very different from the real Earth conditions. 85

After a long silence, Miller confessed that the atmosphere medi-

um he used was unrealistic. 86

All the evolutionists' efforts throughout the twentieth century

to explain the origin of life ended in failure. The geochemist Jeffrey

Bada, from the San Diego Scripps Institute accepts this fact in an ar-

ticle published in Earth magazine in 1998:

Today as we leave the twentieth century, we still face the biggest

unsolved problem that we had when we entered the twentieth cen-

tury: How did life originate on Earth? 87

The Complex Structure of Life 

The primary reason why the theory of evolution ended up in

such a great impasse regarding the origin of life is that even those li-

ving organisms deemed to be the simplest have incredibly complex

structures. The cell of a living thing is more complex than all of our

man-made technological products. Today, even in the most develo-

ped laboratories of the world, a living cell cannot be produced by

bringing organic chemicals together.

The conditions required for the formation of a cell are too great

in quantity to be explained away by coincidences. The probability of
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proteins, the building blocks of a cell, being synthesized coinciden-

tally, is 1 in 10950 for an average protein made up of 500 amino acids.

In mathematics, a probability smaller than 1 over 1050 is considered

to be impossible in practical terms.

The DNA molecule, which is located in the nucleus of a cell and

which stores genetic information, is an incredible databank. If the in-

formation coded in DNA were written down, it would make a

giant library consisting of an estimated 900 volumes of

encyclopedias consisting of 500 pages each.

A very interesting dilemma emerges at this point:

DNA can replicate itself only with the help of some

specialized proteins (enzymes). However, the

synthesis of these enzymes can be realized only

by the information coded in DNA. As they

both depend on each other, they have to exist

at the same time for replication. This

brings the scenario that life originated

by itself to a deadlock. Prof. Leslie Or-

gel, an evolutionist of repute from the

University of San Diego, California,

confesses this fact in the September

1994 issue of the Scientific American
magazine:

It is extremely improbable that pro-

teins and nucleic acids, both of

which are structurally complex,

arose spontaneously in the same

place at the same time. Yet it also

seems impossible to have one wit-
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hout the other. And so, at first glance, one might have to conclude

that life could never, in fact, have originated by chemical means. 88

No doubt, if it is impossible for life to have originated from na-

tural causes, then it has to be accepted that life was "created" in a su-

pernatural way. This fact explicitly invalidates the theory of

evolution, whose main purpose is to deny creation. 

Imaginary Mechanism of Evolution 

The second important point that negates Darwin's theory is that

both concepts put forward by the theory as "evolutionary mecha-

nisms" were understood to have, in reality, no evolutionary power. 

Darwin based his evolution allegation entirely on the mecha-

nism of "natural selection." The importance he placed on this mecha-

nism was evident in the name of his book: The Origin of Species, By

Means of Natural Selection…

Natural selection holds that those living things that are stronger

and more suited to the natural conditions of their habitats will survi-

ve in the struggle for life. For example, in a deer herd under the thre-

at of attack by wild animals, those that can run faster will survive.

Therefore, the deer herd will be comprised of faster and stronger in-

dividuals. However, unquestionably, this mechanism will not cause

deer to evolve and transform themselves into another living species,

for instance, horses. 

Therefore, the mechanism of natural selection has no evoluti-

onary power. Darwin was also aware of this fact and had to state this

in his book The Origin of Species:

Natural selection can do nothing until favourable individual diffe-

rences or variations occur. 89
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Lamarck's Impact

So, how could these "favorable variations" occur? Darwin tried

to answer this question from the standpoint of the primitive unders-

tanding of science at that time. According to the French biologist

Chevalier de Lamarck (1744-1829), who lived before Darwin, living

creatures passed on the traits they acquired during their lifetime to

the next generation. He asserted that these traits, which accumula-

ted from one generation to another, caused new species to be for-

med. For instance, he claimed that giraffes evolved from antelopes;

as they struggled to eat the leaves of high trees, their necks were ex-

tended from generation to generation. 

Darwin also gave similar examples. In his book The Origin of
Species, for instance, he said that some bears going into water to find

food transformed themselves into whales over time. 90

However, the laws of inheritance discovered by Gregor Mendel

(1822-84) and verified by the science of genetics, which flourished in

the twentieth century, utterly demolished the legend that acquired

traits were passed on to subsequent generations. Thus, natural selec-

tion fell out of favor as an evolutionary mechanism. 

Neo-Darwinism and Mutations

In order to find a solution, Darwinists

advanced the "Modern Synthetic Theory,"

or as it is more commonly known, Neo-

Darwinism, at the end of the 1930s. Neo-

Darwinism added mutations, which are

distortions formed in the genes of living

beings due to such external factors as radi-

ation or replication errors, as the "cause of
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favorable variations" in addition to natural mutation. 

Today, the model that stands for evolution in the world is Neo-

Darwinism. The theory maintains that millions of living beings for-

med as a result of a process whereby numerous complex organs of

these organisms (e.g., ears, eyes, lungs, and wings) underwent "mu-

tations," that is, genetic disorders. Yet, there is an outright scientific

fact that totally undermines this theory: Mutations do not cause li-

ving beings to develop; on the contrary, they are always harmful. 

The reason for this is very simple: DNA has a very complex

structure, and random effects can only harm it. The American gene-

ticist B. G. Ranganathan explains this as follows:

First, genuine mutations are very rare in nature. Secondly, most

mutations are harmful since they are random, rather than orderly

changes in the structure of genes; any random change in a highly

ordered system will be for

the worse, not for the bet-

ter. For example, if an

earthquake were to shake

a highly ordered structure

such as a building, there

would be a random chan-

ge in the framework of the

building which, in all pro-

bability, would not be an

improvement. 91

Not surprisingly, no mu-

tation example, which is use-

ful, that is, which is observed

to develop the genetic code,
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has been observed so far. All mutations have proved to be harmful. It

was understood that mutation, which is presented as an "evoluti-

onary mechanism," is actually a genetic occurrence that harms living

things, and leaves them disabled. (The most common effect of muta-

tion on human beings is cancer.) Of course, a destructive mechanism

cannot be an "evolutionary mechanism." Natural selection, on the ot-

her hand, "can do nothing by itself," as Darwin also accepted. This

fact shows us that there is no "evolutionary mechanism" in nature.

Since no evolutionary mechanism exists, no such any imaginary pro-

cess called "evolution" could have taken place. 

The Fossil Record: No Sign of Intermediate Forms

The clearest evidence that the scenario suggested by the theory

of evolution did not take place is the fossil record. 

According to this theory, every living species has sprung from a

predecessor. A previously existing species turned into something el-

se over time and all species have come into being in this way. In ot-

her words, this transformation proceeds gradually over millions of

years. 

Had this been the case, numerous intermediary species should

have existed and lived within this long transformation period. 

For instance, some half-fish/half-reptiles should have lived in

the past which had acquired some reptilian traits in addition to the

fish traits they already had. Or there should have existed some repti-

le-birds, which acquired some bird traits in addition to the reptilian

traits they already had. Since these would be in a transitional phase,

they should be disabled, defective, crippled living beings. Evoluti-

onists refer to these imaginary creatures, which they believe to have

lived in the past, as "transitional forms." 

If such animals ever really existed, there should be millions and
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even billions of them in number and variety. More importantly, the

remains of these strange creatures should be present in the fossil re-

cord. In The Origin of Species, Darwin explained:

If my theory be true, numberless intermediate varieties, linking

most closely all of the species of the same group together must as-

suredly have existed... Consequently, evidence of their former exis-

tence could be found only amongst fossil remains. 92

Darwin's Hopes Shattered

However, although evolutionists have been making strenuous

efforts to find fossils since the middle of the nineteenth century all

over the world, no transitional forms have yet been uncovered. All
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of the fossils, contrary to the evolutionists' expectations, show that li-

fe appeared on Earth all of a sudden and fully-formed. 

One famous British paleontologist, Derek V. Ager, admits this

fact, even though he is an evolutionist:

The point emerges that if we examine the fossil record in detail,

whether at the level of orders or of species, we find – over and over

again – not gradual evolution, but the sudden explosion of one

group at the expense of another. 93

This means that in the fossil record, all living species suddenly

emerge as fully formed, without any intermediate forms in between.

This is just the opposite of Darwin's assumptions. Also, this is very

strong evidence that all living things are created. The only explanati-

on of a living species emerging suddenly and complete in every de-

tail without any evolutionary ancestor is that it was created. This fact

is admitted also by the widely known evolutionist biologist Douglas

Futuyma:

Creation and evolution, between them, exhaust the possible expla-

nations for the origin of living things. Organisms either appeared

on the earth fully developed or they did not. If they did not, they

must have developed from pre-existing species by some process of

modification. If they did appear in a fully developed state, they

must indeed have been created by some omnipotent intelligence.94

Fossils show that living beings emerged fully developed and in

a perfect state on the Earth. That means that "the origin of species,"

contrary to Darwin's supposition, is not evolution, but creation.

The Tale of Human Evolution

The subject most often brought up by advocates of the theory of

evolution is the subject of the origin of man. The Darwinist claim
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holds that modern man evolved from ape-like creatures. During this

alleged evolutionary process, which is supposed to have started 4-5

million years ago, some "transitional forms" between modern man

and his ancestors are supposed to have existed. According to this

completely imaginary scenario, four basic "categories" are listed: 

1. Australopithecus 

2. Homo habilis

3. Homo erectus

4. Homo sapiens

Evolutionists call man's so-called first ape-like ancestors Aust-

ralopithecus, which means "South African ape." These living beings

are actually nothing but an old ape species that has become extinct.

Extensive research done on various Australopithecus specimens by

two world famous anatomists from England and the USA, namely,

Lord Solly Zuckerman and Prof. Charles Oxnard, shows that these

apes belonged to an ordinary ape species that became extinct and

bore no resemblance to humans. 95



Evolutionists classify the next stage of human evolution as "ho-

mo," that is "man." According to their claim, the living beings in the

Homo series are more developed than Australopithecus. Evolutionists

devise a fanciful evolution scheme by arranging different fossils of

these creatures in a particular order. This scheme is imaginary beca-

use it has never been proved that there is an evolutionary relation

between these different classes. Ernst Mayr, one of the twentieth cen-

tury's most important evolutionists, contends in his book One Long

Argument that "particularly historical [puzzles] such as the origin of life or

of Homo sapiens, are extremely difficult and may even resist a final, satisf-

ying explanation." 96

By outlining the link chain as Australopithecus > Homo habilis >

Homo erectus > Homo sapiens, evolutionists imply that each of these

species is one another's ancestor. However, recent findings of pale-

oanthropologists have revealed that Australopithecus, Homo habilis,

and Homo erectus lived at different parts of the world at the same ti-

me. 97

Moreover, a certain segment of humans classified as Homo erec-

tus have lived up until very modern times. Homo sapiens neandartha-

lensis and Homo sapiens sapiens (modern man) co-existed in the same

region. 98

This situation apparently indicates the invalidity of the claim

that they are ancestors of one another. Stephen Jay Gould explained

this deadlock of the theory of evolution, although he was himself

one of the leading advocates of evolution in the twentieth century:

What has become of our ladder if there are three coexisting line-

ages of hominids (A. africanus, the robust australopithecines, and

H. habilis), none clearly derived from another? Moreover, none of

the three display any evolutionary trends during their tenure on

earth. 99
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Put briefly, the scenario of human evolution, which is "upheld"

with the help of various drawings of some "half ape, half human"

creatures appearing in the media and course books, that is, frankly,

by means of propaganda, is nothing but a tale with no scientific fo-

undation. 

Lord Solly Zuckerman, one of the most famous and respected

scientists in the U.K., who carried out research on this subject for ye-

ars and studied Australopithecus fossils for 15 years, finally conclu-

ded, despite being an evolutionist himself, that there is, in fact, no

such family tree branching out from ape-like creatures to man. 

Zuckerman also made an interesting "spectrum of science" ran-
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ging from those he considered scientific to those he considered uns-

cientific. According to Zuckerman's spectrum, the most "scientific" –

that is, depending on concrete data – fields of science are chemistry

and physics. After them come the biological sciences and then the

social sciences. At the far end of the spectrum, which is the part con-

sidered to be most "unscientific," are "extra-sensory perception" –

concepts such as telepathy and sixth sense – and finally "human evo-

lution." Zuckerman explains his reasoning:

We then move right off the register of objective truth into those fi-

elds of presumed biological science, like extrasensory perception

or the interpretation of man's fossil history, where to the faithful

[evolutionist] anything is possible – and where the ardent believer

[in evolution] is sometimes able to believe several contradictory

things at the same time. 100

The tale of human evolution boils down to nothing but the pre-

judiced interpretations of some fossils unearthed by certain people,

who blindly adhere to their theory.

Darwinian Formula!

Besides all the technical evidence we have dealt with so far, let

us now for once, examine what kind of a superstition the evoluti-

onists have with an example so simple as to be understood even by

children:

The theory of evolution asserts that life is formed by chance.

According to this claim, lifeless and unconscious atoms came toget-

her to form the cell and then they somehow formed other living

things, including man. Let us think about that. When we bring toget-

her the elements that are the building-blocks of life such as carbon,

phosphorus, nitrogen and potassium, only a heap is formed. No
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matter what treatments it undergoes, this atomic heap cannot form

even a single living being. If you like, let us formulate an "experi-

ment" on this subject and let us examine on the behalf of evoluti-

onists what they really claim without pronouncing loudly under the

name "Darwinian formula":

Let evolutionists put plenty of materials present in the compo-

sition of living things such as phosphorus, nitrogen, carbon, oxygen,

iron, and magnesium into big barrels. Moreover, let them add in the-

se barrels any material that does not exist under normal conditions,

but they think as necessary. Let them add in this mixture as many

amino acids and as many proteins – a single one of which has a for-

mation probability of 10-950 – as they like. Let them expose these mix-

tures to as much heat and moisture as they like. Let them stir these

with whatever technologically developed device they like. Let them

put the foremost scientists beside these barrels. Let these experts wa-

it in turn beside these barrels for billions, and even trillions of years.

Let them be free to use all kinds of conditions they believe to be ne-

cessary for a human's formation. No matter what they do, they can-

not produce from these barrels a human, say a professor that

examines his cell structure under the electron microscope. They can-

not produce giraffes, lions, bees, canaries, horses, dolphins, roses,

orchids, lilies, carnations, bananas, oranges, apples, dates, tomatoes,

melons, watermelons, figs, olives, grapes, peaches, peafowls, phe-

asants, multicoloured butterflies, or millions of other living beings

such as these. Indeed, they could not obtain even a single cell of any

one of them. 

Briefly, unconscious atoms cannot form the cell by coming to-

gether. They cannot take a new decision and divide this cell into two,

then take other decisions and create the professors who first invent

the electron microscope and then examine their own cell structure
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under that microscope. Matter is an unconscious, lifeless heap, and it

comes to life with God's superior creation. 

The theory of evolution, which claims the opposite, is a total fal-

lacy completely contrary to reason. Thinking even a little bit on the

claims of evolutionists discloses this reality, just as in the above

example.

Technology in the Eye and the Ear

Another subject that remains unanswered by evolutionary the-

ory is the excellent quality of perception in the eye and the ear. 

Before passing on to the subject of the eye, let us briefly answer

the question of how we see. Light rays coming from an object fall op-

positely on the eye's retina. Here, these light rays are transmitted in-

to electric signals by cells and reach a tiny spot at the back of the

brain, the "center of vision." These electric signals are perceived in

this center as an image after a series of processes. With this technical

background, let us do some thinking.

The brain is insulated from light. That means that its inside is

completely dark, and that no light reaches the place where it is loca-

ted. Thus, the "center of vision" is never touched by light and may

even be the darkest place you have ever known. However, you ob-

serve a luminous, bright world in this pitch darkness.

The image formed in the eye is so sharp and distinct that even

the technology of the twentieth century has not been able to attain it.

For instance, look at the book you are reading, your hands with

which you are holding it, and then lift your head and look around

you. Have you ever seen such a sharp and distinct image as this one

at any other place? Even the most developed television screen pro-

duced by the greatest television producer in the world cannot provi-
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de such a sharp image for you. This is a three-dimensional, colored,

and extremely sharp image. For more than 100 years, thousands of

engineers have been trying to achieve this sharpness. Factories, huge

premises were established, much research has been done, plans and

designs have been made for this purpose. Again, look at a TV screen

and the book you hold in your hands. You will see that there is a big

difference in sharpness and distinction. Moreover, the TV screen

shows you a two-dimensional image, whereas with your eyes, you

watch a three-dimensional perspective with depth. 

For many years, tens of thousands of engineers have tried to

make a three-dimensional TV and achieve the vision quality of the

eye. Yes, they have made a three-dimensional television system, but

it is not possible to watch it without putting on special 3-D glasses;

moreover, it is only an artificial three-dimension. The background is

more blurred, the foreground appears like a paper setting. Never has

it been possible to produce a sharp and distinct vision like that of the

eye. In both the camera and the television, there is a loss of image qu-

ality.

Evolutionists claim that the mechanism producing this sharp

and distinct image has been formed by chance. Now, if somebody

told you that the television in your room was formed as a result of

chance, that all of its atoms just happened to come together and ma-

ke up this device that produces an image, what would you think?

How can atoms do what thousands of people cannot?

If a device producing a more primitive image than the eye co-

uld not have been formed by chance, then it is very evident that the

eye and the image seen by the eye could not have been formed by

chance. The same situation applies to the ear. The outer ear picks up

the available sounds by the auricle and directs them to the middle
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ear, the middle ear transmits the sound vibrations by intensifying

them, and the inner ear sends these vibrations to the brain by trans-

lating them into electric signals. Just as with the eye, the act of he-

aring finalizes in the center of hearing in the brain. 

The situation in the eye is also true for the ear. That is, the brain

is insulated from sound just as it is from light. It does not let any so-

und in. Therefore, no matter how noisy is the outside, the inside of

the brain is completely silent. Nevertheless, the sharpest sounds are

perceived in the brain. In your completely silent brain, you listen to

symphonies, and hear all of the noises in a crowded place. However,

were the sound level in your brain measured by a precise device at

that moment, complete silence would be found to be prevailing the-

re. 

As is the case with imagery, decades of effort have been spent in

trying to generate and reproduce sound that is faithful to the origi-

nal. The results of these efforts are sound recorders, high-fidelity sys-

tems, and systems for sensing sound. Despite all of this technology

and the thousands of engineers and experts who have been working

on this endeavor, no sound has yet been obtained that has the same

sharpness and clarity as the sound perceived by the ear. Think of the

highest-quality hi-fi systems produced by the largest company in the

music industry. Even in these devices, when sound is recorded some

of it is lost; or when you turn on a hi-fi you always hear a hissing so-

und before the music starts. However, the sounds that are the pro-

ducts of the human body's technology are extremely sharp and clear.

A human ear never perceives a sound accompanied by a hissing so-

und or with atmospherics as does a hi-fi; rather, it perceives sound

exactly as it is, sharp and clear. This is the way it has been since the

creation of man.
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So far, no man-made visual or recording apparatus has been as

sensitive and successful in perceiving sensory data as are the eye

and the ear. However, as far as seeing and hearing are concerned, a

far greater truth lies beyond all this. 

To Whom Does the Consciousness that Sees and

Hears within the Brain Belong? 

Who watches an alluring world in the brain, listens to sympho-

nies and the twittering of birds, and smells the rose?

The stimulations coming from a person's eyes, ears, and nose

travel to the brain as electro-chemical nerve impulses. In biology,

physiology, and biochemistry books, you can find many details abo-

ut how this image forms in the brain. However, you will never come

across the most important fact: Who perceives these electro-chemical

nerve impulses as images, sounds, odors, and sensory events in the

brain? There is a consciousness in the brain that perceives all this

without feeling any need for an eye, an ear, and a nose. To whom do-

es this consciousness belong? Of course it does not belong to the ner-

ves, the fat layer, and neurons comprising the brain. This is why

Darwinist-materialists, who believe that everything is comprised of

matter, cannot answer these questions. 

For this consciousness is the spirit created by God, which needs

neither the eye to watch the images nor the ear to hear the sounds.

Furthermore, it does not need the brain to think. 

Everyone who reads this explicit and scientific fact should pon-

der on Almighty God, and fear and seek refuge in Him, for He squ-

eezes the entire universe in a pitch-dark place of a few cubic

centimeters in a three-dimensional, colored, shadowy, and luminous

form.
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A Materialist Faith

The information we have presented so far shows us that the

theory of evolution is incompatible with scientific findings. The the-

ory's claim regarding the origin of life is inconsistent with science,

the evolutionary mechanisms it proposes have no evolutionary po-

wer, and fossils demonstrate that the required intermediate forms

have never existed. So, it certainly follows that the theory of evoluti-

on should be pushed aside as an unscientific idea. This is how many

ideas, such as the Earth-centered universe model, have been taken

out of the agenda of science throughout history. 

However, the theory of evolution is kept on the agenda of scien-

ce. Some people even try to represent criticisms directed against it as

an "attack on science." Why?

The reason is that this theory is an indispensable dogmatic belief

for some circles. These circles are blindly devoted to materialist philo-

sophy and adopt Darwinism because it is the only materialist explana-

tion that can be put forward to explain the workings of nature.

Interestingly enough, they also confess this fact from time to ti-

me. A well-known geneticist and an outspoken evolutionist, Richard

C. Lewontin from Harvard University, confesses that he is "first and

foremost a materialist and then a scientist":

It is not that the methods and institutions of science somehow

compel us accept a material explanation of the phenomenal world,

but, on the contrary, that we are forced by our a priori adherence to

material causes to create an apparatus of investigation and a set of

concepts that produce material explanations, no matter how coun-

ter-intuitive, no matter how mystifying to the uninitiated. More-

over, that materialism is absolute, so we cannot allow a Divine

Foot in the door. 101
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These are explicit statements that Darwinism is a dogma kept

alive just for the sake of adherence to materialism. This dogma main-

tains that there is no being save matter. Therefore, it argues that ina-

nimate, unconscious matter created life. It insists that millions of

different living species (e.g., birds, fish, giraffes, tigers, insects, trees,

flowers, whales, and human beings) originated as a result of the inte-

ractions between matter such as pouring rain, lightning flashes, and

so on, out of inanimate matter. This is a precept contrary both to re-

ason and science. Yet Darwinists continue to defend it just so as "not

to allow a Divine Foot in the door."

Anyone who does not look at the origin of living beings with a

materialist prejudice will see this evident truth: All living beings are

works of a Creator, Who is All-Powerful, All-Wise, and All-Kno-

wing. This Creator is God, Who created the whole universe from

non-existence, designed it in the most perfect form, and fashioned

all living beings.

The Theory of Evolution: 

The Most Potent Spell in the World 

Anyone free of prejudice and the influence of any particular

ideology, who uses only his or her reason and logic, will clearly un-

derstand that belief in the theory of evolution, which brings to mind

the superstitions of societies with no knowledge of science or civili-

zation, is quite impossible.

As explained above, those who believe in the theory of evoluti-

on think that a few atoms and molecules thrown into a huge vat

could produce thinking, reasoning professors and university stu-

dents; such scientists as Einstein and Galileo; such artists as Humph-

rey Bogart, Frank Sinatra and Luciano Pavarotti; as well as
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antelopes, lemon trees, and carnations. Moreover, as the scientists

and professors who believe in this nonsense are educated people, it

is quite justifiable to speak of this theory as "the most potent spell in

history." Never before has any other belief or idea so taken away

peoples' powers of reason, refused to allow them to think intel-

ligently and logically, and hidden the truth from them as if they had

been blindfolded. This is an even worse and unbelievable blindness

than the Egyptians worshipping the Sun God Ra, totem worship in

some parts of Africa, the people of Saba worshipping the Sun, the

tribe of Abraham (pbuh) worshipping idols they had made with

their own hands, or the people of Moses (pbuh) worshipping the

Golden Calf.

In fact, God has pointed to this lack of reason in the Qur'an. In

many verses, He reveals that some peoples' minds will be closed and

that they will be powerless to see the truth. Some of these verses are

as follows:

As for those who do not believe, it makes no difference to

them whether you warn them or do not warn them, they will

not believe. God has sealed up their hearts and hearing and

over their eyes is a blindfold. They will have a terrible

punishment. (Qur'an, 2:6-7)

… They have hearts with which they do not understand. They

have eyes with which they do not see. They have ears with

which they do not hear. Such people are like cattle. No, they

are even further astray! They are the unaware. (Qur'an, 7:179)

Even if We opened up to them a door into heaven, and they

spent the day ascending through it, they would only say: "Our

eyesight is befuddled! Or rather we have been put under a

spell!" (Qur'an, 15:14-15) 
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Words cannot express just how astonishing it is that this spell

should hold such a wide community in thrall, keep people from the

truth, and not be broken for 150 years. It is understandable that one

or a few people might believe in impossible scenarios and claims full

of stupidity and illogicality. However, "magic" is the only possible

explanation for people from all over the world believing that un-

conscious and lifeless atoms suddenly decided to come together and

form a universe that functions with a flawless system of or-

ganization, discipline, reason, and consciousness; a planet named

Earth with all of its features so perfectly suited to life; and living

things full of countless complex systems. 

In fact, the Qur'an relates the incident of Moses (pbuh) and

Pharaoh to show that some people who support atheistic philosophies

actually influence others by magic. When Pharaoh was told about the

true religion, he told Prophet Moses (pbuh) to meet with his own ma-

gicians. When Moses (pbuh) did so, he told them to demonstrate their

abilities first. The verses continue:

He said: "You throw." And when they threw, they cast a spell

on the people's eyes and caused them to feel great fear of

them. They produced an extremely powerful magic. (Qur'an,

7:116)

As we have seen, Pharaoh's magicians were able to deceive

everyone, apart from Moses (pbuh) and those who believed in him.

However, his evidence broke the spell, or "swallowed up what they

had forged," as the verse puts it:

We revealed to Moses: "Throw down your staff." And it im-

mediately swallowed up what they had forged. So the Truth

took place and what they did was shown to be false. (Qur'an,

7:117-118)
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As we can see, when people realized that a spell had been cast

upon them and that what they saw was just an illusion, Pharaoh's

magicians lost all credibility. In the present day too, unless those

who, under the influence of a similar spell, believe in these ridicu-

lous claims under their scientific disguise and spend their lives

defending them, abandon their superstitious beliefs, they also will

be humiliated when the full truth emerges and the spell is broken. In

fact, world-renowned British writer and philosopher Malcolm Mug-

geridge, who was an atheist defending evolution for some 60 years,

but who subsequently realized the truth, reveals the position in

which the theory of evolution would find itself in the near future in

these terms:

I myself am convinced that the theory of evolution, especially the

extent to which it's been applied, will be one of the great jokes in

the history books in the future. Posterity will marvel that so very

flimsy and dubious an hypothesis could be accepted with the inc-

redible credulity that it has. 102

That future is not far off: On the contrary, people will soon see

that "chance" is not a deity, and will look back on the theory of evo-

lution as the worst deceit and the most terrible spell in the world.

That spell is already rapidly beginning to be lifted from the shoul-

ders of people all over the world. Many people who see its true face

are wondering with amazement how they could ever have been

taken in by it.
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They said “Glory be to You! We have no 

knowledge except what You have thought us. 

You are the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.”

(Qur’an, 2: 32)
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